


thought·ful  (thôtfl) adj

1. Engrossed in thought; contemplative. 2. Characterized by careful thought. 3. Having or showing heed for the well-being or happiness 
of others and a propensity for anticipating their needs or wishes.



In 1990, OXO set out to make everyday living easier. We tackled this audacious goal through 
humble products like peelers, ice cream scoops, can openers and whisks. As we have grown 
in both size and product offering, the OXO brand has become widely recognized as a prime example of how 
user-focused design in everyday products can translate into business success, influencing categories 
far distant from our own.
 
Recently, we interviewed some OXO users as a kind of performance review. Over and over again, 
we heard “there’s a lot of thought that goes into how somebody will use an OXO tool,” “it’s always 
interesting to see the OXO version of something,” and “OXO…made all the difference.” Perhaps 
the best illustration of a job well done was that every single user we spoke to said OXO made “life 
a little easier.”
 
How do we do it?
 
We study people – lefties and righties, male and female, young and old – interacting with products 
and we identify ways to make these products better. Our “question everything” process and relentless 
attention to detail uncover the best solutions for slicing, peeling, whisking, baking, stirring, washing, 
scrubbing, dusting, storing and organizing.
 
We invite you to read on to experience the ways OXO makes everyday living easier.
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For over 25 years, OXO’s mission has been to provide innovative 
consumer products that make everyday living easier.

How do we do it? We study people – lefties and righties, male 
and female, young and old – interacting with products and 
we identify opportunities for meaningful improvement. Our 
“question everything” process and relentless attention to detail 
allow us to design products that help consumers make short 
work of everyday tasks.

We’ve applied the same philosophy and attention to detail to 
OXO On, our new line of intell igent k itchen appliances. 
Through intuitive interfaces, innovative digital controls and 
backlit LED displays, our On appliances give you the simplicity, 
functionality and thoughtfulness you’ve come to expect from 
OXO…
 

…all with the touch of a button.

ON
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Barista Brain

12-CUP COFFEE BREWING SYSTEM

TEMPERATURE

Water temperature is maintained 
precisely throughout the entire 
 brew cycle

VOLUME

Integrated scale and pump 
regulate water volume for 
optimal flavor extraction

TIME

Microprocessor-controlled 
brew cycle makes 4-12 cups 
of perfect coffee

8
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The art of perfect coffee, 
down to an exact science.

A delicious cup of coffee is art and science combined: 

the  art of extracting rich flavors and aromas from coffee 

grounds, and the science of time and temperature 

colliding in just the  right way, at just the  right moment. 

The OXO Barista Brain Coffee Brewing System heats 

water in the removable kettle up to the optimal 

temperature to  help your favorite roast reach its full 

potential, and precisely maintains the temperature 

throughout the entire brewing process. Water is 

measured by an integrated scale and pumped to the 

brew basket in perfectly timed cycles, starting with a 

short cycle that allows coffee to bloom for full  flavor 

extraction. The intelligent microprocessor monitors 

time, temperature and volume from start to 

finish, ensuring the precision of hand-crafted 

coffee with the ease of ordering at your 

favorite local coffee shop. 

You choose the number of cups and we’ll 

do the rest, providing a pot of perfection 

every time.

 
REMOVABLE 
WATER KETTLE

Easy-to-fill kettle heats water 
to brew coffee or to make tea 
and other hot beverages 

BOROSILICATE 
GLASS 
CONSTRUCTION

Kettle is made of durable, 
BPA-free borosilicate glass for 
thermal shock protection and 
a pure, clean taste

PRECISE 
TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Water is heated and held at 
the perfect temperature for 
coffee (197.6-204.8°F) or your 
preferred temperature for tea 
(175-212°F)

 
PRECISION 
PUMP

Water is transported to brew 
basket in measured cycles, 
including a pre-soak cycle so 
grounds can bloom

INTEGRATED  
INNOVATIVE 
 SCALE

Water volume is intelligently 
monitored for optimum coffee 
extraction and consistently 
perfect cups

 
INTUITIVE LED 
INTERFACE

The backlit screen and one- dial 
interface features coffee/ tea 
cup selection, 24-hour 
programmable brew-start, 
freshness timer, and more

 
RAINMAKER™ 
SHOWERHEAD

Water is evenly dispersed over 
coffee grounds for uniform 
saturation and full flavor 
extraction

 
INTERNAL 
MIXING TUBE

Coffee is blended thoroughly 
as it is brewed into the carafe 
so the last sip is as delicious 
as the first   

VACUUM-INSULATED, 
 CARAFE WITH BREW-
 THROUGH LID

Double-walled stainless steel 
carafe keeps your brew hot 
and fresh 

 
INTELLIGENT 
MICROPROCESSOR

Barista Brain monitors 
all operations to achieve 
delicious results 

#8710000

 
SOFT, NON-SLIP 
HANDLES

Kettle and carafe provide 
comfortable, non-slip grips 
for controlled, easy pouring

 
LARGE BREW 
BASKET

Basket provides large surface 
area for even ground coffee 
saturation from 4 to 12 cups

Coffee Scoop & 
10 Filters Included 

AND TEA, TOO!
Removable glass kettle 
heats water for tea and 
other hot beverages

ON
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Barista Brain

TEMPERATURE

Water temperature is maintained 
precisely throughout the entire 
brew cycle

VOLUME

Pump distributes water  in 
timed cycles for optimal 
flavor extraction 

TIME

Microprocessor-controlled 
brew cycle produces 2-9 cups 
perfect coffee

9-CUP COFFEE MAKER

10
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INTERNAL 
MIXING TUBE

Coffee is blended thoroughly 
 as it is brewed into the carafe 
so the last sip is as delicious as 
the first

 
INTUITIVE LED 
INTERFACE

Backlit screen displays the Coffee 
Maker status and freshness 
indicator; a single dial allows you 
to program the number of cups 
and 24-hour start timer

This is one smart 
coffee maker.

A delicious cup of coffee is art and science combined; 

 the art of extracting rich flavors and aromas from coffee 

grounds, and the science of time and temperature 

colliding in just the right way, at just the right moment. 

The OXO Barista Brain Coffee Maker heats water to the 

optimal temperature to help your favorite roast reach its 

 full potential, and precisely maintains the temperature 

throughout the entire brewing process. Water is 

pumped  to the brew basket in perfectly timed cycles, 

starting with  a short cycle that allows coffee to bloom 

for full flavor extraction. The intelligent microprocessor 

monitors time and  temperature from start to finish, 

ensuring the precision of hand-crafted coffee with the 

ease of ordering at your favorite local coffee shop. 

You choose the number of cups and we’ll do the rest, 

creating a pot of perfection every time.

 
RAINMAKER™ 
SHOWERHEAD

Water is evenly dispersed over 
coffee grounds for uniform 
saturation and full flavor 
extraction

 
SOFT, NON-SLIP 
HANDLE

Carafe provides a comfortable,  
non-slip grip for controlled, easy 
pouring

VACUUM-INSULATED, 
STAINLESS STEEL 
CARAFE

Double-walled carafe keeps 
your brew hot and fresh 

 
SINGLE SERVE 
CAPABILITY

Easily make one mug of 
delicious coffee

PRECISE 
TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Water is heated and held at the 
perfect temperature for coffee 
(197.6-204.8°F) 

 
CONE-SHAPED 
BREW BASKET

Basket shape ensures grounds 
bed is sized for full flavor 
extraction whether you’re 
making 2 or 9 cups of coffee

 
INTELLIGENT 
MICROPROCESSOR

Barista Brain monitors all 
operations to achieve  perfect 
results

Coffee Scoop & 
10 #4 Filters Included #8710100
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Barista Brain

CONICAL BURR COFFEE GRINDER 
WITH INTEGRATED SCALE

CONICAL 
BURR GRINDER

Stainless steel grinder protects 
flavor by creating a uniform 
grinds and minimizing heat

INTUITIVE 
DIGITAL CONTROLS

One-touch dial and LED interface 
provide total control over ground 
coarseness and volume

BUILT-IN 
SCALE

Intelligent, integrated digital scale 
ensures a precise volume of 
ground coffee every time 

12
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POWERFUL DC 
MOTOR

High torque/low speed (400 
rpm) grinder will not overheat 
beans, protecting flavor, and 
generates minimal static to 
reduce mess 

 
STAINLESS STEEL 
CONICAL BURRS

Durable 40mm burrs create 
a uniform grind for optimal 
brewing

 
 
PROTECTION

Built-in overheating protection 
and automatic no-bean 
detector protect the motor 
to ensure a long life

 
INTUITIVE LED 
INTERFACE

Grind based on number of cups 
you want to make or customize 
your brew by grinding in grams 

 
MESS-FREE 
DESIGN

Hopper features a “trap door” 
to hold beans in when removed; 
grounds container features a 
narrow top opening for less mess 
and easy dispensing 

 
BUILT-IN 
DIGITAL SCALE

Grinder’s intelligent, integrated 
scale measures output by weight 
instead of time, ensuring the 
precise amount of ground coffee 
every time 

 
STRENGTH 
ADJUSTER

Measurements can be 
fine-tuned to make a stronger 
or weaker brew to suit your 
preference

Perfect coffee, 
from the grounds up.

A truly perfect brew starts with ground coffee, but it 

takes the right grinder for coffee beans to reach their 

full potential.

The Barista Brain Grinder’s intelligent, built-in scale 

precisely measures coffee using pre-set grams-to-

cup ratios; if you want more control, you can use the 

gram setting to grind exactly the amount of coffee 

you want.

The high torque/low speed Grinder helps keep 

beans from overheating during even the longest 

grinding session, creates a uniform grind for optimal 

flavor extraction, and generates minimal static to 

reduce mess.

Whether you like strong or weak, espresso or drip, 

French press or pour over, our Coffee Grinder can help 

you get the grind you need to make your perfect cup.

 
UV-BLOCKING 
TINT

Hopper keeps harmful UV 
rays away from delicate 
coffee beans to keep them 
fresh longer

 
GRIND SELECT 
FEATURE

Grinder locks into a wide range 
of settings from fine for espresso 
to coarse for French press coffee

 
LARGE 
CAPACITY

Hopper holds 16 oz of coffee 
beans; grounds container 
accommodates enough 
ground coffee to brew 12 cups 

#8710200
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Clarity

CORDLESS GLASS ELECTRIC KETTLE

AUTOMATIC SAFETY 
SHUT-OFF

Illuminated LED power switch 
automatically  turns off when 
water has reached a rolling boil

CORDLESS 
KETTLE

Kettle is cord-free for easy 
transport when removed from 
the 360° swivel base

CRYSTAL-CLEAR 
GLASS

Durable borosilicate glass provides 
thermal shock protection and a 
pure, clean taste 

14
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A pot worth watching, 
pure and simple.

They say a watched pot never boils, but with stainless 

steel construction and crystal-clear borosilicate 

glass, it will be hard to look away. Water has an 

elegance to it when boiling, and a taste we believe 

should be kept pure. 

The Clarity Kettle provides peace of mind through 

thoughtful features like auto shut-off, a stay-cool 

handle, easy-to-read measurement markings, and 

a soft-open lid. The cordless Kettle is easily moved 

between counter and table, whether you’re making  

hot chocolate on a cold day or enjoying some afternoon 

tea with friends.

 
LARGE 
CAPACITY

Kettle boils up to 1.75 L of water 
faster than the microwave and 
safer than the stovetop

 
CORDLESS 
KETTLE

Kettle is cord-free when 
removed from the 360° swivel 
base and has an insulated 
bottom to protect your table

 
CONVENIENT 
STORAGE

Cord wraps neatly around the 
base for compact, tidy storage 

 
MEASUREMENT 
MARKINGS

Convenient ounce and milliliter 
markings allow for precise 
measuring 

 
AUTOMATIC SAFETY 
SHUT-OFF

Kettle automatically turns 
off when water has reached 
a rolling boil

 
SOFT-OPEN 
LID

Lid opens slowly to control the 
release of steam and prevent 
hot water splatter 

 

 
ILLUMINATED LED 
POWER SWITCH

Light illuminates when Kettle 
is on 

 
REMOVABLE 
FILTER

Reusable, perforated stainless 
steel filter strains water while 
you pour and is removable for 
easy cleaning 

 
BOROSILICATE 
GLASS

Kettle is BPA-free and made 
with borosilicate glass for 
thermal shock protection and 
a pure, clean taste

 
STAY-COOL 
HANDLE

Non-slip, comfortable handle 
provides a secure grip and 
remains cool to the touch 

#8710300
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Up to You

4-SLICE MOTORIZED TOASTER

TAKE-A-PEEK 
CAPABILITY

Pause to check progress at any 
time; either remove and enjoy 
or resume toasting

MOTORIZED 
ELEVATOR

Toast quietly and gently lowers 
or rises with the  push of a button 

INTUITIVE 
DIGITAL CONTROLS

Customize your toast with 
9 darkness settings, plus bagel, 
defrost and “a little extra” functions

16
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WIDE 
SLOTS

Generous, self-centering slots 
accommodate a variety of 
bread and bagel thicknesses

 
BAGEL 
FUNCTION

Toast only one side of the 
bagel, leaving the other side 
soft and warm 

 
MOTORIZED 
ELEVATOR

Quiet motor gently lowers and 
raises bread — no more flying 
toast!

 
INTUITIVE LED 
INTERFACES

Backlit, easy-to-read interface 
helps you customize your toast 

 
LAST SETTING 
MEMORY

Your last setting will be the first 
thing your toaster suggests to 
speed things along

 
“A LITTLE EXTRA” 
FUNCTION

Add 30 seconds to the cycle 
if your toast is not quite dark 
enough, or if it cools off before 
you can enjoy it

 
LED COUNTDOWN 
DISPLAY

Progress indicator lets you 
know how much of the toasting 
cycle remains 

 
UP & DOWN 
BUTTONS

Raise and lower toast,  or take a 
peek to check progress without 
stopping or restarting the 
toasting cycle

 
DEEP 
CRUMB TRAY

Removable trays catch crumbs 
and seeds, and are accessible 
from the front for easy emptying 

 
FINGERPRINT 
FREE

Sleek, stainless steel body 
resists fingerprints

 
DEFROST 
FUNCTION

Thaw frozen bread and bagels 
before toasting

Toast, as you like it.

Everybody’s definition of “perfect” toast is a little 

different. Some like it dark, some light, and others 

somewhere in between. 

The OXO 4-Slice Motorized Toaster has nine digital 

settings, allowing everyone  to find their perfect 

shade. Want more control? The LED countdown 

shows exactly how much time is left, but our take-

a-peek feature lets you check in on the toasting 

progress mid-cycle; the “a little extra” function 

will give you extra toasting if you want it. 

Defining “perfect” toast is up to you; delivering it 

is up to us!

#8710500
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Up to You

2-SLICE MOTORIZED TOASTER

TAKE-A-PEEK 
CAPABILITY

Pause to check progress at any 
time; either remove and enjoy 
or resume toasting

MOTORIZED 
ELEVATOR

Toast quietly and gently lowers or 
rises with the  push of a button 

INTUITIVE 
DIGITAL CONTROLS

Customize your toast with 
9 darkness settings, plus bagel, 
defrost and “a little extra” functions

18
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Not just a pretty (inter)face.

Everybody’s definition of “perfect” toast is a little 

different. Some like it dark, some light, and others 

somewhere in between. 

The OXO 2-Slice Motorized Toaster has nine digital 

settings, allowing everyone to find their perfect 

shade. Want more control? The LED countdown 

shows exactly how much time is left, but our take-

a-peek feature lets you check in on the toasting 

progress mid-cycle; the “a little extra” function 

will  give you extra toasting if you want it. 

Defining “perfect” toast is up to you; delivering it 

is up to us!

#8710400

 
WIDE 
SLOTS

Generous, self-centering slots 
accommodate a variety of 
bread and bagel thicknesses

 
BAGEL 
FUNCTION

Toast only one side of the 
bagel, leaving the other side 
soft and warm 

 
MOTORIZED 
ELEVATOR

Quiet motor gently lowers and 
raises bread — no more flying 
toast!

 
INTUITIVE LED 
INTERFACES

Backlit, easy-to-read interface 
helps you customize your toast  

 
LAST SETTING 
MEMORY

Your last setting will be the first 
thing your toaster suggests to 
speed things along

 
“A LITTLE EXTRA” 
FUNCTION

Add 30 seconds to the cycle 
if your toast is not quite dark 
enough, or if it cools off before 
you can enjoy it

 
LED COUNTDOWN 
DISPLAY

Progress indicator lets you 
know how much of the toasting 
cycle remains

 
UP & DOWN 
BUTTONS

Raise and lower toast,  or take a 
peek to check progress without 
stopping or restarting the 
toasting cycle

 
FINGERPRINT 
FREE

Sleek, stainless steel body 
resists fingerprints

 
DEFROST 
FUNCTION

Thaw frozen bread and bagels 
before toasting

 
DEEP 
CRUMB TRAY

Removable tray catches crumbs 
and seeds, and is accessible from 
the front for easy emptying

ON
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Bright

ILLUMINATING DIGITAL HAND MIXER

POWERFUL 
DC MOTOR

Mixer features a slow, controlled 
start and holds consistent speed 
through thick and thin (batter)

SOFT-GLOW 
LED HEADLIGHT

Headlight illuminates bowl as 
you mix, allowing you to monitor 
batter consistency

INTUITIVE 
DIGITAL CONTROLS

Soft-touch controls and clear LED 
display allow you to seamlessly 
and precisely adjust mixing speed

20
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SOFT-GLOW 
LED HEADLIGHT

Headlight illuminates bowl as 
you mix, allowing you to monitor 
batter consistency,  and remains 
softly lit for safety as long as 
mixer is on

 
COMPACT 
STORAGE

Beaters store on mixer body 
and cord wraps and secures 
around base for compact, 
upright storage

Set of dough hooks included 
for extra-thick batter 

See your batter 
in a new light.

Cream cheese frosting, chocolate brownies, whipped 

cream, fluffy meringue.  All of these yummy treats 

depend on precise mixing. With a light to guide 

you, intuitive digital controls to steadily increase or 

decrease speed, and a consistent, DC motor that 

maintains its power no matter the workload, OXO’s 

Illuminating Digital Hand Mixer gives you the control 

to create the perfect result. And when you’re finished, 

the on-board beater clip, wrap-and-secure cord, and 

flat, stable base allow for compact, upright storage.

The Bright Hand Mixer will help make light work of 

your baking adventures from beginning to end.  

 
EASY BEATER 
RELEASE

Beaters are ejected with a 
simple push for easy cleaning

 
STEADY, 
QUIET MOTOR

DC motor holds consistent 
speed, even as your batter 
thickens (like cruise control!)

 
LED POWER 
DISPLAY

Backlit indicator clearly shows 
speed selection

 
BALLOON-SHAPED 
BEATERS

Whisk design ideal for efficiently 
mixing everything from egg 
whites to cookie dough

 
CORD 
FLIP

Cord swivels and snaps into 
either side of the mixer to stay 
safely out of your way

 
SOFT, NON-SLIP 
HANDLE

Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip, even when your hands 
are wet

 
INTUITIVE DIGITAL 
CONTROLS

Soft-touch controls allow you to 
smoothly adjust mixing speed

 
SIX DIGITAL 
SPEEDS

Mixer features a splatter-free 
slow start and a range of 
speeds from light mixing to 
heavy whipping 

#8710700
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Bright

ILLUMINATING DIGITAL 
IMMERSION BLENDER

SAFE FOR 
COOKWARE

Silicone shaft and nylon head 
protect cookware from dents 
and scratches while blending

SOFT-GLOW 
LED HEADLIGHT

Headlight illuminates pot as you 
blend, allowing you to monitor 
soup and sauce consistency

INTUITIVE 
DIGITAL CONTROLS

Soft-touch controls and clear LED 
display allow you to seamlessly and 
precisely adjust blending speed

22
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Immerse yourself.

Butternut squash soup, tomato sauce, hummus, 

 homemade ice cream, fruit smoothies. Each requires 

controlled blending. With a light to guide you, intuitive 

digital controls to steadily increase or decrease 

speed, and a powerful DC motor, OXO’s Illuminating 

Digital Immersion  Blender gives you the control to 

create the perfect result. In addition, our Immersion 

Blender features a silicone shaft and a nylon head, 

that protect bowls and cookware from dents and 

scratches while blending, mixing, and even when 

tapping off excess food. 

The Bright Immersion Blender will help make light 

work of your cooking adventures from beginning 

to end. 

 
SIX DIGITAL 
SPEEDS

Blender features a splatter-free 
slow start and a range of speeds 
from delicate blending to 
powerful pureeing

 
COOKWARE 
FRIENDLY

Nylon head won’t scratch non-stick 
or other delicate surfaces and 
silicone- coated stainless steel shaft 
won’t ding cookware edges when 
tapping off excess food

 
SOFT, NON-SLIP 
HANDLE

Soft, comfortable body is 
non-slip, even when hands 
are wet 

 
BLENDER 
BEAKER

Measuring beaker with silicone 
lid allows you to blend up to 
3 cups to serve or store for later

 
INTUITIVE DIGITAL 
CONTROLS

Easy-to-use dial allows you 
to smoothly adjust blending 
speed

 
SOFT TOUCH 
POWER BUTTON

Start or stop blending by 
pressing the wide button for 
safe, controlled use

 
LED POWER 
DISPLAY

Backlit indicator clearly shows 
speed selection

 
SOFT-GLOW 
LED HEADLIGHT

Headlight illuminates pot as you 
blend, allowing you to monitor 
consistency, and remains on for 
safety as long as the Blender is 
plugged in

 
CORD 
STORAGE

Cord wraps and secures around 
handle for tidy storage

#8710600

ON
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IMAGE? 

BAKEWARE NEXT





                                 Metal Bakeware

• Commercial-grade, heavy-gauge aluminized steel provides fast, even heat 
distribution and lasting  durability and stability

• Swiss-engineered, PTFE, ceramic-reinforced, two-layer, commercial-grade 
coating provides the ultimate non-stick food release and is scratch-, stain-, 
corrosion- and abrasion-resistant 

• Micro-textured pattern ensures even baking by minimizing surface contact 
and promoting airflow, and adds structural rigidity to help prevent warping

• Visible pan dimension markings on top surface allow for quick and easy size 
identification

MADE IN THE USA

FPO

ILAFLON®  Resist R Plus ceramic-reinforced, 
two-layer commercial-grade coating provides 
the ultimate  non-stick food release and scratch-, 
stain-, corrosion- and abrasion-resistance.  

Visible pan 
dimensions

Reinforced, 
square-rolled 
edges

Micro-textured 
pattern

Heavy-gauge 
aluminized steel 
with two-layer, 
non-stick coating

M
ETAL BAKEW

ARE
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BAKEWARE
OXO’s line of commercial-grade Bakeware provides 
professional quality, exceptional durability and 
superior performance, making it the perfect partner 
for a lifetime of baking adventures. 



Cookie Sheet 
• Generous edge provides a secure grip for easy handling 

and transferring to and from the oven
• Perfect for cookies, biscuits and pastries

#11160600

Half Sheet Pan – 13" x 18" 
• Perfect for large batches of cookies and sheet cakes

#11160800

Quarter Sheet Pan – 9" x 13" 
• Great for pastries and focaccia

#11165000

Jelly Roll Pan – 10" x 15" 
• Ideal for jelly rolls, bars and cookies

#11160700

Pizza Pan 
• Square-rolled edge adds reinforcement for structure, strength and durability, and 

provides a secure grip for easy handling and transferring to and from the oven
• Ideal for homemade and frozen pizza

#11159900

Sheet & Jelly Roll Pans

• Stay-flat feature helps prevent pans from warping

• Square-rolled edges add reinforcement for structure, strength 
and durability, and provide a secure grip for easy handling and 
transferring to and from the oven 

M
ETAL BAKEKW

ARE
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Cake Pans

• Smooth, seamless design for easy, thorough cleaning

• Square-rolled edges add reinforcement for structure, strength 
and durability, and provide a secure grip for easy handling 
and transferring to and from the oven 

• 9" Pans have straight side walls for making uniform layer cakes

1lb Loaf Pan – 4.5" x 8.5" 
• Perfect for bread and pound cakes

#11160300

Cake Pan – 9" Square 
• Ideal for brownies and cinnamon rolls

#11160000

Cake Pan – 9" x 13" 
• Great for brownies, cakes and bars

#11160200

Cake Pan – 9" Round 
• Perfect for layer cakes and more

#11160100

M
ETAL BAKEW

ARE
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24 Cup Mini Muffin Pan 
• Great for mini muffins, mini cupcakes and brownie bites

#11160400

12 Cup Muffin Pan 
• Perfect for muffins, cupcakes and mini quiches

#11160500

Muffin Pans

• Sized for making standard or mini muffins and cupcakes 

• Square-rolled edges add reinforcement for structure, strength 
and durability, and provide a secure grip for easy handling and 
transferring to and from the oven

M
ETAL BAKEKW

ARE
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COOKW
ARE

33
Our 3-ply Stainless Steel Pro Cookware combines 
the elegance and durability of stainless steel with the 
superior heat conductivity of aluminum, ensuring even 
cooking from every side.

Our Hard-Anodized Non-Sick Pro Cookware offers 
versatile pieces with built-in convenience. Enjoy 
effortless food release with German engineered, 
PFOA-free, 3-layer Non-Stick coating.

Our Hard-Anodized Non-Sick Pro Cookware offers 
functional pieces built to last. Enjoy effortless food 
release with German engineered, PFOA-free, 3-layer 
Non-Stick coating.

COOKWARE
With three lines to choose from, all with unique qualities 
and superior performance, our cookware is perfect for 
everyone from new cooks to seasoned chefs. 
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OVEN & BROILER 
SAFE

DRIP-FREE 
EDGES

3-PLY  
TECHNOLOGY

DISHWASHER 
SAFE

INDUCTION 
COMPATIBLE

Heat-radiant aluminum core fused between 18/10 Stainless 
Steel and magnetic Stainless Steel ensures even cooking  
from every side.

Perfect for all types of stovetops, including induction.

Unique rolled edges designed for drip-free pouring of  
sauces, soups, reductions and more.

Durable all-metal construction allows cookware to move 
directly from stovetop to oven and broiler. Glass lids are  
oven safe up to 430°F/220°C.

Dishwasher safe for quick and easy cleanup.
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3-LAYER  
NON-STICK

3-LAYER  
NON-STICK

HARD-ANODIZED

HARD-ANODIZED

DISHWASHER 
SAFE

DRIP-FREE 
EDGES

3 Layers of German Engineered PFOA-free Non-Stick Coating 
provide years of effortless food release using less oil.

3 Layers of German Engineered PFOA-free Non-Stick Coating 
provide years of effortless food release using less oil.

Dishwasher safe for quick and easy cleanup.

Unique rolled edges designed for drip-free pouring of sauces, 
soups, reductions and more.

Scratch-resistant Hard-Anodized Aluminum ensures superior 
heat conduction and even cooking. Perfect for all types of 
stovetops, except induction.

Scratch-resistant Hard-Anodized Aluminum ensures superior 
heat conduction and even cooking. Perfect for all types of 
stovetops, except induction.
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#1057966 / #1116460 bulk 
#1057968 blade replacement cartridge

#20081 / #20091 bulk 
#1129680 tray pack assorted colors (16 pc)

PEELERS
Glide through the toughest peels of your favorite 
fruits and veggies with ease. 

Swivel Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
blade easily peels potatoes, 
carrots and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

Pro Swivel Peeler

• Precision ground, extra-hardened 
stainless steel blade

• Sharp eyer easily removes 
blemishes in one scoop

• Non-slip handle with extra 
cushioning in grip areas

• Removable cover protects blade

• Blade is easily replaced with the 
OXO Peeler Blade Replacement 
Cartridge
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3 Piece Peeler Set

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler 
(green), Serrated Peeler (red) 
and Julienne Peeler (orange)

• Swivel peeler glides through the 
toughest peels

• Julienne Peeler easily creates 
julienne strips

• Serrated Peeler easily peels waxy 
and slippery fruits and vegetables 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

#1057967 
#1057968 blade replacement cartridge 

Pro Y Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
blade easily peels cucumbers, 
apples and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle is contoured for choking 
up or gripping farther back

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

• Blade is easily replaceable 
with the OXO Peeler Blade 
Replacement Cartridge

#50081

SteeL™ Swivel Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless 
steel blade easily peels apples, 
potatoes and more

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

#1061242

#21081

Y Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
blade easily peels cucumbers, 
apples and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

#1054751 

Julienne Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
blades easily create julienne strips

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Clear, flip-top safety cover 
protects blade

#1137680
#1140380 bulk, all black

Serrated Peeler

• Sharp, serrated, hardened 
stainless steel blade easily peels 
waxy and slippery fruits and 
vegetables

• Ideal for peaches, plums, 
tomatoes and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle cushions hand during 
repetitive peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade
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FRUIT & VEGETABLE
Each of these tools is uniquely designed to cleanly 
remove pits, peels and hulls to make quick work of 
fruits and vegetables. 

#32681

Apple Divider

• Cores and slices apples and 
pears

• Sharp, stainless steel blades 
make perfect slices

• Raised handles keep hands off 
countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#3102500

SteeL™ Apple Divider

• Cores and slices apples and 
pears

• Sharp, stainless steel blades 
make perfect slices

• Raised handles keep hands off 
countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Pop Out Apple Divider

• Cores and slices apples and pears 
quickly and safely

• Flexible cover fully ejects sliced 
fruit and minimizes splatter

• Sharp, stainless steel blades 
divide fruit quickly and evenly

• Removable cover provides soft, 
comfortable grip 

#11154000 
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Mango Splitter

• Removes mango pit and slices 
fruit in half with one simple press

• Raised handles keep hands off 
countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Strawberry Huller

• A simple twist and pull removes 
entire strawberry hull

• Hull is easily released with the 
push of a button

• Comfortable, non-slip grip

• Comes apart for easy cleaning 
and is dishwasher safe

#1067504 
#1117360 bulk 

#11111900

#1255180 red / #1071499 black 
#1119781 red bulk

#1144681 tray pack red (12 pc)

Cherry & Olive Pitter

• Splatter Shield protects work 
area from juices and removes 
for cleaning

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction 
removes pits with ease

• Soft, comfortable non-slip 
handles absorb pressure

• Generous holder accommodates 
large cherries like Bing and 
Rainier, and is recessed to 
secure smaller varieties 
of cherries and olives

• Locks closed for convenient 
storage

• Unlock Pitter before placing 
in dishwasher
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#1127580 white
#11124500 yellow

2 Piece Fruit Scoop Set

• Set includes: Large Scoop 
and Small Scoop

• Large Scoop is perfect for 
squash, mango, cantaloupe, 
watermelon, pumpkin and more

• Small Scoop is ideal for kiwi, 
avocado, zucchini, baked 
potatoes and more

• Edges are sharp enough to neatly 
scoop fruit, but safe to touch

• Separates fruit without piercing skin

• Cleanly removes seeds

Ratcheting 
Pineapple Slicer

• Quickly and easily cores and 
slices fresh pineapples

• Ratcheting turning handle for 
comfortable, continuous rotations

• Measurement markings on body 
help prevent piercing the bottom 
of the pineapple shell

• Handle and body separate with 
the press of a button for easy 
cleaning

• Blade is sharp enough to easily 
slice pineapple

#1253180

#3108300

Stainless Steel Ratcheting 
Pineapple Slicer 

• Quickly and easily cores and 
slices fresh pineapples

• Ratcheting turning handle for 
continuous rotations 

• Measurement markings on body 
help prevent piercing the bottom 
of the pineapple shell 

• Handle and body separate with 
the press of a button for easy 
cleaning

Peeler and Parer Set 

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler and 
Paring Knife

• Swivel Peeler glides through 
the toughest peels with ease

• Paring Knife has a sharp, 
stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles

#24080
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#1057962

Citrus Squeezer

• Fully extracts juice from citrus fruit

• Interior looks like a traditional 
juicer to indicate proper fruit 
insertion

• Strong, die-cast aluminum 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
absorb pressure

#34781

Citrus Juicer

• Two reamer sizes to fit large and 
small fruit 

• Unique reamers designed for 
easy and efficient juicing 

• Convenient measurement 
markings 

• Comes apart for easy cleaning 

#1064758 #26781

#1128000

Corn Stripper

• Strip corn kernels off cob with 
a quick and easy motion

• Kernels collect in a ½ cup 
capacity container (approximately 
one cob)

• Convenient top opening for 
emptying kernels

• Stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Lemon Zester

• Sharp, stainless steel holes easily 
zest citrus fruits 

• Channel knife makes citrus strips 
or twists 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle

Wooden Reamer

• Easy-to-use, hand-held Reamer

• Juices citrus fruits efficiently

• Made of solid beech wood

• Natural oil finish

• Large, comfortable handle
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#1050061

SteeL™ Corn Holders
(8 Pack)

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep 
Corn Holders firmly attached to 
cob

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles for a secure grip 

#1192100 
#1109380 tray pack (16 pc)

#11150100 bulk

Corn Peeler

• Safely peels kernels off cob with a 
quick and easy motion

• Kernels fall directly into bowl or 
onto cutting board

• Blade position ensures perfectly cut 
kernels every time

• Removable cover protects blade 
and hands when not in use

#28381

Corn Holders (8 Pack)

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep 
Corn Holders firmly attached to 
cob

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles for a secure grip

#11150200 (2 pc)
#11109500 (8 pc) 

Interlocking Corn Holders 

• Corn Holders snap together 
securely in pairs for safe storage

• Interlocked pairs nest together 
compactly

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep 
Holders firmly attached to cob

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handles

One of the reasons why I love OXO 
is that there is a lot of thought that 
goes into how someone is going to 
use the tools. 

- Anne H 
Chicago, IL
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Grape & Tomato Cutter

• Quarters grapes or grape tomatoes 
in an easy, one-handed motion

• Perfect for grapes, pitted olives 
and grape tomatoes 

• Serrated blades quarter quickly, 
easily and safely 

• Curved finger rests provide 
comfort while cutting

• Cover snaps on for safe storage

Grape & Small Tomato 
Slicing Guide

• Slice up to 1 cup of small fruits 
such as grapes or cherry tomatoes 
quickly and safely

• Simply fill Guide with fruits and use 
a knife to slice in half

• Non-slip base keeps Guide steady 
while in use 

• Walls flex to accommodate and 
securely hold fruit while you slice

• Guide comes apart for easy 
cleaning

#1273280

#11122300

#20181

Corer

• Cores apples, pears and more

• Sturdy, stainless steel head 

• Core is easily removed from tool 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle

#39781

Melon Baller

• Features two scooping ends in 
different sizes 

• Perfect for fruit salads, garnishes 
and desserts 

• Sturdy, stainless steel heads 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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#11151300
 

Hand-Held Spiralizer

• Creates uniform, curly noodles 
from vegetables for  
healthier meals

• Open blade design 
accommodates both long 
vegetables like zucchini and 
round vegetables like potatoes

• Food holder keeps hands safe 
and acts as a cap for storage

• Food holder is easy to grip 
while turning down to the end of 
vegetables to minimize waste

#1596000

Compost Bin

• Temporarily stores food scraps 
until they are added to the 
compost pile or trash

• Convenient size and design for 
everyday countertop use

• Lid stays open for filling and flips 
down to lock in odors

• Smooth interior walls and 
removable lid for easy emptying 
and cleaning

#1143380 white / #1252180 green
#1258680 tray pack green (15 pc)

3-in-1 Avocado Slicer

• All-in-one tool splits, pits and 
slices avocados safely and 
effectively

• Pitter removes pit with a safe 
and easy twisting motion

• Slicer removes fruit from skin 
in perfectly even slices

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip 

• Top-rack dishwasher safe
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SALAD
Salad is always in season with OXO. Whether you need tools for prepping 
your greens, slicing your veggies or pouring your dressing, take OXO for 
a spin. 





Salad Spinners

• Easy, one-handed operation

• Patented pump mechanism and brake button

• Clear lid displays contents and comes apart for easy cleaning

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip knob locks down for convenient storage

• Non-slip base keeps bowl steady on countertop

• Top-rack dishwasher safe

SALAD
For quick, easy ways to prep your favorite greens, 
take our salad tools for a spin! 

#32480 clear
#1155901 green

Salad Spinner

• Flat lid allows for convenient 
stacking when not in use

• Elegant non-slip bowl can 
be used for serving 

• Capacity: 6.22 qt bowl, 
4.95 qt basket
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#1161000 
#11115760 bulk

Lettuce Knife

• Serrated edge easily cuts through 
a variety of greens

• Clear plastic blade prevents 
bruised or brown lettuce

• Also ideal for cutting desserts like 
cakes and brownies

• Safe for use with non-stick pans

#1071497#1045409

Little Salad & Herb Spinner

• Flat lid allows for convenient stacking when not in use

• Elegant non-slip bowl can be used for serving

• Capacity: 3.03 qt bowl, 2.44 qt basket

SteeL™ Salad Spinner

• Sturdy, stainless steel bowl can be used for serving

• Capacity: 6.34 qt bowl, 4.95 qt basket

#1128100

Salad Chopper with Bowl

• Stainless steel blades slice 
vegetables, cheese, fruit and more

• Bowl has continuous curve that 
contacts blades for efficient 
cutting

• Bowl rim serves as a grip to 
rotate while chopping

• 5.5 qt capacity

These OXO kitchen tools have 
proven to be amazing! I have yet to 
find anything that compares. 

- Anne H 
Kansas City, MO
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#1268980 black 
#1176800 green

#11150000 green bulk

Little Salad Dressing 
Shaker

• Measure, mix, serve and store 
dressings, sauces and marinades

• Twists open at widest point for 
easy filling and cleaning 

• One-handed open/close seal

• 1 cup capacity

Innovation is key. It's what we strive for. A new way of doing old things. 
We don't reinvent the wheel on every product, but we approach it in a new, 
innovative way. We look at how to make it better. 

LINDSAY MECCA
BRAND COMMUNICATIONS

#1151000
#1156160 bulk

Oil Stopper & Pourer

• Dual function — seals for 
storage and opens for drip-free 
pouring

• Ribs flex to fit most oil or vinegar 
bottles 

• Drizzle or pour oil or vinegar onto 
foods 

• Durable, stainless steel 
construction

#1188500 black
#1105781 green

#1127181 bulk green

Salad Dressing Shaker

• Measure, mix, serve and store 
dressings, sauces and marinades

• Twists open at widest point for 
easy filling and cleaning 

• One-handed open/close seal

• 1½ cup capacity
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Chopped Salad Scissors

• Sharp, micro-serrated, stainless 
steel blades easily chop salad 
ingredients 

• Wide, curved blades optimized for 
efficient chopping and tossing 

• Spring-loaded, soft-grip handle for 
comfortable, continuous use 

• Ideal for chopping and tossing 
directly in bowls 

• Locking tab snaps into handle 
while in use and keeps blades 
closed for safe storage

#11131800
#11149800 bulk

2-in-1 Salad Servers

• Perfect for prepping and serving

• 2-in-1 Servers can be used 
individually for tossing or snapped 
together as tongs for one-handed 
serving

• Fork and spoon nest together for 
compact storage

• Material is durable and won’t stain, 
even from foods like beets or 
balsamic vinegar

• Safe for glass, ceramic and 
stainless steel serving bowls 

• Press button to snap apart for 
tossing or use individually 

#1182400

Oil Pourer with Flip
Out Funnel

• Collapsible silicone funnel flips 
open for easy refilling

• Funnel flips closed for controlled, 
drip-free pouring 

• Stainless steel flap covers spout 
when not in use

• Ribs flex to fit most bottles

• Durable, stainless steel 
construction

#11151000 green / #11105600 white
#11149900 green bulk
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#1062036

Garlic Peeler

• Silicone material removes garlic 
peel when clove is inserted and 
rolled 

• Unique shape keeps cloves inside 
while peeling

• Hands stay free of the garlic smell

• Store neatly in vented case

GARLIC & HERB
Crush, peel, mince and more with our 
Garlic & Herb tools. 

#11107400

Garlic Press

• Large capacity garlic chamber

• Built-in cleaner pushes out garlic 
peels

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles absorb pressure while 
squeezing

#58181

SteeL™ Garlic Press

• Large capacity garlic chamber

• Built-in cleaner pushes out 
excess garlic

• Durable zinc and stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips
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#1134500

Herb Mincer

• Stainless steel blades quickly 
mince fresh herbs 

• Use front edge to gather herbs 
into a pile while mincing

• Removable cover protects blades 
and hands when not in use

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip 
keeps hands away from blades 
while cutting 

Grater

• Ideal for finely grating cheese, 
chocolate and more

• Non-slip feet for more control

• Generous, stainless steel grating 
surface

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

SteeL™ Grater

• Generous, stainless steel grating 
surface

• Sleek, stainless steel handle with 
soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
on sides

GRATERS & CHEESE
Our Graters & Cheese tools are the perfect 
companions for slicing or grating any type of cheese. 

OXO stands by their products, 
and they're trustworthy, honest, 
reliable.

- Masi D 
Dover, NH

#50581#20581
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#1122080

#1121980

#1122180

Zester

• Ideal for zesting citrus fruits and 
finely grating hard cheeses

• Generous, etched stainless steel 
grating surface for fast, easy 
zesting and grating

• Non-slip foot for more control

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Coarse Grater

• Ideal for semi-soft cheeses, 
apples, potatoes and cabbage

• Generous, etched stainless steel 
grating surface for fast, easy 
grating

• Non-slip foot for more control 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Medium Grater

• Ideal for hard cheeses, carrots 
and zucchini

• Generous, bi-directional, sharp 
stainless steel grating surface for 
fast, easy grating

• Non-slip foot for more control

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Two-Fold Grater

• Stands upright or can be separated 
to use over a bowl or plate

• Generous coarse and medium 
stainless steel grating surfaces 
for soft cheese, vegetables 
and more

• Non-slip feet for more control

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Seal & Store 
Rotary Grater

• Large barrel and bi-directional 
blades for efficient grating

• Silicone seal keeps cheese fresh 
when stored in the refrigerator

• Adjustable handle accommodates 
right- and left-handed users 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 
and rotating knob 

#1052349

#1128480
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Finding the right items to start 
the perfect kitchen for two is so 
easy thanks to OXO. The tools 
not only look great, but are also 
very comfortable and practical.

- J. Finkel 
Hoboken, NJ

Cheese Plane

• Flexible, spring-steel head for 
even slicing at any angle 

• Wavy surface prevents cheese 
from sticking

• Stainless steel blades cuts thin, 
even slices

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle is tapered to look elegant 
on cheese board

Wire Cheese Slicer 
with Replaceable Wires

• Convenient tension wheel for 
tightening wires when loose 

• Cuts thick or thin cheese slices 
depending on angle of wrist

• Two additional stainless 
steel wires included for easy 
replacement

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Container Grater

• Bi-directional, sharp stainless 
steel blades for fast, easy grating

• Grate and measure ingredients 
into container and dispense as 
needed

• Ideal for medium grating of hard 
cheeses, chocolate, carrots, 
zucchini and more

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 

Box Grater

• Generous coarse, medium 
and fine stainless steel grating 
surfaces and slicing surface

• Slim construction conveniently 
fits into drawers

• Detachable container for 
catching, measuring, dispensing 
and storing freshly grated 
ingredients

• Grate on plate, cutting board or 
directly into container

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

#26581

#1122280

#1057961

#1071567
#1116160 bulk

#1060588 Replacement Wire (3 Pack)
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Simple Mandoline Slicer

• Tab slides to easily adjust 
between three slice thickness 
settings, julienne setting and 
storage setting

• Spring-loaded food holder 
pushes food for even slicing 
with little to no waste

• Angled stainless steel blade 
slices even soft foods with ease

• Wide food holder rim protects 
fingers

• Textured runway prevents food 
from sticking

• Integrated blades for easy 
clean-up

• Soft handle provides a 
comfortable grip

• Non-slip feet keep Mandoline 
stable

• Leg folds in for compact storage

• Food holder nests on upside-down 
Mandoline for storage

#1273180

SLICERS & CHOPPERS
Our user-friendly Slicers & Choppers are the perfect 
tools for creating any culinary sensations. 
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#1155700

#3105300 

#1054752 

Chef's Mandoline Slicer

• Makes straight, crinkle cut and waffle slices 
in a wide range of thicknesses

• Also makes thin julienne strips and French fries

• Straight blade easily cuts through firm fruits 
and vegetables like apples and potatoes

• Serrated blade glides through soft foods like 
tomatoes, hollow foods like peppers and 
layered foods like onions

• Soft, easy-turn dial for selecting slice thickness 
or julienne setting

• All blades store on board for added safety and 
convenience 

SteeL™ Chef's Mandoline Slicer

• Makes straight, crinkle cut and waffle slices 
in a wide range of thicknesses

• Also makes thin julienne strips and French fries

• Straight blade easily cuts through firm fruits 
and vegetables like apples and potatoes

• Serrated blade glides through soft foods 
like tomatoes, hollow foods like peppers 
and layered foods like onions

• Soft, easy-turn dial for selecting slice 
thickness or julienne setting

• All blades store on board for added safety 
and convenience 

V-Blade Mandoline Slicer

• Straight blades for slicing and julienne 
blades for French fries and julienne strips

• Sharp, V-shaped, hardened stainless steel 
blade easily slices firm vegetables like 
potatoes and soft fruits like tomatoes

• Four slice thickness settings: 1.5, 3.0, 4.5 and 
6.0 mm

• All blades store on board for added safety 
and convenience
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#1119100

Hand-Held 
Mandoline Slicer

• Three slice thickness settings

• Clear window shows slices below

• Slice on cutting board or plate, or 
hook over a bowl

• Food holder also covers blade 
when not in use

Hand-Held 
Julienne Slicer

• Makes ¹⁄8" julienne strips

• Clear window shows food below

• Slice on cutting board or plate, or 
hook over a bowl

• Food holder also covers blades 
when not in use

Large Hand-Held 
Mandoline Slicer

• Non-slip handle for a comfortable 
grip while slicing

• Wide ramp accommodates a 
variety of vegetables 

• Non-slip dial adjusts to 7 
thicknesses in half millimeter 
increments 

• Clear body provides visibility 
while slicing 

• Convenient notches are non-slip 
and allow for slicing directly over 
bowls

Hand-Held Mandoline

• Food holder protects hands while slicing

• Non-slip feet for more control

#11135900

#1119200
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#20781

#1065872 #16681

#1270980

#50781

SteeL™ Pizza Wheel

• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin 
and thick crust pizza and toppings 

• Stainless steel thumb guard for 
safety

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

4" Pizza Wheel 
for Non-Stick Pans

• Durable, plastic wheel is safe for 
non-stick pans

• Tapered edge easily slices thin 
and thick crust pizza and toppings

• Slick wheel surface prevents 
cheese from sticking

• Die-cast zinc thumb guard for 
safety

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Pizza Wheel

• Sharp, stainless steel blade 

• Tapered edge easily slices thin 
and thick crust pizza and toppings

• Built-in thumb guard for safety

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 

4" Pizza Wheel

• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin 
and thick crust pizza and toppings

• Die-cast zinc thumb guard for 
safety

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Clean Cut Pizza Wheel

• Cuts easily by applying pressure 
directly over the wheel

• 4” stainless steel wheel

• Blade is removable for easy 
cleaning

• Blade guard protects blade and 
hands when not in use

OXO products make me 
happy because they do what 
they are supposed to do.

– Lisa P 
New York, NY
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PIZZA
Have a pizza party with OXO! Our handy kitchen tools make grating, 
topping, slicing and serving easy as (pizza) pie. 





#1265480 red

Fruit & Vegetable Slicer

• Perfect for slicing a variety of 
small foods such as mushrooms, 
strawberries, bananas, eggs and 
cold butter

• Slices directly over bowl or plate, 
eliminating the need for a cutting 
board

• 10 sharp, serrated stainless steel 
blades cut perfect 5 mm slices

Complete Grate 
& Slice Set

• Set includes: coarse and medium 
grating surfaces, and straight and 
julienne slicing surfaces 

• Lid doubles as container for 
collecting and measuring food

• Color-coded surfaces can be 
used over bowls or plates for 
quick jobs

• Handle on container provides a 
secure, comfortable grip while 
grating or slicing

Mini Chopper

• Chops garlic, shallots, nuts and 
more

• Chop in enclosed cup or on 
cutting board

• Blades rotate for even chopping

• Detatchable cup catches, 
measures and stores chopped 
ingredients

• Soft, comfortable knob locks 
down for compact storage

Egg Slicer

• Slice or chop hard-boiled eggs

• Holder cradles egg in two directions 
for round or oblong slices

• Raised handle for easy opening 
and closing

• Non-slip base provides a 
comfortable grip while slicing 
over a bowl or plate

#1253580

#1060620#1271080
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Chopper

• Chops onions, vegetables, herbs, 
nuts and more 

• Chop in enclosed cup or on 
cutting board

• Blades rotate for even chopping

• Detatchable cup catches, 
measures and stores chopped 
ingredients

• Soft, comfortable knob locks 
down for compact storage

#1057959

#26291 #56291

Potato Masher

• Great for mashing potatoes, root 
vegetables and fruit 

• Sturdy, stainless steel wire head 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle absorbs pressure

SteeL™ Potato Masher

• Great for mashing potatoes, root 
vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy, stainless steel wire head

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

MASHERS & FOOD MILLS
We have the tools for mashing, milling or ricing 
potatoes, tomatoes and more 
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#26981

Potato Ricer

• Creates smoothly mashed fruits 
and vegetables 

• Durable, stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips
• Non-slip knob holds Ricer in 

place on bowls

#1129780

3-in-1 Adjustable 
Potato Ricer 

• Stainless steel disk rotates easily 
to change puree consistency to 
fine, medium or coarse

• Fine setting perfect for fluffy 
mashed potatoes, turnips, carrots 
and gnocchi

• Medium setting ideal for spaetzle 
and pressing water out of cooked 
greens

• Coarse setting is great for chunky 
applesauce, egg salad and 
pressing tomatoes for sauce

#34581

Smooth Potato Masher

• Great for mashing potatoes, root 
vegetables and fruit 

• Fine-grid, stainless steel plate 
yields smooth mashed potatoes 

• Broad, horizontal handle with 
soft, comfortable, non-slip grip to 
absorb pressure

#77891

Nylon Potato Masher

• Great for mashing potatoes, root 
vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick 
cookware

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle absorbs pressure
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#1071478

#20681

Bottle Opener

• Opens bottles and pierces cans
• Stainless steel head
• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 

handle 

Jar Opener

• Accommodates any size jar lid
• Sharp, stainless steel teeth grip 

lid firmly
• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 

handle for better leverage 

Food Mill

• Stainless steel bowl with plastic 
exterior to protect hands from heat

• Three stainless steel grinding 
disks for preparing foods of fine, 
medium and coarse textures

• Spring-loaded lever for easy disk 
exchange and disassembly

• Three non-slip legs secure 
placement atop bowls and pots 
up to 11" in diameter, keeping 
Mill elevated above food

• Approximately 2.3 qt capacity

#21181 
#21191 bulk

BOTTLE, JAR 
& CAN OPENERS
Open any bottle, jar or can quickly, easily – and 
most importantly, safely. 
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#11124600 red 
#11139000 green 

#11138900 blue

#58081
#28081 

#28091 bulk

#30081 #1101780

#1173600

Jar Opener with Base Pad

• Base Pad keeps jar in place, 
reducing force required to open jar

• Accommodates any size jar lid
• Sharp, stainless steel teeth grip 

lid firmly
• Contoured, non-slip handle for 

better leverage
• Jar Opener is dishwasher safe; 

hand wash Base Pad

SteeL™ Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Locking Can Opener

• Snap-Lock feature holds Opener 
in place

• A simple press of the button 
releases the Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Contoured turning knob is easy 
to turn

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

Locking Can Opener 
with Lid Catch

• Window easily aligns Opener 
with can

• Magnet arm locks onto lid for 
no-touch lid removal

• A simple press of the button 
releases the Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Soft-Handled Can Opener 

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener
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Die-Cast Locking Can 
Opener with Lid Catch

• Hardened stainless-steel cutting 
wheel turns smoothly and maintains 
its razor-sharp edge

• Over-sized knob is comfortable and 
easy to turn

• Handles lock shut and release with 
the push of a button

• Magnet arm provides no-touch 
lid removal

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Smooth Edge Can Opener

• Leaves no sharp edges on can 
or lid

• Easy-to-turn, side-wind grip

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel does not touch can 
contents and stays clean

• Lid pliers for no-touch lid removal

• Lid can be replaced on top of can 
for storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles and knob

#1049953
#1117560 bulk#1189960 bulk

GRINDERS & SHAKERS
Designed with kitchen-to-table appeal, you’ll want 
to have these grinders and shakers handy from 
prep to serving. 

#1241980

Salt Shaker

• Hole pattern is ideal for dispensing 
the perfect amount of salt

• Side spout allows for easy 
pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Clear body shows fill level

• Lid twists off for easy refilling

Pepper Shaker

• Hole pattern is ideal for dispensing 
the perfect amount of pepper 

• Side spout allows for easy 
pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Clear body shows fill level

• Lid twists off for easy refilling

#1242080
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#1141000

#1140700 
#1121180 tray pack (12 pc)

#1188400

#1234780
#1140600 

#1121280 tray pack (12 pc)

Salt and Pepper Shaker Set

• Each shaker has different hole 
patterns for ideal dispensing of 
salt or pepper

• Side spout allows for easy pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Clear body shows fill level

• Lid twists off for easy refilling

Salt Grinder

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder 
setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside 
down for easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Grinder is sold filled with sea salt

Pepper Grinder

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder 
setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside 
down for easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Grinder is sold filled with black 
peppercorns

Salt and Pepper Grinder Set

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder 
setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinders 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinders rest flat when upside 
down for easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Grinders are sold filled with sea 
salt and black peppercorns

Pepper Mill

• Non-slip, oversized knob is easy 
to grip and turn

• Long arm makes grinding easy

• Ceramic mechanism is adjustable 
for coarse or fine grinding

• Snap-on base keeps pepper 
grinds off the table

• Clear door indicates when it is 
time to refill and opens wide for 
easy filling
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#11106900

#1272780 #1272680

#11150500 white 
#11140200 black

#1272380
#11147300 tray pack

Lua Salt and Pepper 
Mill Set

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting 
from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinders 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mills rest flat when upside down for 
easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Mills are sold filled with sea salt 
and black peppercorns

Lua Salt Mill

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting 
from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for 
easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Mill is sold filled with sea salt

Lua Pepper Mill

• Tab rotates to adjust Mill setting 
from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Mill rests flat when upside down for 
easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Mill is sold filled with black 
peppercorns

Trip Dual Salt 
and Pepper Mill

• Dual Mill switches between salt and 
pepper with the push of a button

• Funnels open individually for easy 
filling 

• Salt and pepper can be independently 
adjusted from fine to coarse 

• Two non-corrosive, ceramic grinders 
won’t absorb flavors or odors 

• Clear windows indicate when it is 
time to refill

• Mill is sold filled with sea salt and 
black peppercorns

Sugar Dispenser

• Perfect for keeping sugar close 
at hand for coffee, cereal, fruit 
and more

• Side spout allows for easy, 
controlled pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Minimizes moisture to help prevent 
sugar from clumping 

• Clear body shows fill level
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Lily Salt and Pepper Mill Set — 6 in 
#11147000 natural wood 
#11148900 dark wood 

Lily Salt and Pepper Mill Set — 8 in 
#11147100 natural wood 
#11149000 dark wood

Lily Salt and Pepper Mills

•  Elegant wooden Mills designed for  
kitchen-to-table appeal

•  Tab on top of Mill rotates to adjust from fine 
to coarse

•  Contoured knob is non-slip for easy, 
comfortable grinding 

• Generous top opening for filling 

•  Ceramic grinders won’t corrode or absorb 
flavors and odors

•  Seamless, one-piece beechwood is elegant 
and durable 

•  Colored tabs clearly differentiate between 
Salt and Pepper Mills

Lily Pepper Mill — 6 in 
#11149300 natural wood 
#1272480 dark wood

Lily Salt Mill — 6 in
#11149400 natural wood
 #1272580 dark wood

Lily Pepper Mill — 8 in
#11140400 natural wood
#11149100 dark wood

Lily Salt Mill — 8 in
#11140500 natural wood 
#11149200 dark wood
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#74291

#1050058

9"
#1253280

11" Balloon
#1244780

Whisk

• Narrow shape is perfect for 
whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container

• Innovative handle shape fits 
comfortably in the palm of your 
hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Silicone Whisk

• Silicone wires are perfect for 
whisking, blending and deglazing 
in coated and non-stick cookware 
and bakeware

• Innovative handle shape fits 
comfortably in the palm of your 
hand

• Silicone heat resistant up to 600°F

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Safe for non-stick cookware

9'' SteeL™ Whisk

• Narrow shape is perfect for 
whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container 

• Innovative handle shape in brushed 
stainless steel fits comfortably in 
the palm of your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

11" Balloon Whisk

• Balloon shape is perfect 
for whipping and aerating 
ingredients

• Innovative handle shape fits 
comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

9"
#74091

11"
#74191 

WHISKS & SPATULAS
Create a stir with our collection of Whisks & Spatulas, 
designed to help you beat eggs, stir batter and whip 
cream with ease. 
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#1126980
#1228280 bulk

#74491 #74391

If a user has a past experience with OXO, they will get that it will work better than other 
products they've had before, because they are really tested thoroughly. We believe that 
it's not just enough to think about what the potato masher looks like, but that it actually 
mashes, and mashes well.

ALEX LEE
PRESIDENT

Nylon Balloon Whisk

• Balloon shape is perfect 
for whipping and aerating 
ingredients

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick 
cookware

• Heat resistant up to 400o F

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Flat Whisk

• Flat shape is perfect for deglazing 
a pan

• Innovative handle shape fits 
comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Egg Beater

• Perfect for eggs, light batters, 
whipped cream and more

• Smoothly rotating gears are 
enclosed for protection and 
easy clean up

• Beaters are elevated and continue to 
work while resting on bottom of bowl

• Soft, comfortable non-slip handle 
and turning knob

• Base and beaters detach from 
handle and are dishwasher safe; 
handle is hand wash only
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Jar
#1241581 white  

Small
#1241681 white / #11100802 red / #11101303 raspberry 

#11101604 blue / #11101905 green 

Medium
#1241781 white / #11100902 red / #11101403 raspberry 

#11101704 blue / #11102005 green 

Spoon
#1241881 white / #11101002 red / #11101503 raspberry 

#11101804 blue / #11102105 green

3 Piece Set
#1238580 white, green, raspberry 

Silicone Spatulas

• Jar Spatula is perfect for reaching into jars of all shapes and sizes

• Small Silicone Spatula is ideal for stirring and scraping in small bowls

• Medium Silicone Spatula has rounded edge for scraping bowls and square 
edge for pushing batter into pan corners

• Medium Silicone Spoon Spatula is ideal for mixing, scooping and tasting

• Safe for coated and non-stick cookware and bakeware

• Heat resistant up to 600°F

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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#73481

Sifter

• Sift flour, powdered sugar, cocoa 
powder and more 

• Easy, one-handed shaking motion 

• Top and bottom lids seal for easy 
storage

• Measurement markings in cups 
and grams

• Durable, stainless steel body

Dough Blender 
with Blades

• Stainless steel blades easily cut 
butter and shortening into dry 
ingredients

• Broad, soft, non-slip handle 
absorbs pressure

Dough Blender

• Great for mixing dry ingredients 
with butter and shortening

• Sturdy, stainless steel wires 

• Broad, soft, non-slip handle 
absorbs pressure

Multi-Purpose 
Scraper & Chopper — 
Stainless Steel

• Ideal for scraping, chopping and 
gathering ingredients

• Stainless steel blade features 1" 
markings for precise measuring

• Broad, soft, non-slip handle 
absorbs pressure

#73381

#1124200 #73281

BAKING TOOLS
From following Grandma’s secret recipe to creating 
sweet treads with the kids, baking is easy as pie with 
our Baking Tools. 
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Cake Tester

• Perfect for testing doneness of 
baked goods

• Brightly colored handle makes it 
easy to spot Tester in drawers

• Stainless steel wire

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

2 Piece Bowl Scraper Set

• Easily scrape leftover batter from 
bowls 

• Bean shaped Scraper provides a 
wide swiping area for large bowls

• Paddle shaped Scraper is perfect 
for getting to the bottom of 
narrow bowls and mixers

• Size and shape keeps hands 
clean and provides control for 
quick, efficient scraping

• Smooth, silicone Scrapers are 
easy to clean

3-in-1 Egg Separator

• Separates egg yolks from whites

• Raised edge is perfect for easily 
cracking eggs

• Prevents drips from running 
down the side of bowls and onto 
counters and tables 

• Keeps egg shells from falling 
into bowl

• Fits most bowls

Non-Stick Rolling Pin

• Non-stick surface for easy clean-up

• Handles are raised to keep hands 
and knuckles off countertops

• Contoured handles for a 
comfortable, firm grip

• 12" Pin

#1147780

#75681#73981

#1260880
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Cupcake Corer

• Great for coring cupcakes and 
muffins to add filling 

• Easily removes and ejects the 
cupcake center in one piece

• Large, rounded shape makes it 
easy for kids to use

• Comes apart for easy cleaning

• Soft, non-slip grip is comfortable, 
even during repetitive coring

Bent Icing Knife

• Perfect shape and size for icing 
sheet and layer cakes

• Sturdy yet flexible  stainless steel 
blade  provides control  while icing 

• Angled blade keeps handle 
elevated for a smooth icing surface 
and keeps countertops clean

• Soft, contoured handle  for a 
comfortable grip 

Brownie Spatula

• Perfect size for cutting and 
serving brownies

• Sharp edge easily slices and 
portions brownies and other 
baked goods

• Safe for non-stick bakeware

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle

Cupcake Icing Knife

• Perfect shape and size  for icing 
and decorating  cupcakes 

• Sturdy yet flexible  stainless steel 
blade  provides control  while icing

• Angled blade keeps  countertops 
clean

• Smooth edges for  even coats

• Soft, contoured handle  for a 
comfortable grip

#73591

#1261080 black/red
#11113700 white/red

#1248980

#1100800 clear 
#1101680 red, green, blue bin (18 pc)

#1113480 red bin (18 pc)
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Large Cookie Scoop

• Large Scoop holds 3 Tbsp and 
yields a 3½" diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky 
dough

• Creates uniform cookies 

• Soft, comfortable spring-loaded 
handle 

• Size 20 portioner

Small Cookie Scoop

• Small Scoop holds 2 tsp and 
yields a 2" diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky 
dough

• Creates uniform cookies

• Soft, comfortable spring-loaded 
handle 

• Size 60 portioner

Medium Cookie Scoop

• Medium Scoop holds 1½ Tbsp 
and yields a 2¾" diameter cookie

• Wiper cleanly ejects even sticky 
dough

• Creates uniform cookies

• Soft, comfortable spring-loaded 
handle 

• Size 40 portioner

3 Piece Cookie Cutter Set

• Set includes: Heart Cookie Cutter, 
Star Cookie Cutter, Biscuit/Circle 
Cookie Cutter

• Cookie Cutters nest neatly for 
compact storage

• Wide, flat top for comfortable 
cookie cutting

• Stainless steel blades easily cut 
through dough for clean, even 
shapes

• Shapes and colors are fun and 
easy for kids to use

 Cookie Scoop

• Scoop holds 1½ Tbsp and yields a 
2¾" diameter cookie

• Easily scoops dough for 
consistently round cookies

• A squeeze of the handles easily 
releases cookie dough

•Size 40 portioner

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#1044083
#1189760 bulk

#1044082

#1260980
#11138300 red 

#11133200 red bin (8 pc)

#1055893
#1189660 bulk 
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Cookie Press

• Creates consistent cookies every 
time 

• Non-slip base keeps Cookie 
Press steady while dispensing

• Clear cylinder shows how much 
dough is left 

• Large, non-slip lever is 
comfortable for repetitive use 

• Disassembles for easy loading 
and cleaning

• Includes 12 stainless steel cookie 
disks in different patterns

Cookie Press 
Springtime Disk Set 

• Set includes: LOVE, Double Heart, 
Rose, Bouquet, Cherry Blossom 
and Shamrock Disks

Cookie Press 
Autumn Disk Set 

• Set includes: Spider, Web, Leaf, 
Owl, Turkey, and Pumpkin Disks

#1272080

#1272280

#1257580 
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#11133000 
#11145500 bulk

#11136100#1177100

#1114100 
#11145600 bulk

Batter Dispenser 
with No-Drip Valve

• Easy, one-handed batter dispensing 
for perfectly uniform pancakes

• Valve in spout keeps batter from 
dripping between squeezes

• Wide openings on both ends 
allow for easy filling and cleaning

• Base can serve as a rest for 
Dispenser while in use or snap 
on for storage

• Holds 3 cups of batter

Cut & Serve Turner

• Perfectly sized for cutting, serving 
and cooking

• Easily cuts through brownies, 
lasagna and more

• Beveled stainless steel edge slides 
under foods to lift and serve 

• Contoured handle for a 
comfortable grip

Pie & Cake Server

• Perfect size for cutting and 
serving pies and cakes

• Serrated edge easily cuts through 
food

• Both sides serrated for right- 
and left-handed use

• Safe for non-stick cookware 
and bakeware

Double Pastry Wheel

• Two-in-one tool cuts dough with 
straight or fluted wheel

• Sturdy, stainless steel wheels cut 
smoothly and efficiently

• Straight wheel is great for cutting 
pastas, dough and fondant

• Fluted wheel is perfect for stylized 
cuts of dough for lattice top pies, 
lasagna noodles and more 

• Wheels also seal ravioli, pierogi, 
empanadas and other filled pastries 
and pastas

Baker’s Dusting Wand

• Perfect for evenly flouring baking 
pans or sprinkling surfaces for 
rolling dough

• Also great for precise dusting 
of baked goods with cinnamon, 
powdered sugar and other spices

• Opens with a simple twist of the 
handle

• Solid side for neatly resting on the 
counter

#1113600 red 
#1261180 white
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Silicone Decorating Kits

• Easy-to-use tool for decorating cupcakes, cookies, and more

• Silicone body designed for consistent, controlled dispensing

• Large opening for filling and cleaning

• Silicone body flips inside out for easy cleaning

• Fits most standard stainless steel icing tips

Baker's 4 Piece Silicone 
Decorating Bottle Kit

• Set includes one decorating pen 
and three stainless steel tips

• Includes Small Round, Open Star, 
and Closed Star tips

• Silicone body flips inside out for 
easy cleaning

Baker's 8 Piece Silicone 
Decorating Bottle Kit

• Set includes two decorating pens 
and six stainless steel tips

• Includes Small Round, Large 
Round, Open Star, Closed Star, 
Leaf, and Basket tips

• Set perfect for alternating betweem 
colors when decorating cookies, 
cupcakes and more

Baker's Decorating 
Tool Kit

• Easy-to-fill, easy-to-use 
Decorating Tool designed to give 
you control while decorating

• Unique trigger provides a smooth 
stream of icing for clean lines

• Professional-quality tips are 
made of durable stainless steel

• Comfortable handles ensure a 
steady grip and protect icing from 
warm hands

• Plunger designed to dispense 
every last bit of icing 

#11145200 red 
#11137200 black

#11145200 red 
#11137200 black

#11132900

ROUND 
TIP

SMALL 
COLLAR

FINE 
ROUND TIP

SMALL 
OPEN STAR

LARGE 
CLOSED STAR

LARGE 
OPEN STAR

FILLING 
INJECTOR

LARGE 
COLLAR
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Brushes

• Natural bristles retain softness 
and pliability 

• Sealed bristle base keeps food 
and liquid out

• Angled head keeps bristles off the 
counter and makes it easy to reach 
around a large bird or roast with 
basting brush

Silicone Brushes

• Gaps in center bristles hold 
liquids for easy transport and 
spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide 
over foods

• Angled head keeps bristles off the 
counter and makes it easy to reach 
around a large bird or roast with 
basting brush

• Heat resistant to 600°F

• Easy to clean and odor resistant

1" Pastry
#73781

#11145700 bulk

1" Pastry
#1071062  

#11145700 bulk

1.5" Pastry
#73881

#11145800 bulk

Basting
#1071061 

#1132900 bulk

Basting
#38581

Large Basting
#1118100

#11141300 bulk

BRUSHES
Our Brushes help minimize mess and are perfect 
for sauces, egg wash, glaze and more. 
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BAKING
Get whisked away by OXO and our easy-to-use, easy-to-love tools 
that make baking fun for the whole family.





3 Piece Mixing Bowl Set

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 qt 
sizes

• Wide grip and spout for easy 
pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Bowls nest for compact storage

Mixing Bowl

• Wide grip and spout for easy pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

1.5 qt
#1059703

3 qt
#1059702

5 qt
#1059701

black handles
#1066421

blue, green, brown handles
#1115580

blue, green, yellow
#1169600

BOWLS
Stir, mix and whisk with confidence using our 
collection of Bowls. 
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OXO allows me to enjoy the cooking experience in a positive, stress-free way. And that 
helps me enjoy time with my husband, because we do those things together.

- Katie N 
San Diego, CA

3 Piece Stainless Steel 
Mixing Bowl Set

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 
5.0 qt sizes

• Stainless steel interior won't stain 
or retain odors

• Plastic exterior shields hands from 
extreme temperatures

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Bowls nest for compact storage

Batter Bowl

• Bright red, permanent measurement 
markings 

• High side walls prevent splatter

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Wide spout and non-slip handle for 
easy pouring

• 8 cup/2 qt capacity

Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl

• Stainless steel interior won't stain 
or retain odors

• Non-skid exterior makes Bowl extra 
sturdy and resistant to slipping, 
even when surfaces 
and hands are wet

1.5 qt
#1059513

3 qt
#1059512

5 qt
#1059511

#1107600 #1144000
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Bowl and Colander Sets

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while mixing

• Bowl and Colander nest for compact storage

• Wave shaped base elevates Colander and provide stability 

• Colander features elongated holes for fast, efficient draining

• Clear lids seal Bowls securely for food storage

 yellow, orange, red
#1260480

sea glass
#1260380

3 Piece Berry Bowl and Colander Set
1.5 qt Bowl, 1 qt Colander and lid

• Perfect size for rinsing berries
#1260780

3 Piece Large Bowl and Colander Set
5.5 qt Bowl, 5 qt Colander and lid

• Ideal for pasta, salads, chopped fruit and more
#1260680 red / #1260580 sea glass

9 Piece Nesting Bowls 
and Colanders Set

1.5 qt Bowl, 1 qt Colander and lid
3 qt Bowl, 3 qt Colander and lid

5.5 qt Bowl, 5 qt Colander and lid

• Perfect set for everything from 
berries to greens to pasta
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MEASURING CUPS 
& SPOONS
When it comes to measuring, we look at things from 
a different angle, making even the most precise 
recipes foolproof. 

6 Piece Plastic 
Measuring Cups

• Set includes: scraper, ¼ cup, 
1⁄3 cup, ½ cup, 2 ⁄3 cup and 1 cup

• Unique snapping feature keeps 
Cups together for storage

• Easily unsnap one Cup at a time 
while the rest stay connected

• Scraper can be used to level 
ingredients and hang Cups for 
storage

7 Piece Plastic
Measuring Cups

• Set includes: scraper, ¼ cup, 
1⁄3 cup, ½ cup, 2 ⁄3 cup, 1 cup 
and 1 ½ cup 

• Convenient 1 ½ cup is perfect for 
baking and making large recipes

• Each cup features a half-
measurement line

• Scraper can be used to level 
ingredients and hang Cups for 
storage 

#11111002 white
#11141902 white bulk

#11110801 black

7 Piece Plastic 
Measuring Spoons

• Set includes: scraper, 1⁄8 tsp, 
¼ tsp, ½ tsp, 1 tsp, ½ T, 1 T

• Spoons sit flat on countertop

• Spoons fan out while snapped 
together to make it easy to find the 
right size

• Scraper can be used to level 
ingredients and hang spoons for 
storage

#11111102 white 
#11142002 white bulk 

#11110901 black
#11122202 white

#11145402 white bulk 

OXO products make me 
happy because they do what 
they are supposed to do.

– Lisa P 
New York, NY
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#1067686#1252080

Stainless Steel 
Measuring Spoons

• Set includes: ¼ tsp, ½ tsp, 
1 tsp and 1 T

• Magnetic handles keep Spoons 
together for storage and allow for 
removing one Spoon at a time

• Designed to make leveling 
ingredients easy for greater 
accuracy

• Permanent, etched measurement 
markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

Spice Jar 
Measuring Spoons

• Set includes: 1⁄8 tsp, ¼ tsp, ½ tsp, 
1 tsp and 1 Tbsp

• Narrow heads efficiently scoop 
spices from small jars

• Heads are shovel-shaped to 
easily fill entire Spoon

• Flat rims make it easy to scrape 
off excess spice

• Permanent, etched measurement 
markings 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

Scoop (1 Cup)

• Perfect for scooping ice, cereal, 
flour and more

• Compact head fits in canisters 
and bins

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handle

Adjustable Measuring 
Cups

• Measures wet, dry or sticky 
ingredients

• Cup is adjustable for easy, 
convenient measurement of 
various volumes

• Smooth, rotating body and 
comfortable turning knob is 
perfect for measuring and 
dispensing sticky ingredients

• Internal track easily guides plunger 
to desired measurement marking

• Generous rim allows for easy 
pouring of wet or dry ingredients

Stainless Steel 
Measuring Cups

• Set includes: ¼ cup, 1⁄3 cup, 
½ cup and 1 cup

• Magnetic handles keep Cups 
together for storage and allow 
for removing one Cup at a time

• Designed to make leveling 
ingredients easy for greater 
accuracy

• Permanent, etched measurement 
markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

#11132100

Mini
#1249880 traypack (24 pc) 

#11110500 bulk

1 Cup
#1249980 

#11115500 bulk

2 Cup
#1250080 

#1174660 bulk

#11132000
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Mini Measuring 
Beaker Set (4 Piece)

• Set includes: 1 tsp, 1 Tbsp, 1 oz 
and 2 oz Beakers

• Ideal for measuring small amounts 
of liquids such as food coloring, 
extracts, lemon juice and more

• Beakers nest for compact storage

• Funnel shaped top and spout for 
easy filling and pouring

Squeeze & Pour Silicone 
Measuring Cup

• Flexible silicone Cup is microwave 
safe and ideal for melting butter, 
chocolate and more

• Honeycomb pattern dissipates 
heat and keeps hands protected 

• Body and spout are flexible for 
easy, precise pouring 

• Convenient measurement 
markings

#1245380 box / #1263680 wrap 
#11105800 card

#1257080 tray pack (24 pc)

#11161200 mini  
#11161100 (1 cup) 
#11161000 (2 cup) 

7 Piece Liquid Measuring 
Beakers Set

• Set includes: 1 tsp, 1 T, 1 oz, 
2 oz, ½ cup, 2 ⁄3 cup and 1 cup 
Beakers

• Ideal for measuring liquids such 
as water, milk, oil, vinegar, stock 
and more

• Beakers nest for compact storage

• Flat, stable bases perfect for 
setting out liquid ingredients 
ahead of time

#11124400 wrap 
#11107000 card
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OXO is innovative in the 
functionality of tools for 
a cook. They are not just 
going to put out a product 
that doesn't work well. 

- Wendy P 
Denver, CO

#1056988

3 Piece Angled Measuring 
Cup Set

• Set includes: 1, 2 and 4 cup 
Angled Measuring Cups

• Patented angled surface allows 
measurements to be read from 
above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check 
and adjust

• Standard and metric 
measurement markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Angled Measuring Cups

• Patented angled surface allows measurements to be read from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check and adjust

• Standard and metric measurement markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

1 Cup
#70881

Mini
#1102640 bulk

#1109880 tray pack (18 pc)

2 Cup
#70981

4 Cup
#1050030

Angled Measuring Cups
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#1182301 white 
#1157100 black

#1128380 

FOOD SCALES
Whether you’re baking up a storm or portioning food 
for a meal, our Food Scales make weighing ingredients 
easy as 1, 2, 3. 

22 lb Food Scale 
with Pull-Out Display 

• Pull-out display and optional 
backlight for easy reading 

• Tare function allows for zeroing 
Scale before adding additional 
ingredients

• Measures volume in cups and mL 
for water based ingredients 

• Includes a conversion chart 
to measure volume of other 
common ingredients

5 lb Food Scale 
with Pull-Out Display

• Display pulls away from base to 
prevent shadowing from large 
plates or bowls

• Convenient indicator displays 
remaining available capacity

• Tare function allows for zeroing 
Scale before adding additional 
ingredients

• Measures in ¹⁄8 oz (US) and 
1 gram (metric) increments for 
greater accuracy

#1130800 

11 lb Food Scale 
with Pull-Out Display

• Display pulls away from base to 
prevent shadowing from large 
plates or bowls

• Tare function allows for zeroing 
Scale before adding additional 
ingredients

• Optional backlight makes display 
easier to read

• Measures in ¹⁄8 oz (US) and 1 
gram (metric) increments for 
greater accuracy

#1271680

Healthy Portions 
Analog Scale

• Perfect for portioning at home 
or on the go

• Add-and-weigh feature for 
zeroing the scale to add 
additional ingredients

• Slim, compact shape fits into 
bags or purses

• Angled surface lets you read 
measurements from above

• Bowl securely snaps onto base 
for compact storage

• 16 oz/450 g capacity
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Instant Read Thermometer

• Conical face is easy to read from 
any angle

• Storage sleeve with USDA 
recommended cooking temperatures 
and Celsius conversions

• Convenient clip for storage

• Hand wash only; do not immerse 
in water

Leave-In Meat 
Thermometer

• Conical face is easy to read from 
any angle

• Dual indicator points to desired 
temperature and specific meat type 

• Long probe reaches center of large 
roasts 

• Hand wash only; do not immerse 
in water

Oven Thermometer

• Frosted glass back panel allows 
oven light to shine through

• Hangs from any oven rack or stands 
on top of the rack 

• Clips securely to oven rack during use 

• Calibrated for accuracy 

• Hand wash only; do not immerse 
in water

Digital Instant Read 
Thermometer

• Large, easy-to-read numbers

• Probe has thin tip for quick 
temperature readings

• Storage sleeve with USDA 
recommended cooking temperatures 
and Celsius conversions

• Battery included

• Hand wash only; do not immerse 
in water

THERMOMETERS & TIMERS
Keep your pot roasts, stews and pastries in check 
with our Thermometers and Timers. 

#1051393

#1051105

#1140500

#1051106
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Candy & Deep Fry 
Thermometer

• Glass thermometer is offset to allow 
for large, easy-to-read graphics 

• Measurement markings indicate 
temperature within two degrees 
in F and C

• Convenient clip is extra long to make 
it easy to attach, remove or adjust 

• Large opening in handle allows you 
to use utensil to lift out of pot

Digital Timer

• 100-hour Timer

• Easy-to-read LCD display

• Angled face for visibility on 
countertops and shelves

• Soft, comfortable buttons

• Non-slip bottom for stability and 
surface protection

• Battery included

Chef's Digital 
Leave-In Thermometer

• Preset temperatures for nine types 
of meat, poultry and fish

• Stainless steel housing around screen 
and touchpad is elegant and durable

• Large, easy-to-read LCD screen

• Digital display is angled for optimal 
viewing on counter 

• Leave-in stainless steel probe 
continuously monitors internal 
temperatures

• Batteries included

Magnetic Digital Timer

• Includes clock and 12-hour timer 
functions

• Straightforward buttons make 
switching between modes simple

• Large, easy-to-read display

• Stands upright for visibility on 
countertops

• Magnet for hanging and displaying

• Battery included

Triple Timer

• Three 100-hour digital timers

• Distinctive alarm sounds for 
each timer

• Reverts to clock mode when not 
in use

• Batteries included

#1127980

#1242180

#1158800#1061978

#1071501
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OVEN MITTS & POTHOLDERS
Our Oven Mitts & Potholders are the best of 
both worlds: heat resistant on the outside, cool 
and comfortable on the inside. 

black
#1147907

red
#1147705

blue
#1147806

green
#1147503

Silicone Oven Mitts and Holders with Magnet

• Heat resistant up to 600°F

• Flame, stain and steam resistant silicone surface

• Soft fabric liner for added insulation and comfort

• Embedded magnet and silicone hanging loop for convenient 
storage and access

• Non-slip silicone ribs for improved dexterity and grip

• Clean with damp cloth or machine wash

Silicone Oven Mitt with Magnet
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FLEXIBLE UTENSILS
You’ll flip over our handy line of Flexible Turners, that 
come in a variety of shapes and sizes to help get the 
job done. 

black
#1148607

red
#1148405

blue
#1148506

green
#1148203

Silicone Holder with Magnet

pesto
#1061273

blueberry
#1061271

tomato
#1061276

black
#65191

Nylon Flexible Turner

• Flexible head slides easily 
beneath delicate food

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF

• Safe for non-stick cookware 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

#11143100 red/blue 2-piece set
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#1064985

#34491 #1050062

#1058984

Large Nylon 
Flexible Turner

• Ideal for turning fish filets, omelets 
and more

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF

• Safe for non-stick cookware 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Nylon Flexible 
Pancake Turner

• Ideal for flipping pancakes, 
hamburgers and more 

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Stainless Steel 
Flexible Turner

• Perfect for sautéing or lifting 
cookies from a cookie sheet

• Flexible, spring-steel head for easy 
turning and flipping

• Sturdy, double-rod stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Nylon Flexible Pie Server

• Serrated on both sides for 
right- and left-handed use

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF

• Safe for non-stick bakeware 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Fish Turner

• Great for lifting, turning and 
transferring whole fish, filets, 
seafood cakes and more

• Sturdy, oversized, stainless steel head

• Beveled edge helps slide beneath foods

• Slots in head allow grease to drain

Large Stainless Steel 
Flexible Turner

• Perfect for fish filets and omelets

• Flexible, spring-steel head for easy 
turning and flipping 

• Sturdy, double-rod stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 

#1064984

#1130900
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Silicone Flexible Turner
• Ideal for sautéing or flipping eggs

#1071536

Silicone Flexible Pancake Turner
• Perfect for flipping pancakes, burgers and more

#1071533

Mini Silicone Flexible Pancake Turner
• Ideal for flipping small pancakes, burgers and more

#1256680 gray
#1270880 red bin (18 pc)

Large Silicone Flexible Turner
• Great for flipping burgers, crêpes and more

#1071534

Silicone Flexible Omlet Turner
• Perfect for flipping longer foods like 

omelets and fish filets
#1071532

Silicone Flexible Turners

• Silicone bonded to flexible stainless steel

• Thin flexible edge glides easily beneath foods

• Heat resistant up to 600°F

• Safe for non-stick cookware and bakeware

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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I am a lover of gadgets that work well and the OXO Silicone Cookie Spatula is surely one of 
them. Perfect for the job of getting under small pastries or cookies. OXO did a nice job on 
this tool. A definite plus in the kitchen of any cookie maker.

- Thomas C 
Broomfield, CO

Flip & Fold Omelet Turner

• Ideal shape and size for making 
omelets or quesadillas

• Small version works best with 
8” or other small pans

• Flexible head and edges conform to 
rounded pans and easily glide under 
food

• Wide shape allows for easy flipping 
or folding 

• Silicone is heat resistant up to 600°F

Silicone Cookie Spatula

• Ideal size for lifting cookies from a 
crowded cookie sheet

• Rounded corner is great for 
scraping sticky dough out of 
spoons

• Angled handle keeps hands safely 
away from hot pan and food

#1147100 gray 
#1110580 red, blue, green bin (24 pc)

#1255680 
#11140800 small
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Nylon Tools

• Sturdy nylon is safe for non-stick cookware

• Heat resistant up to 400°F

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Spoon Slotted 
Spoon

Square 
Turner

Spaghetti 
Server

4 Piece Nylon Tool Set
#1127080

NYLON UTENSILS
Serve up the perfect meal with our complete line 
of Nylon Utensils for all of your cooking needs. 
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Fork 
• Perfect for turning meat in a pan,

or holding poultry for slicing 
#1190700

Balloon Whisk 
• Ideal for whipping and 

aerating ingredients
#74491

Potato Masher 
• Great for mashing potatoes, 

root vegetables and fruit
#77891

Lasagne Turner
• Great for lifting and serving 

out of a pan
#1190400

Ladle
• Perfect for portioning and serving 

soups, stews and chilis
#1190800

Spaghetti Server 
• Ideal for lifting, portioning 

and serving pasta
#1190900

Slotted Spoon
• Great for stirring and straining 

pasta or vegetables
#1191300

Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring soups, 

sauces and stews
 #1190600

Square Turner 
• Ideal for flipping eggs,  
 grilled cheese and more

#1190300

Round Turner 
• Great for flipping pancakes, 

omelets, burgers and more
#1190200

5 Piece Nylon Tool Set
#76681

Spoon Slotted 
Spoon

Spaghetti 
Server

Square 
Turner

Lasagne 
Turner
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Polished Stainless Tools

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Ladle 
• Perfect for serving 

soups, sauces and stews
#79491

Turner 
• Great for flipping burgers, 

grilled cheese and more
#79091

Slotted Spoon 
• Ideal for stirring and straining 

pasta or vegetables
#79291

Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring soups,  

sauces and stews
#79191

Fork 
• Great for steadying a roast 
during slicing or for lifting and 

flipping while cooking
#79391

STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS
Our Stainless Steel Utensils are the perfect 
combination of elegance and functionality. 
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Ladle 
• Perfect for portioning and serving 

soups, sauces and stews
#1057952

Ladle 
• Perfect for portioning and serving 

soups, sauces and stews
#59491

Turner 
• Great for flipping burgers, omelets, 

grilled cheese and more
#1057953

Turner 
• Great for flipping burgers, omelets, 

grilled cheese and more
#59091

Slotted Spoon 
• Ideal for stirring and straining 

pasta or vegetables
#1057955

Slotted Spoon 
• Ideal for stirring and straining 

pasta or vegetables
#59291

Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring soups, 

sauces and stews
#1057954

Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring soups,  

sauces and stews
#59191

Brushed Stainless Tools

SteeL™ Tools

If you need kitchen accessories - look at OXO first. Start with the 
can opener to get an idea of what OXO products are - high quality, 
great design and easy to use. After you use OXO, your other 
kitchen accessories will seem obsolete. 

- Veritas P 
New Orleans, LA
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Fork 
• Great for steadying a roast during slicing 

or for lifting and flipping while cooking
#59391

Lasagne Turner 
• Ideal for lifting and serving 

out of a pan
#59891

Spaghetti Server 
• Perfect for lifting, portioning and 

serving pastas
#59791

Serving Spoon 
• Perfect for rice, vegetables 

and more 
#53381

Slotted Serving Spoon 
• Great for stirring, draining 

and serving
#53481

Pie Server 
• Perfect for slicing and serving

pies and cakes
#53081

#59981

SteeL™ Tool Rack

• Convenient storage for OXO SteeL™, 
OXO Good Grips and other tools 

• Holds six tools

• Easy to install with included hardware
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PICNIC
Whether you’re packing up for the park or going no further than your 
backyard, OXO has all the tools you need for a perfect picnic.





Slotted Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring 

and straining
#1058021

Large Spoon 
• Ideal for stirring 

and serving
#1058024

Medium Spoon 
• Great for stirring soups, 

sauces and stews
#1058023

Small Spoon 
• Ideal for tasting, stirring in small 

pots or for kids to assist
#1130680

Wooden Utensils

• Made of solid beechwood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Natural oil finish

• Large, comfortable handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry

WOODEN UTENSILS
For a natural look and a comfortable feel, try our 
line of Wooden Utensils. 
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It's always interesting to see the OXO 
version of something I have used for 
years and years.I always think, 'Oh yes, 
that is a much better way to do this.'

-  Annie B 
San Jose, CA

Turner 
• Ideal for lifting and serving

#1058020

Reamer 
• Great for citrus fruits 

#1064758

Sauté Paddle 
• Perfect for sautéing vegetables 

and stir-frying
#1130980

Corner Spoon 
• Great for scraping hard to reach bits out 

of pots or bowl of food processor
#1130880

#1130780

3 Piece Wooden Spoon Set

• Set includes: Small Spoon, Medium 
Spoon and Large Spoon

3pc Wooden Turner Set

• Set Includes: Turner, Slotted Turner, 
and Sauté Paddle

3 Piece Wooden Utensil Set

• Set includes: Large Spoon, Slotted 
Spoon, Turner

#1256080

#11157300
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TONGS
Flip, lift and lock with ease using our handy line 
of Tongs. 

Tongs
• Versatile for cooking, tossing and transferring food

• Tongs lock closed for convenient storage

• Sturdy, brushed stainless steel construction

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips and thumb rests

9" Tongs 
• Perfect for transferring food 

#28481

12" Tongs 
• Great for turning and 

lifting vegetables
#28581

16" Tongs 
• Ideal for grilling and turning 

large cuts of meat
#39681
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Tongs with Nylon Heads

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Nylon heads are heat resistant up 
to 400°F and safe for non-stick 
cookware

Tongs with Silicone Heads

• Scalloped edges securely hold food

• Silicone heads are heat resistant 
up to 600°F and safe for non-stick 
cookware

Silicone Flexible Tongs

• Perfect for preparing delicate foods 
like fish, asparagus and scallops

• Flat head with thin, flexible edges 
easily glides beneath foods

• Perforated head for draining 
grease and oil

• Straight front edge is ideal for 
scraping bottoms of pans

• Silicone heads are heat resistant 
up to 600°F and safe for non-stick 
cookware

#1071504

9" 
• Perfect for transferring food 

#1054627

9" 
• Perfect for transferring food 

#1101880

12" 
• Great for turning and 

lifting vegetables
#1054628

12" 
• Great for turning and 

lifting vegetables
#1101980
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STRAINERS & COLANDERS
Strain, sift, steam and more with our line of 
Strainers & Colanders. 

#38281

Colander

• Elongated holes for efficient 
draining 

• Sturdy feet for stability in the sink 
or on the countertop

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

• 3 qt capacity

Colander — 
Stainless Steel

• Unique hole pattern for draining 
pasta, fruits, vegetables and more

• Non-slip feet for stability in the sink 
or on the countertop

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

• 4 qt capacity

Convertible Colander

• Perfect for draining pasta and 
rinsing large batches of fruits, 
vegetables, herbs and more 

• Non-slip legs extend to rest over 
sink or fold down for use as a 
traditional colander

• Legs collapse for compact storage

• 5 qt capacity 

Over-the-Corner Colander

• Hangs off sink corner for 
convenient, space-efficient straining 

• Wide lip provides a secure grip to 
strain up to a pound of pasta, or 
other heavy food

• Non-slip lip and soft bumpers 
protect sink surfaces

• Three feet for stability in sink or on 
countertop

• 3.5 qt capacity 

#1143300 #11132800 

#38381
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Stainless Steel Colander

• Perforated design for fast and 
thorough straining 

• Nests in mixing bowls for easy 
straining and storage

• Five feet for stability in the sink and 
on the countertop

8" Strainer

• Great for straining larger portions 
of pasta and vegetables, washing 
berries and more

• Fine mesh for straining 

• Sturdy, stainless steel, double rod 
construction 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

6" Strainer

• Perfect for straining pasta and 
vegetables, washing berries and 
more

• Fine mesh for straining 

• Sturdy, stainless steel, double rod 
construction 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

SteeL™ 6" Strainer

• Perfect for straining pasta and 
vegetables, washing berries and 
more

• Fine mesh for straining 

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

3" Mini Strainer

• Ideal for straining citrus juice, 
dusting powdered sugar, steeping 
loose tea and more

• Fine mesh for straining

• Sturdy, stainless steel, double rod 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

#1134600 (3 qt) 
#1134700 (5 qt)

#38991

#1136000

#38891

#58891
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#1118400

#1144800

#1064468

Silicone Cooking Colander

• Can be immersed in boiling water, 
making it ideal for blanching and 
parboiling vegetables

• Sturdy, stainless steel, double rod 
construction

• Collapses flat for easy storage

• Perfect for 3 or 4 qt saucepans

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Silicone 
Collapsible Colander

• Can be immersed in boiling water, 
making it ideal for blanching 
parboiling vegetables

• Collapses flat for easy storage

• Perfect for 5 or 6 qt stock pots

• Non-slip handles provide firm grip 
while shaking

• 3.5 qt capacity

Splatter Screen 
with Folding Handle

• Handle folds in for compact storage

• Fits frying pans up to 13" wide

• Perforated stainless steel will not 
bow or warp

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 
locks securely in open position
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MICHAEL DELEVANTE 
CATEGORY DIRECTOR

If a product is really fun and clever, that is because people put a lot of time into creating 
something that is fun and clever. 

#1142380

#1067247#1047091

3 Piece Multi-Purpose 
Funnel Set

• Set includes: 4 oz Funnel, 16 oz 
Funnel and Strainer 

• Strainer fits in both Funnels 

• Soft ribs on funnel necks for a 
secure fit in all size bottle openings

Stainless Steel Steamer 
with Extendable Handle

• Telescoping handle extends and 
locks into position for filling and 
transporting

• Handle retracts to accommodate pot 
lids while steaming

• 1¾" feet elevate Steamer above 
water and fold for storage

• Fits pots 8" in diameter and up

• Removable handle for steaming 
large items

Silicone Steamer

• High walls keep food contained 
and away from boiling water

• Steamer flexes to accommodate pots 
that have a 7" diameter or greater

• Generous capacity with flat bottom 
fits larger items such as fish filets 

• Steamer rolls up and handles 
hook onto feet for compact storage

• Heat resistant up to 600°F
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MEAT & ROASTING TOOLS
From basting to making, from trussing to tenderizing, 
our Meat & Roasting tools make meat manageable. 

Brushes

• Natural bristles retain softness and 
pliability 

• Sealed bristle base keeps food and 
liquid out

• Angled head keeps bristles off the 
counter and makes it easy to reach 
around a large bird or roast with 
Basting Brush

Silicone Brushes

• Gaps in center bristles hold liquids 
for easy transport and spreading

• Tapered outer bristles glide 
over foods

• Angled head keeps bristles off the 
counter and makes it easy to reach 
around a large bird or roast with 
Basting Brush

• Heat resistant to 600°F

• Easy to clean and odor resistant

1" Pastry
#73781

#11145700 bulk

1" Pastry
#1071062  

#11145700 bulk

1.5" Pastry
#73881

#11145800 bulk

Basting
#1071061 

#1132900 bulk

Basting
#38581

Large Basting
#1118100

#11141300 bulk
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#1269580

#26191

#11153900

#56191

SteeL™ Meat Tenderizer

• Flat side for pounding 

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on textured 
side for tenderizing

• Solid aluminum construction with 
non-stick coating for easy clean-up

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, non-
slip grips on sides

Meat Tenderizer

• Flat side for pounding 

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on textured 
side for tenderizing 

• Solid aluminum construction 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 
cushions impact

Bladed Meat Tenderizer

• 50 sharp tenderizing blades reduce 
marinating and cooking time

• Helps meat retain juices and 
promotes uniform cooking 

• Clear base and straight edges serve 
as a guide for even tenderization 

• Lock keeps blades covered for safe, 
compact storage 

• Contoured, non-slip grip

Ground Meat 
Chopper & Turner

• Easily breaks up ground meat in 
pans for even cooking

• Three wide blades are perfect for 
stirring and safe for non-stick 
cookware 

• Silicone blade is great for scraping 
edges and transferring food out 
of pans

• Rounded shape easily reaches the 
corners of sauce pans

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF
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#1067505 (2 cup) 
#1060622 (4 cup) #11131900

#1057946

Meat Pounder

• Smooth bottom surface with non-
stick coating flattens meat

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on side for 
tenderizing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 
cushions impact

Fat Separator

• Shield prevents gravy from spilling

• Heat-resistant strainer catches 
unwanted bits

• Stopper keeps fat out of spout, 
pouring only gravy

• Convenient measurement markings 

Poultry Lifter

• Transfer poultry from pan to dish 
with one easy motion

• Stainless steel tines secure poultry 
and prevent turning and slipping

• Soft, comfortable handle absorbs 
pressure while lifting

• Non-slip handle and unique hook 
shape provide leverage for a secure 
grip

Poultry Shears

• Notched blade for cutting through 
poultry bones

• Spring-loaded handle prevents 
hand strain

• Handle lock keeps blades closed for 
safe storage

• Blades separate for thorough and 
easy cleaning

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water 
and promptly dry

#1072292
#1116660 bulk

#11142200 red
#11165900 black

Baster with Cleaning Brush

• Unique bulb shape and collar for 
two comfortable grip options 

• Flat bulb prevents rolling on 
countertop

• Sturdy, high-heat resistant tube

• 1.5 oz (40 mL) capacity

#11111800

Angled Baster with
Cleaning Brush

• Angled tip for safely and easily 
drawing in basting juices

• Stand prevents rolling and drips

• Round, silicone bulb is comfortable 
to hold from any angle

• Made of high-heat safe materials

• Easy-to-read measurement 
markings

• 1.5 oz (40 mL) capacity
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#11115400 
#11135800 twine refill

#11161400 baker's twine refill

#35881 #35681

SEAFOOD TOOLS
By land or by sea, our Seafood Tools are 
perfect for preparing a holiday feast or a 
delicious summer snack. 

Oyster Knife

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade 

• Bent tip makes prying open oyster 
shells easy 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip for 
secure handling even when wet 

Shrimp Cleaner

• Serrated edge splits shell and 
removes vein in one motion

• Works on all size shrimp

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip for 
secure handling even when wet

Perfect Cut 
Twine Dispenser

• Great for keeping twine at the 
ready for tying meat for roasting, 
wrapping packages, and other 
household projects

• Twine cutter features soft, 
non-slip grip and can be removed 
to trim excess twine 

• Non-slip feet keeps Dispenser 
steady while removing twine

• 300ft of 100% cotton twine 
included
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#35781

#39881 #27680

MICHELLE SOHN  
CATEGORY DIRECTOR

One of the biggest differences is our development phase. We test and review 
countless times. We never bring anything to market that we don't really believe in, 
and that makes us different.

Clam Knife

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade makes 
opening clam shells easy

• Sharp blade for releasing meat from 
the shell

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip for 
secure handling even when wet 

Nut & Seafood Cracker

• Grooved opening grabs any size nut 
securely

• Center pinches crab legs, lobster 
tails and more

• Solid zinc construction 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
absorb pressure

Seafood Set (5 Piece)

• Set includes: Nut & Seafood 
Cracker and 4 Seafood Picks

• Picks feature tines and spoons for 
easily removing seafood from shells 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips on 
Cracker and Picks
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Prep 
7.25" L x 10.5" W

#1063791

Utility 
10.5" L x 14.5" W

#1063790 black / #1067838 red

Carving & Cutting 
14.5" L x 21" W

#1063789

CUTTING BOARDS
Our Cutting Boards come in many shapes and sizes 
for all your slicing and dicing needs. 

Cutting Boards

• Soft, tapered grips and beveled edges make lifting Board easy

• Non-slip feet keep Board in place on counter

• Durable, non-porous, odor resistant, polypropylene Board

• Double-sided design prevents cross-contamination

• Juice groove retains liquids on Board
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Chop & Pour 
Cutting Board

• Corner spout guides food into pots 
and pans 

• Back and side walls keep food 
contained while moving or pouring 

• Durable, non-porous, odor-resistant 
polypropylene Board 

• Non-slip edges keep Board from 
slipping

• Dimensions: 13.5" L x 10.5" W

Bamboo Cutting Board

• Made of environmentally friendly 
bamboo

• Double-sided design prevents 
cross-contamination

• Juice groove retains liquids on 
Board

• Dimensions: 12" L x 16" W

#1150830

#1251980

As soon as the OXO Cutting Board was added to the rotation in my kitchen, it became 
my favorite. It's a very handy size, big enough for some serious chopping but small 
enough to handle. It grips the countertop well and has a good "feel" under the knife.

- Aderyn M 
Ann Arbor, MI
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5" Serrated Utility Knife 
• Serrated blade slices tomatoes and  

soft fruits without crushing
#22181

4" Mini Santoku Knife 
• A mini Asian chef's knife for mincing, 

chopping and scooping
#23081

3.5" Paring Knife 
• Perfect for peeling and 

paring fruits and vegetables
#22081

 6.5" Santoku Knife 
• An Asian chef's knife for 

chopping and scooping
#1164600

Knives

• Sturdy, stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water and promptly dry

KNIVES
Chop, slice and dice with durable and long-lasting 
blades for a perfect cut, every time. 
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8" Slicing Knife 
• Perfect for slicing poultry 

and roasts
#22381

8" Bread Knife 
• Serrated blade slices bread, bagels 

and large melons with ease
#22481

8" Chef's Knife 
• Ideal for chopping, mincing, dicing

and scooping vegetables and herbs
#22581

Spreader 
• Wide, curved blade provides 

a large spreading surface
#23181

5" Serrated Utility Knife 
• Serrated blade slices tomatoes and  

soft fruits without crushing
#1064755

3.5" Paring Knife 
• Perfect for peeling and paring 

fruits and vegetables
#1064757

4" Paring Knife 
• Perfect for peeling and paring 

fruits and vegetables
#1064756

4" Mini Santoku Knife 
• A mini Asian chef's knife for mincing,  

chopping and scooping
#1064754

Professional Series

Professional Series Knives

• Sharp, no-stain blade is hardened for strength and durability

• Full-tang blade for proper knife balance

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle ensures a safe grip

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water and promptly dry
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HIDEYO HAYAMI
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Other brands concentrate a lot on form, like 'How can I make this product 
different?' Whereas at OXO we approach it as 'How can I make this cup easier to 
grab, hold, drink out of...?'

6" Utility Knife 
• A multi-purpose Knife for slicing 

and cutting vegetables
#1064752

6" Chef's Knife 
• Ideal for chopping, mincing, dicing

and scooping vegetables and herbs
#1064649

8" Slicing Knife 
• Perfect for slicing meat 

and poultry
#1064751

6.5" Santoku Knife 
• An Asian chef's knife for 

chopping and scooping
#1064650

8" Bread Knife 
• Serrated blade slices bread, bagels

and large melons with ease
#1068558

8" Chef's Knife 
• Ideal for chopping, mincing, dicing

and scooping vegetables and herbs
#1064648

Sharpening Steel 
• The essential tool to keep OXO®

Professional Knives properly honed
#1064647
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#1121580 

Flexible Kitchen & Herb Snips

• Soft, flexible, non-slip handles 
conform to hands while cutting

• Hardened stainless steel blades cut 
through herbs, meat, twine and more

• Useful for crafts and household tasks

• Blades come apart for easy cleaning 
and feature release tabs to ensure 
they will not separate on their own

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water 
and promptly dry

Kitchen & Herb Scissors

• Stainless steel, micro-serrated blades 
cut through cardboard, twine, meat, 
vegetables and more

• Herb stripper effectively removes 
herbs from tough stems

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
absorb pressure

• Blades separate for thorough and easy 
cleaning

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water 
and promptly dry

Poultry Shears

• Notched blade for cutting through 
poultry bones

• Spring-loaded handle prevents 
hand strain

• Handle lock keeps blades closed for 
safe storage

• Blades separate for thorough and 
easy cleaning

• Hand wash with warm, soapy water 
and promptly dry

#1072121
#1072292

#1116660 bulk

SCISSORS & SHEARS
From the craft room to the kitchen, our Scissors 
& Shears are sure to make the cut. 
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#21381 
#1138180 tray pack assorted colors (16 pc)

Ice Cream Scoop — Point

• Pointed tip easily scoops hard 
ice cream

• Flat edges reach into corners of ice 
cream containers

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Ice Cream Scoop — Lever 

• Easy-to-use pop-up lever releases 
ice cream

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

SteeL™ Ice Cream Scoop 
— Lever

• Easy-to-use pop-up lever releases 
ice cream

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

Ice Cream Spade

• Paddle shape easily scoops 
ice cream

• Sturdy, aluminum construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry

#21481

ICE CREAM
Our Ice Cream Scoops are designed for easy 
scooping and quick release into cones, bowls, 
or dishes. 

#21981#51481
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#1057947

#1191000

#21291

Trigger Ice Cream Scoop

• Easy-to-use swing trigger

• Makes large, perfect scoops

• Finger guard protects hands from 
gears during use

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Solid Stainless Steel 
Ice Cream Scoop

• Solid stainless steel Scoop won't 
chip or discolor

• Pointed tip easily scoops hard  
ice cream

• Flat edges reach into corners of 
ice cream containers

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Beak Ice Cream Scoop

• Large, aluminum beak breaks into 
hard ice cream and rolls perfect 
scoops

• Eject button releases ice cream from 
Scoop

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry
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GRILLING
Whether you’re a novice or a grill master, with 
our Grilling Tools you’ll be making excuses to 
barbeque all year long. 

#11136700 #11136600

#1177200

2 Piece Grilling Set

•  Set includes: 16" BBQ Turner 
and Tongs

•  Durable, rust-resistant, stainless 
steel construction

•  Long handles keep hands safely 
away from grill

•  Soft, non-slip handles for a 
comfortable grip

16" Grilling Turner with 
Serrated Edge

• Durable, rust-resistant, stainless 
steel construction 

• Serrated cutting edge perfect for 
testing for doneness

• Beveled edge easily slides under 
foods and is great for scraping

• Long handle keeps hands safely 
away from grill

• Soft, non-slip handle for a 
comfortable grip

16" Grilling Tongs

• Durable, rust-resistant, stainless 
steel construction 

• Scalloped heads angled to easily 
pick up large cuts of meat 

• Long handles keeps hands safely 
away from grill

• Locking tab keeps Tongs closed for 
convenient storage

• Soft, non-slip handles for a 
comfortable grip
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#31681

Waiter's Corkscrew

• Perfect for picnics or travel

• Opens all cork-topped bottles 
with ease

• Stainless steel screw, foil cutter and 
bottle opener

• Screw glides smoothly into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Corkscrew — Winged 

• Wings curved to fit hands

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

SteeL™ Winged Corkscrew

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction 
for durability

• Wings curved to fit hands

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

Corkscrew — Winged (Zinc)

• Durable, die-cast zinc wings curved 
to fit hands

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

BAR & WINE
Entertain in style with our Bar & Wine accessories, 
the perfect balance of comfort, function and 
elegance. Cheers! 

#31781

#1057960 #1058011

BAR &
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#3102300

SteeL™ CorkPull

• Continuous turning of knob lowers 
screw into cork and removes cork 
without pulling

• Easy-to-use foil cutter built into 
soft knob

• Sturdy, cast stainless steel 
construction

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

#3110200

SteeL™ Double Lever 
Waiter's Corkscrew

• Double-lever design allows for 
smooth cork removal in two easy 
motions

• Features non-stick screw, built-in 
bottle opener and stainless steel foil 
cutter

• Professional-quality, durable stainless 
steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip body

#1063938

SteeL™ Wine Stopper

• Seals wine for short-term storage

• Ribs flex to fit all size wine bottles

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#11136400 
#1109780 tray pack (16 pc)

SteeL™ Wine Stopper 
& Pourer Combination

• Dual function — seals for short-term 
storage and opens for drip-free 
pouring

• Ribs flex to fit all size wine bottles

• Allows for even, consistent wine flow

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip lever

BAR &
 W
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#3110400

SteeL™ Aerating Wine 
Pourer

• Generous opening allows wine to 
breathe as it cascades into glass 

• Air circulates on either side of 
stream for maximum aeration while 
pouring

• Wine flows elegantly over stainless 
steel ring

• Flexible ribs on base allow Pourer 
to fit securely in any size wine 
bottle

#3110800
#3110900 replacement stoppers

SteeL™ Vacuum Wine
Preserver and 2 Stoppers

• Pump extracts air from bottle to 
preserve wine’s flavor

• Keeps wine fresh longer than cork 
alone

• Easy-to-hold, contoured neck 
prevents pinching while pumping 

• Push tab on Stopper to release 
vacuum seal for easy removal

• Soft, comfortable non-slip grips

#3110300

SteeL™ Wine Chiller

• Double-wall construction keeps 
wine chilled

• Soft interior protects bottle and 
dampens noise

• Interior moat catches drips 

• Non-slip bottom protects all 
surfaces

• Accommodates all 750 mL wine 
bottles

I have OXO products from when they were first introduced. They look as great 
as they did the day I bought them. They work as great as the day I bought them. 

- Lauren L 
Paoli, PA
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#3107200

#1058018

#3109700

#1146900

SteeL™ Press & Pour 
Cocktail Shaker

• One-handed, button-activated, 
self-straining top does not require 
removal or separate strainer

• Patented LiquiSeal™ lid has three 
inner silicone seals to prevent spills, 
even when shaken vigorously

• Pours beverages out of anywhere 
on the 360° opening

• Double-wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• 18 oz capacity

Cocktail Shaker

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap 
and built-in strainer 

• Double-wall construction for 
insulation 

• ¾ oz, 1 oz and 1½ oz jigger 
measurement markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip 

• Hand wash only

SteeL™ Cocktail Shaker — 
Classic

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap 
and built-in strainer

• Double-wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• ¾ oz, 1 oz and 1½ oz jigger 
measurement markings

SteeL™ Cocktail Shaker

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap 
and built-in strainer

• Secure silicone seal

• Elegant brushed stainless steel

• Double-wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• ¾ oz, 1 oz and 1½ oz jigger 
measurement markings

BAR &
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#3105100#3105000

SteeL™ Double Jigger

• Two-sided Jigger flips over for 
different measurements

• One side measures ¹/3 oz, ¾ oz and 
1½ oz jigger 

• Opposite side measures ¼ oz, 
½ oz and 1 oz 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#1233080

SteeL™ Angled Jigger

• Patented angled surface allows 
measurements to be read from 
above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check 
and adjust

• Elegant, stainless steel construction

#1058016
#3109460 bulk

SteeL™ Cocktail Strainer

• Fits in cocktail shakers or glasses

• Short handle for easy storage

• Raised lip prevents liquids 
from dripping

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip finger rest

• Durable, stainless steel construction

#3104900

SteeL™ Muddler

• Crushes mint and citrus fruits for 
mojitos, mint juleps, sidecars and 
more

• Bottom rib design releases aromas 
and natural oils from mint leaves 
and other herbs

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction 
with a nylon head to protect glasses

#3112000

SteeL™ Fine Mesh
Cocktail Strainer

• Stainless steel fine mesh efficiently 
strains fruit pulp and ice chips for a 
crisp, clean drink

• Conical shape provides large 
capacity for straining

• Durable, double-welded construction 
withstands regular use

• Soft, comfortable handle for a non-
slip grip

SteeL™ Shot Pourer

• Ensures precise pouring for mixing 
and measuring cocktails

• Prevents drips and spills

• Ribs flex to fit most liquor bottles

• Durable, stainless steel construction

BAR &
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BARWARE
Three cheers for OXO! Whether you're hosting an intimate wine and 
cheese night or a swanky cocktail party, OXO's barware line lets you 
serve it up in style.





#34881

#1132080

#11147700

#3107300

No-Spill Ice Cube Tray

• Silicone lid seals securely to prevent 
spills and for angled storage in 
freezer

• Silicone lid is removable for easy 
cleaning

• Comfortable handle for a firm grip 
while filling or carrying

• Innovative rounded ice cube shape 
releases easily

• Makes fourteen 0.75 oz cubes

No-Spill Ice Stick Tray

• Makes 12 narrow ice sticks, 
perfect for water bottles and other 
containers with small openings 

• Silicone lid seals water into Tray 
before freezing and keeps ice sticks 
from absorbing freezer odors 

• Sealed lid allows for stacking and 
angled storage in the freezer

• Silicone lid is removable for easy 
cleaning

• Comfortable handle for a firm grip 
while filling or carrying

Ice Cube Tray

• Unique lid design allows release of 
one or more ice cubes as desired 

• Lid prevents freezer odor and allows 
for easy stacking 

• Innovative rounded ice cube shape 
releases easily

• Makes fourteen 0.75 oz cubes

SteeL™ Ice Bucket 
and Tong Set

• Set includes: 4 qt stainless steel 
Bucket and Tongs

• Double-wall construction keeps 
cold inside and prevents outer 
condensation

• Bottom channels catch melted ice, 
keeping it away from remaining 
whole cubes

• Flip-top lid for easy access and 
secure closure

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
on Tongs and Bucket handle

Ice Bucket with Tongs

• Double-wall construction for 
insulation 

• Interior moat keeps solid ice cubes 
out of melted ice

• Tongs have sharp teeth to make 
grabbing ice easy 

• Soft, comfortable non-slip grip on 
Bucket for easy lifting and carrying

#1147000
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Large Cubes
• Makes six large cubes (1 ¾")

that last longer to prevent 
watering down drinks

#11154200

Cocktail Cubes
• Two separate trays make 48 small 

cubes (7/8”), perfect for cocktails
#11154300

X and O Cubes
• Two separate trays make 24  
X and O shapes for a fun way to 

cool down your drinks
#11154500

Covered Silicone Ice Cube Trays

• Flexible silicone makes uniform, easy-to-remove ice cubes

• Frame supports silicone Tray during filling, transport  
and storage

• Cover helps keep ice from absorbing freezer odors and  
allows for  stacking multiple Trays

COVER SILICONE TRAY FRAME

#1058008

SteeL™ Ice Tongs

• Sharp teeth make grabbing ice easy

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Tongs lock closed for convenient 
storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips
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#20681

 
 

#11141400 red, blue, black bulk
#11109400 red, blue, black bin (24 pc)

#1180501

Bottle Opener

• Quickly and easily opens 
pop-top bottles

• Opener made of durable stainless 
steel

• Curved gripping area for 
comfortable use

• Flat, discreet shape and size for 
compact storage

• Perfect for picnics, travel and 
entertaining

Bottle Opener — 
Soft-Handled

• Opens bottles and pierces cans

• Stainless steel head

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Silicone Coasters 
(8 Pack)

• Reversible Coasters are concave on 
both sides to contain liquid

• Grooved pattern holds liquid to 
prevent leaking

• Grooves promote air flow to prevent 
Coaster from sticking to glassware

• Silicone construction

#1058015

SteeL™ Bottle Opener

• Perfect for picnics or travel

• Dual function – opens bottles and 
pierces cans

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip
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#1410280
#1261280 bulk

Twisting Tea Ball

• Twisting feature makes filling 
easy and holds a large amount 
of loose leaf tea

• Long, stainless steel neck 
accommodates most cups 
and mugs

• Works with all loose leaf teas 
and is also great for infusing 
herbs and spices

TEA & COFFEE
Whether you prefer English Breakfast or Colombian 
roast, our Tea & Coffee products will help you enjoy 
your brew. 

BEVERAGE
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polished stainless
#71180

brushed stainless
#71190

Uplift™ Tea Kettle

• Spout opens automatically when Kettle is lifted for pouring

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready

• Large lid opening for convenient filling and cleaning

• High-grade stainless steel and zinc construction guards against rust

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle is heat resistant

• 2 qt capacity

BEVERAGE
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polished stainless
#1473502

brushed stainless
#1466009

Uplift™ Tea Kettle — Anniversary Edition

• Spout opens automatically when Kettle is lifted for pouring

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready

• Large lid opening for convenient filling and cleaning

• High-grade stainless steel and zinc construction guards against rust

• Natural cork handle is heat resistant

• 2 qt capacity

- Joy N 
Sebastopol, CA

This is a great tea kettle. It pours without sputtering, the whistle is loud but not shrill 
and the handle is ergonomically designed to be easy to pour even when hot. I have 
many OXO Good Grips products and they all are beautifully designed. I am very happy 
with this new addition to my collection.

BEVERAGE
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How is OXO different? The design of their products works with you, not against you. 
And I want something that is going to work with me. I don't want to fight.

- Paula C 
San Francisco, CA

polished stainless
#1072129

brushed stainless 
#1072130

Click Click™ Tea Kettle

• Pull trigger to open spout and press button down to close

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready

• High-grade stainless steel construction guards against rust 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle is heat resistant

• 2.1 qt capacity
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Classic Tea Kettle

• Easy-open, one-touch spout cap

• Soft, angled handle for comfortable pouring

• Handle rotates out of the way for pouring or storing

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready

• Large lid opening for convenient filling and cleaning

• High-grade brushed stainless steel construction guards against rust

• Heat resistant silicone touch points on spout and handle

• 1.7 qt capacity

Pick Me Up™ Tea Kettle

• Spout opens automatically when Kettle is lifted for pouring

• Loud whistle signals when water is ready

• High-grade stainless steel construction guards against rust

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle is heat resistant

• 1.8 qt capacity

#1479500 brushed stainless

brushed stainless
#1067271

BEVERAGE
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French Press Coffee Maker
• Innovative, stainless steel and silicone grounds lifter for easy, one-step cleaning

• Sturdy, stainless steel housing and glass carafe keep coffee warm during brewing 
and serving

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips on handle and plunger

• Tempered borosilicate glass is heat resistant

 4 cup 
• 32 oz capacity is ideal for 

individual servings
#11108500

 8 cup 
• 64 oz capacity is ideal for serving 

parties of two or more
#11108600

8 cup
#1131880

4 cup
#1131780

French Press 
Replacement Carafes

• Replacement Carafes for 4 and 8 
cup French Presses

• Tempered borosilicate glass is 
heat resistant
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#1272880 
#11147200 paper filters 

#11169900 replacement carafe

Cold Brew Coffee Maker

• Brews low-acid coffee concentrate 
to prepare hot or cold coffee

• RainmakerTM feature evenly 
distributes water

• Easy-to-access switch activates 
filtration process

• Coffee Maker automatically stops 
filtering when carafe is removed

• Stopper features silicone seal 
to keep coffee concentrate fresh 
in carafe

• Stopper can be used to portion 
coffee concentrate

• Mesh filter is reusable and easy 
to clean

• Sized to fit neatly on countertops

• Coffee Maker comes apart for 
cleaning and nests for storage

• Optional paper filters available for 
an extra layer of filtration
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Stainless Steel Travel Mugs

• One-handed, one-click open and close 

• Three silicone seals ensure no spills

• Double-wall, vacuum-insulated construction keeps 
beverages hot or cold

• Lid comes apart for easy cleaning

• Durable, stainless steel construction

Cap doubles as a 10 oz  
drinking cup

Double Wall Thermal  
Beverage Container

24 oz/700 mL
#11144200

Double Wall Travel Mug 
18 oz/530 mL

#11144400

Double Wall Travel Mug
22 oz/650 mL

 #11144600

TRAVEL MUGS
Prefer your cup of joe on the go? Then take our 
Travel Mugs for a ride. 
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Cap doubles as a 10 oz  
drinking cup

Travel Mugs

• One-handed, one-click open and close 

• Three silicone seals ensure no spills

• Double-wall construction keeps beverages hot or cold

• Lid comes apart for easy cleaning

Double Wall Travel Mug — 15 oz/445 mL
 #11144500 silver / #11148300 graphite / #11148400 red / #11148500 blue / #11155100 pink 

Single Serve Travel Mug — 10 oz/295 mL
 #11144300 silver / #11148600 graphite / #11148700 red / #11148800 blue / #11155200 pink 

(Single Serve Travel 
Mug shown)
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WATER BOTTLES
For colorful thirst-quenching, take hold of OXO. Bottles 
made of BPA-free, durable Tritan are what’s right for you 
AND the environment.

We believe you are capable of anything you set your mind 
to. Whether you strive to drink more water, start a workout, 
play a sport, hike, bike or run, count on OXO to be by your 
side – helping you stay hydrated along the way. 

watermelon
#9101100

cherry red
#9101400

apple green
#9100800

olive green
#9100700

sunset orange
#9100600

24 oz capacity

Large opening for filling, cleaning and adding ice or drink mixes

Small opening for controlled drinking

Flexible lanyard secures cap to Bottle

Dishwasher safe

BPA
IMPACT

RESISTANT
LEAKPROOF
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ice
#9101300

royal purple
#9103800

glacier blue
#9100900

charcoal gray
#9101200

cobalt blue
#9101000

white/fuchsia
#9103500

white/sky blue
#9103700

white/cornflower blue
#9103400

white/charcoal
#9103600

fuchsia/clear
#9103300

caribbean green/clear
#9103200

24 oz capacity

Quick-release, pull-off cap 

Cap automatically locks closed to create a leakproof seal

Slim design is lightweight and durable 

Lanyard is removable for easy cleaning

Dishwasher safe

 
LEAKPROOF

 
IMPACT

RESISTANT

BPA
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12 oz, 16.9 oz, and 24 oz capacities

Top twists open and closed, protects straw and prevents spills

Soft, angled, non-slip carrying loop

Large opening for filling, cleaning and adding ice

Dishwasher safe

 
LEAKPROOF

BPA
IMPACT

RESISTANT

emerald green
12 oz #9102300

16.9 oz #9101900 (shown) 
24 oz #9101500

royal purple
12 oz #9102400 

16.9 oz #9102000 (shown) 
24 oz #9101600

watermelon
12 oz #9102500 

16.9 oz #9102100 (shown) 
24 oz #9101700

jet blue
12 oz #9102600 

16.9 oz #9102200 (shown) 
24 oz #9101800
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stainless steel

#9103000

stainless steel
• Vacuum-insulated, double-wall body keeps 

liquid cool and prevents condensation

#9103100

ocean blue

#9102800

fuchia

#9102900

grape

#9102700

24 oz capacity

Sliding, push-button opening for easy access

Silicone grip protects hands from cold and condensation

Leakproof cap disassembles for easy cleaning and features a loop for carrying

Dishwasher safe

Stainless steel 

 LEAKPROOF    IMPACT
RESISTANT

    

BPA
 

Journey Bottle 
24 oz/700 mL

Journey Insulated Bottle 
17 oz/500 mL
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Water Bottle Cleaning Set

• Set includes: Long Bottle Brush, 
Straw Brush and Detail Cleaner

• Long Bottle Brush is perfect for 
cleaning the inside of bottles with 
narrow necks

• Straw Brush is great for getting inside 
sports bottle straws

• Detail Cleaner is ideal for crevices in 
caps and spouts

grape/clear 

#9100400

jet blue 

#9100500

watermelon 

#9100300

grass green 

#9100200

tangerine/clear 

#9100100

20 oz capacity

Swiveling straw is perfect for stirring and angled for comfortable sipping

Fitted silicone straw creates a seal to prevent leaking from the lid

Double-wall construction prevents condensation

Straw comes apart for easy cleaning

Dishwasher safe

LEAKPROOF INSULATED SWEATPROOF

BPA
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PROBLEM

Fruits and vegetables give off ethylene 
gas. Exposing produce to ethylene gas 
speeds up the ripening process, causing 
it to over-ripen and go bad. 

Safe, non-toxic, activated carbon filter 
absorbs the ethylene gas, slowing down 
the aging process and keeping produce 
fresh longer.

When produce rests against the walls 
of containers, bags or crispers, moisture 
can build up and cause rotting. 

The elevated basket keeps produce 
away from the walls to promote airflow 
and helps prevent rotting.

Too much moisture can cause fruits and 
vegetables to rot, but too little causes wilting. 

The sliding vent allows you to regulate 
humidity levels to keep produce crisp 
and fresh.

SOLUTION
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PROMOTES AIRFLOW

The elevated basket lifts produce up 
and away from the bottom and sides 
of the container to 
prevent rotting, and 
can be removed 
to be used as 
a colander.

The vent on top of each Produce Keeper 
slides open and closed to maintain 
optimum humidity 
levels for different 
types of produce, 
keeping them crisp 
and fresh.

CONTROLS HUMIDITY

ABSORBS ETHYLENE GAS

Carbon filters are filled with nooks and 
crannies that trap and absorb ethylene 
gas, slowing down spoilage and keeping 
fruits and vegetables 
fresh longer. They are 
made from coconut 
husks, making them 
safe, all-natural, 
and non-toxic!

CRISPER INSERT

PRODUCE  
KEEPERS
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1

3

2

4

PRODUCE KEEPER 
1.6 QT/1.5 L 
#11139900

PRODUCE KEEPER 
4.3 QT/4 L 
#11140000

PRODUCE KEEPER 
5 QT/4.7 L 
#11140100

CRISPER INSERT 
#11154100 (1 pack) 
#11146100 (2 pack)

CARBON FILTER 
REFILLS 
#11145300 (4 pack)

1 2 3 4
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PANTRY & COUNTERTOP
Keep food fresh with our line of storage containers 
with secure, airtight seals. 

Large — 5 qt/4.7 L
• Ideal for large snacks like pretzels or 

bulk snacks for the whole family
8.5" L x 6" W x 9" H

#1247580

Medium — 3 qt/2.8 L
• Great for holding a 

batch of cookies
7.5" L x 5" W x 8.25" H

#1128580

Small — 2 qt/1.9 L
• Perfect for smaller snacks 

like crackers and chips
7" L x 4.74" W x 7" H

#1128680

POP Jars

• Airtight seal with the press of a button 

• Press button once to seal Jar and again 
to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to 
remove lid

• Flat back allows Jar to sit flush against 
wall or backsplash

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe, 
hand wash other parts
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#11117500 carded
#1271480 tray pack (24 pc)#1128780 

POP Round Canisters

• Airtight seal with the press of a button

• Press button once to seal Canister and again 
to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to remove lid

• Round canister shape is perfect for 
countertop display

• Canisters nest for compact storage

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe, 
hand wash all other parts 

1.9 qt/1.8 L
• Perfect for coffee, tea and granola

5.7" W x 7" H
#1130080

3.0 qt/2.8 L
• Great for a 5 lb bag of sugar

6.2" W x 8.7" H
#1129980

4.5 qt/4.2 L
• Ideal for a 5 lb bag of flour

6.8" W x 10.3" H
#1129880

POP Container Scoop

• Ideal for serving granola, nuts and 
candy, or portioning rice, coffee 
and flour

• Shaped and sized especially for use 
with OXO POP Containers

• Rounded edges allow you to easily 
reach into Container corners 

• ½ cup capacity

3 Piece POP Round 
Canister Set

• Set includes: one 1.9 qt Canister, one 
3.0 qt Canister and one 
4.5 qt Canister
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0.8 qt/0.8 L 
• Great for biscotti, crackers, 

flatbreads and nuts
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 3.1" H

#1193700

0.3 qt/0.3 L 
• Ideal for spices, dried 

chilies and bouillon
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 3.1" H

#1106040

POP Containers

• Airtight seal with the press of a button 

• Press button once to seal Container and 
again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy pouring

• Modular stacking system for optimal 
countertop and pantry organization

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

Small Square

Big Square

0.9 qt/0.9 L 
• Ideal for a 1 lb box of brown  

or confectioners' sugar
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 6.2" H

#1071401

2.4 qt/2.3 L 
• Perfect for rice, cookies 

and crackers
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#1071399

1.5 qt/1.4 L 
• Perfect for granola, beans 

and licorice
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 9.3" H

#1071398

4.0 qt/3.8 L 
• Ideal for a 5 lb bag of 

flour or sugar
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#1071396

2.1 qt/2.0 L 
• Ideal for spaghetti, linguini 

and lasagne
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 12.4" H

#1071395

5.5 qt/5.2 L 
• Great for bulk cereals, 

pretzels and chips
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 12.4" H

#1071393
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POP Container - Rectangle

0.5 qt/0.5 L 
• Perfect for tea bags, candy 

and sugar cubes
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 3.1" H

#1071402

#1165700

#1165600

1.5 qt/1.4 L 
• Ideal for a 1 lb bag of 

coffee beans or rice
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#1071400

2.5 qt/2.3 L 
• Great for pasta and 

breadsticks
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#1071397

3.4 qt/3.2 L 
• Perfect for boxed cereal 

or lasagne
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 12.4" H

#1071394

5 Piece POP Container Set

• Set includes: one 2.1 qt Container; 
one 1.5 qt Container; two 0.9 qt 
Containers; one 0.3 qt Container

10 Piece POP Container Set

• Set includes: one 4.0 qt Container; 
one 2.5 qt Container; one 2.4 qt 
Container; one 2.1 qt Container; 
two 0.9 qt Containers; two 0.5 qt 
Containers; two 0.3 quart Containers
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SteeL™ POP Containers

• Airtight seal with a press of a button 

• Stainless steel lid for attractive countertop display

• Press button once to seal Container and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy pouring

• Modular stacking system for optimal countertop 
and pantry organization

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

Small Square

Big Square

0.9 qt/0.9 L
• Ideal for a 1 lb box of brown  

or confectioners' sugar
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106800

1.5 qt/1.4 L
• Great for granola, beans 

and licorice
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106500

2.1 qt/2.0 L
• Perfect for spaghetti,

linguini and lasagne
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 12.4" H

#3106200

2.4 qt/2.3 L
• Ideal for rice, cookies 

and crackers
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106600

4.0 qt/3.8 L
• Great for a 5 lb bag 

of flour or sugar
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106300
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#3109300#3107500

SteeL™ POP Containers — Rectangle

3.4 qt/3.2 L 
• Great for boxed cereal

and lasagne
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 12.4" H

#3106100

2.5 qt/2.3 L 
• Ideal for pasta and 

breadsticks
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106400

1.5 qt/1.4 L 
• Perfect for a 1 lb bag of 

coffee beans or rice
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106700

Coffee POP Container 
Rectangle 1.5 qt/1.4 L

• Perfect for a 1 lb bag of coffee 
beans or coffee grounds

#1195400

Coffee POP Container 
Big Square 2.4 qt/2.3 L 

• Ideal for 2 lbs of coffee beans 
or coffee grounds

#3110600

Tea POP Container 
Small Square .9 qt/.9 L 

• Great for loose leaf tea
#11105500

SteeL™ 5 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: two 2.4 qt containers, 
one 3.4 qt container, one 2.5 qt 
container and one 0.5 qt container

Coffee & Tea 
POP Containers

• Coffee POP Container blocks over 
99% of UV rays

• Airtight seal with the press of a 
button

• Perfect for coffee beans, tea and 
other moisture and UV-sensitive 
foods

• Tinted body and stainless steel lid 
for attractive countertop display

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe, 
hand wash other parts

SteeL™ 3 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: one 2.5 qt Container, 
one 1.5 qt Container and one 0.5 qt 
ContainersFOOD STORAGE
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#11125700

3.4 qt/3.2 L
• Ideal size for a standard box of cereal

#11114000

2.5 qt/2.4 L
• Perfect for granola, snacks and more

#11113900

4.5 qt/4.2 L 
• Great for bulk cereal, pretzels and more

#11114100

POP Cereal Dispensers

• Two airtight silicone seals keep cereal, granola and snacks fresh

• Pop-open lid for easy, one-handed opening and closing

• Smooth-pour spout designed for controlled, mess-free 
dispensing

• Contoured container is comfortable to hold, even when 
Dispenser is full

• Shaped for efficient storage on countertops or in cabinets

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; hand wash all other parts

Countertop
Cereal Dispenser

• Chute-design opening won’t crush 
cereal while dispensing

• Spring-loaded, non-slip levers 
allow for controlled, one-handed 
dispensing

• Two silicone seals help keep cereal 
fresh

• Tray keeps countertops clean and is 
removable for easy cleaning

• 5.5 qt-capacity canister locks into 
place and can be removed for easy 
cleaning
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2.5 qt/2.3 L 
• Perfect for a 1 lb bag of coffee beans, 

cookies and pasta
4.3" L x 4.3" W x 12.1" H

#1268182

1.6 qt/1.5 L 
• Great for a 1 lb box of brown sugar, 

granola and candy
4.3" L x 4.3" W x 7.9'' H

#1268082

0.5 qt/0.5 L 
• Ideal for tea, spices and

sugar cubes
4.25" L x 4.25" W x 4.15" H

#1267982

FlipLock™ Glass Canisters

• One-handed flip of the lid ring creates an 
airtight seal

• Lid ring serves as a handle to remove lid

• Borosilicate glass won't stain or absorb odors

• Round, elegant canister shape is perfect for 
countertop use

• Clear lid center allows you to view contents 
from above

• Lid is dishwasher safe and comes apart for easy 
cleaning; hand wash body

#1268282 

3 Piece FlipLock 
Glass Canister Set

• Set includes: 0.5 qt, 1.6 qt and 
2.5 qt Canister
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On-the-Go Salad  
Container

• Four locking tabs for a secure seal

• Removable, leakproof 2 oz dressing container

• Crystal-clear, durable Tritan lid

• Silicone gasket is removable for easy cleaning

• Container can be used without plate

• 5.25 cup capacity

#11139700

THREE LEAKPROOF COMPARTMENTS KEEP  
WET AND DRY INGREDIENTS SEPARATE

REFRIGERATOR & FREEZER
Keep your leftovers tasting like new with our airtight, 
watertight, leakproof containers. 
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On-the-Go Lunch  
Container

• Four locking tabs for a secure seal

• Crystal-clear, durable Tritan lid

• Silicone gasket is removable for easy cleaning

• Container can be used without plate 

• 5 cup capacity

#11139800

#11152900 
#11159800 (2 pack)

On-the-Go Silicone 
Squeeze Bottle

• Leakproof dispenser for taking 
salad dressing on the go 

• Wide mouth and stable base for 
easy filling and cleaning

• No-drip pour spout is ideal 
for salad dressings and other 
condiments

• Twist-top opening is easy to grip 
and open, even when hands are 
wet or oily

• 2.3 oz capacity

TWO LEAKPROOF COMPARTMENTS KEEP  
WET AND DRY FOODS SEPARATE
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Small Rectangle — 2.8 c/22.5 oz 
• Pefect for leftover meals, vegetables 

and sauces
7.0" L x 5.25" W x 2.25" H

#1125180

Small Square — 2.5 c/20.3 oz 
• Great for sauces, soups and broths 

 
4.375" L x 4.375" W x 4.5" H

#1124480

Small Square — 1.7 c/13.5 oz 
• Ideal for chopped fruits, vegetables 

and snacks
4.375" L x 4.375" W x 3.0" H

#1124380

LockTop Containers

• Multiple inner locking tabs create an airtight, 
watertight seal

• Simply press outer ring to securely lock lid

• Tritan™ material resists warping, staining and odors

• Crystal clear body and transparent lid make it 
easy to view contents

• Modular stacking helps refrigerator and freezer 
organization

• Container bodies nest inside each other for 
compact storage

• Each lid fits multiple bodies

Medium Rectangle — 9.3 c/74.4 oz 
• Perfect for cooked meats and salads 

8.8" L x 5.8" W x 4.5" H
#1124780

Small Rectangle — 5.5 c/44.0 oz 
• Great for pasta, rice and grains

7.0" L x 5.25" W x 4.5" H
#1124680

Small Rectangle — 3.8 c/30.4 oz 
• Ideal for lunch and leftovers

7.0" L x 5.25" W x 3.0 H
#1124580
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Medium Square — 3.8 c/30.4 oz 
• Ideal for sandwiches and deli meats

6.7" L x 6.7" W x 2.25" H
#1124980

Medium Square — 6.3 c/50.7 oz 
• Great for salads and fruits

6.6" L x 6.6" W x 3.8" H
#1125080

Large Rectangle — 12.7 c/101.4 oz 
• Perfect for lasagne, brownies and cupcakes

9.2" L x 8.8" W x 3.2" H
#1124880

4 Piece Mini LockTop 
Container Set

• Containers are perfect for dressing, 
condiments, spices, leftovers, and 
more

• Simply press outer top to securely 
lock lid

• Multiple inner locking tabs create 
an airtight, watertight seal

• Tritan™ material resists warping, 
staining and odors

#1132680

This is another one of OXO's great products. It has ease-of-use qualities and is 
good for keeping things airtight and fresh. Saves space and the sizes are good 
for practically anything.

- S. Runyon 
Lancaster, OH
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#1125280 

12 Piece 
LockTop Container Set

• Set includes: two 6.3 cup 
Containers, one 5.5 cup Container, 
one 3.8 cup square Container, one 
2.5 cup Container and one 1.7 cup 
Container, all with matching lids

20 Piece 
LockTop Container Set

• Set includes: one 9.3 cup 
Container, one 6.3 cup Container, 
one 5.5 cup Container, two 3.8 
cup square Containers, one 3.8 
cup rectangle Container, two 2.5 
cup Containers and two 1.7 cup 
Containers, all with matching lids

#1125380

#11122500
#11147400 tray pack #11122400

Butter Dish

• Stoppers on either side of Dish keep 
butter in place while cutting

• Convenient tablespoon measurement 
markings

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding 
off during transport and is easy to 
remove

• Accommodates all short and long 
4 oz butter sticks

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

Stainless Steel
Butter Dish

• Stoppers on either side of Dish keep 
butter in place while cutting

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding 
off during transport and is easy to 
remove

• Accommodates all short and long 
butter sticks

• Stainless steel construction perfect for 
table or countertop use

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
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Lunch Container — 3.8 cup 
• Set includes: 3.8 cup Container, 2 oz Container and removable divider 

• Perfect for wet and dry leftovers
7" L x 5.25" W x 3" H

#1265080

Lunch Container — 5.5 cup 
• Set includes: 5.5 cup Container and 2 oz Container 

• Perfect for salads and dressing
7.0" L x 5.25" W x 4.5" H

#1265180

Lunch Container — 6.3 cup 
• Set includes: 6.3 cup, 4 oz and 2 oz Containers and removable divider 

• Perfect for sandwiches and salad
6.75" L x 6.75" W x 3.75" H

#1265280

LockTop Lunch Containers

• Multiple inner locking tabs create an airtight, 
watertight seal

• Simply press outer ring to securely lock lid

• Tritan™ material resists warping, staining and odors

• Crystal clear body and transparent lid make it 
easy to view contents

When I got married 12 years ago, 
we registered for OXO products. 
I still have those products. They 
hold up.

- Kelly G 
Potomac, MD
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PET
With durable materials and airtight seals, our Pet 
products keep your little friend’s food fresh and away 
from nosey noses. 

POP Container

• Airtight seal with the press of a button 

• Press button once to seal Container and 
again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to easily 
remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy pouring

• Modular stacking system for optimal 
countertop and pantry organization

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

1.1 qt/1.0 L
• Ideal for 14 oz of small 

dog or cat treats
4.25" L x 4.25" W x 6.2" H

#7100600

2.6 qt/2.4 L
• Perfect for 2 lbs of dry dog food 

or 28 oz of dry cat food 
6.25" L x 6.25" W x 6.2" H

#7100000

4.3 qt/4.0 L
• Great for 3.5 lbs of dry dog food 

or 3 lbs of dry cat food
6.25" L x 6.25" W x 9.3" H

#7100100

5.8 qt/5.5 L
• Ideal for 5 lbs of dry dog
food or 4 lbs of dry cat food
6.25" L x 6.25" W x 12.4" H

#7100200

Square
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1.7 qt/1.5 L
• Great for 2 lb bag of bird seed 

or 2 lbs of hamster food
6.25" L x 4.25" W x 6.2" H

#7100300

2.7 qt/2.5 L
• Perfect for a 26 oz box of dog treats, 2 lbs 

of dry dog food or 28 oz of dry cat food 
6.25" L x 4.25" W x 9.3" H

#7100400

3.7 qt/3.5 L
• Ideal for 3 lbs of dry dog food 

or 3 lbs of dry cat food 
6.25" L x 4.25" W x 12.4" H

#7100500

POP Jar

• Airtight seal with the press of a button 

• Press button once to seal Jar and again 
to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to 
remove lid

• Flat back allows Jar to sit flush against 
wall or backsplash

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe, hand 
wash other parts

Small — 2 qt/1.8 L 
• Perfect for 26 oz of dog food, 20 oz of cat

food, 16 oz of dog or cat treats, 2.5 lbs of  
bird food or 2 lbs of hamster food

7.0" L x 4.74" W x 7.0" H
#7100700

Medium — 3 qt/2.8 L 
• Ideal for 3 lbs of dog food, 2 lbs of cat food, 

26 oz of dog or cat treats, 4.5 lbs of 
bird food or 3.5 lbs of hamster food 

7.5" L x 5" W x 8.25" H
#7100800

Large — 5 qt/4.7 L 
• Great for 4.5 lbs of dog food, 3 lbs of cat 

food, 2.5 lbs of dog or cat treats, 7 lbs of 
bird food or 5.5 lbs of hamster food

7.5" L x 5.5" W x 9.75" H
#7100900

POP Container — Rectangle
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Well built, comfortable in the hand
and does the job they were made
for. This peeler is no exception.

- Kevin N 
Falls Church, VA

#50081

SteeL™ Swivel Peeler

• Sharp, hardened stainless 
steel blade easily peels apples, 
potatoes and more

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

STEEL™

Stainless steel accents combine with user-friendly 
function in our display-worthy SteeLTM line. 

#3102500

SteeL™ Apple Divider

• Cores and slices apples and 
pears

• Sharp, stainless steel blades 
make perfect slices

• Raised handles keep hands off 
countertops

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#1050061

SteeL™ Corn Holders
(8 Pack)

• Strong, stainless steel pins keep 
Corn Holders firmly attached to 
cob

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles for a secure grip 
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In 50 years of Italian cooking, 
this is THE BEST Garlic Press 
I've ever owned.

- Martha S 
New York, NY

SteeL™ Salad Spinner

• Easy, one-handed operation

• Patented pump mechanism and 
brake button

• Clear lid displays contents and 
comes apart for easy cleaning

• Sturdy, stainless steel bowl can be 
used for serving 

• Capacity: 6.3 qt bowl, 4.9 qt basket

• Top-rack dishwasher safe

#1071497

#58181

SteeL™ Garlic Press

• Large capacity garlic chamber

• Built-in cleaner pushes out 
excess garlic

• Durable zinc and stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

SteeL™ Grater

• Generous, stainless steel grating 
surface

• Sleek, stainless steel handle with 
soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
on sides

#50581

#50781

SteeL™ Pizza Wheel

• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin 
and thick crust pizza and toppings 

• Stainless steel thumb guard for 
safety

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides
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#3105300 

SteeL™ Chef's Mandoline Slicer

• Makes straight, crinkle cut and waffle slices 
in a wide range of thicknesses

• Also makes thin julienne strips and French fries

• Straight blade easily cuts through firm fruits 
and vegetables like apples and potatoes

• Serrated blade glides through soft foods 
like tomatoes, hollow foods like peppers 
and layered foods like onions

• Soft, easy-turn dial for selecting slice 
thickness or julienne setting

• All blades store on board for added safety 
and convenience 

#58081

SteeL™ Can Opener

• Sharp, hardened stainless steel 
cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#1050058

9'' SteeL™ Whisk

• Narrow shape is perfect for 
whisking and blending 
ingredients in a bowl or container 

• Innovative handle shape in brushed 
stainless steel fits comfortably in 
the palm of your hand

• Polished stainless steel wires

#56291

SteeL™ Potato Masher

• Great for mashing potatoes, root 
vegetables and fruit

• Sturdy, stainless steel wire head

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides
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Spaghetti Server 
• Ideal for lifting, portioning and 

serving pastas
#59791

Fork
• Great for steadying a roast during slicing

or for lifting and flipping while cooking
#59391

Ladle 
• Perfect for portioning and serving 

soups, sauces and stews
#59491

Lasagne Turner 
• Ideal for lifting and serving 

out of a pan
#59891

Turner 
• Great for flipping burgers, omelets,  

grilled cheese and more
#59091

Slotted Spoon 
• Ideal for stirring and straining 

pasta or vegetables
#59291

Spoon 
• Perfect for stirring soups, 

sauces and stews
#59191

SteeL™ Tools

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips
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#59981

SteeL™ Tool Rack

• Convenient storage for OXO SteeL™, 
OXO Good Grips and other tools 

• Holds six tools

• Easy to install with included 
hardware

SteeL™ 6" Strainer

• Perfect for straining pasta and 
vegetables, washing berries and 
more

• Fine mesh for straining 

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

#58891

SteeL™ Ice Cream Scoop 
— Lever

• Easy-to-use pop-up lever releases 
ice cream

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips on sides

#51481

#56191

SteeL™ Meat Tenderizer

• Flat side for pounding 

• Pyramid-shaped teeth on textured 
side for tenderizing

• Solid aluminum construction with 
non-stick coating for easy clean-up

• Sleek, brushed stainless steel 
handle with soft, comfortable, non-
slip grips on sides

Serving Spoon 
• Perfect for serving rice, 

vegetables and more
#53381

Serving Slotted Spoon 
• Great for stirring, draining 

and serving
#53481

Pie Server 
• Ideal for slicing and serving 

pies and cakes
#53081
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SteeL™ Winged Corkscrew

• Sturdy, die-cast zinc construction 
for durability

• Wings curved to fit hands

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

#1058011

#3102300

SteeL™ CorkPull

• Continuous turning of knob lowers 
screw into cork and removes cork 
without pulling

• Easy-to-use foil cutter built into 
soft knob

• Sturdy, cast stainless steel 
construction

• Non-stick screw glides smoothly 
into cork

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

#3110200

SteeL™ Double Lever 
Waiter's Corkscrew

• Double-lever design allows for 
smooth cork removal in two easy 
motions

• Features non-stick screw, built-in 
bottle opener and stainless steel foil 
cutter

• Professional-quality, durable stainless 
steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip body

OXO products make me 
happy because they do what 
they are supposed to do.

– Lisa P 
New York, NY
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#1063938

SteeL™ Wine Stopper

• Seals wine for short-term storage

• Ribs flex to fit all size wine bottles

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#11136400 
#1109780 tray pack (16 pc)

SteeL™ Wine Stopper 
& Pourer Combination

• Dual function — seals for short-term 
storage and opens for drip-free 
pouring

• Ribs flex to fit all size wine bottles

• Allows for even, consistent wine flow

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip lever

#3110800
#3110900 replacement stoppers

SteeL™ Vacuum Wine
Preserver and 2 Stoppers

• Pump extracts air from bottle to 
preserve wine’s flavor

• Keeps wine fresh longer than cork 
alone

• Easy-to-hold, contoured neck 
prevents pinching while pumping 

• Push tab on Stopper to release 
vacuum seal for easy removal

• Soft, comfortable non-slip grips

#3110300

SteeL™ Wine Chiller

• Double-wall construction keeps 
wine chilled

• Soft interior protects bottle and 
dampens noise

• Interior moat catches drips 

• Non-slip bottom protects all 
surfaces

• Accommodates all 750 mL wine 
bottles

#3110400

SteeL™ Aerating Wine 
Pourer

• Generous opening allows wine to 
breathe as it cascades into glass 

• Air circulates on either side of 
stream for maximum aeration while 
pouring

• Wine flows elegantly over stainless 
steel ring

• Flexible ribs on base allow Pourer 
to fit securely in any size wine 
bottle
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#1058008

SteeL™ Ice Tongs

• Sharp teeth make grabbing ice easy

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Tongs lock closed for convenient 
storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#3105000

SteeL™ Double Jigger

• Two-sided Jigger flips over for 
different measurements

• One side measures ¹/3 oz, ¾ oz and 
1½ oz jigger 

• Opposite side measures ¼ oz, 
½ oz and 1 oz 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#1233080

SteeL™ Angled Jigger

• Patented angled surface allows 
measurements to be read from 
above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check 
and adjust

• Elegant, stainless steel construction

#1058016
#3109460 bulk

SteeL™ Cocktail Strainer

• Fits in cocktail shakers or glasses

• Short handle for easy storage

• Raised lip prevents liquids 
from dripping

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip finger rest

• Durable, stainless steel construction

#3104900

SteeL™ Muddler

• Crushes mint and citrus fruits for 
mojitos, mint juleps, sidecars and 
more

• Bottom rib design releases aromas 
and natural oils from mint leaves 
and other herbs

• Sturdy, stainless steel construction 
with a nylon head to protect glasses

#3112000

SteeL™ Fine Mesh
Cocktail Strainer

• Stainless steel fine mesh efficiently 
strains fruit pulp and ice chips for a 
crisp, clean drink

• Conical shape provides large 
capacity for straining

• Durable, double-welded construction 
withstands regular use

• Soft, comfortable handle for a non-
slip grip
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#3107200

SteeL™ Press & Pour 
Cocktail Shaker

• One-handed, button-activated, 
self-straining top does not require 
removal or separate strainer

• Patented LiquiSeal™ lid has three 
inner silicone seals to prevent spills, 
even when shaken vigorously

• Pours beverages out of anywhere 
on the 360° opening

• Double wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• 18 oz capacity

#3107300

SteeL™ Ice Bucket 
and Tong Set

• Set includes: 4 qt stainless steel 
Bucket and Tongs

• Double-wall construction keeps 
cold inside and prevents outer 
condensation

• Bottom channels catch melted ice, 
keeping it away from remaining 
whole cubes

• Flip-top lid for easy access and 
secure closure

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
on Tongs and Bucket handle

#1058018

SteeL™ Cocktail Shaker — 
Classic

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap 
and built-in strainer

• Double-wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• ¾ oz, 1 oz and 1½ oz jigger 
measurement markings

#3109700

SteeL™ Cocktail Shaker

• 16 oz Shaker includes a jigger cap 
and built-in strainer

• Secure silicone seal

• Elegant brushed stainless steel

• Double-wall stainless steel 
construction provides insulation 
and prevents condensation

• ¾ oz, 1 oz and 1½ oz jigger 
measurement markings
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Small Square Big Square

SteeL™ POP Container

• Airtight seal with a press of a button 

• Stainless steel lid for attractive countertop display

• Press button once to seal Container and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy pouring

• Modular stacking system for optimal countertop and 
pantry organization

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; hand wash all other parts

#3105100

SteeL™ Shot Pourer

• Ensures precise pouring for mixing 
and measuring cocktails

• Prevents drips and spills

• Ribs flex to fit most liquor bottles

• Durable, stainless steel construction

0.9 qt/0.9 L
• Ideal for a 1 lb box of brown  

or confectioners' sugar
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106800

1.5 qt/1.4 L
• Great for granola, beans 

and licorice
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106500

2.1 qt/2.0 L
• Perfect for spaghetti,

linguini and lasagne
4.2" L x 4.2" W x 12.4" H

#3106200

2.4 qt/2.3 L
• Ideal for rice, cookies 

and crackers
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106600

4.0 qt/3.8 L
• Great for a 5 lb bag 

of flour or sugar
6.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106300

#1058015

SteeL™ Bottle Opener

• Perfect for picnics or travel

• Dual function – opens bottles and 
pierces cans

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip
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#3109300

#3107500

Rectangle

3.4 qt/3.2 L 
• Great for boxed cereal

and lasagne
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 12.4" H

#3106100

2.5 qt/2.3 L 
• Ideal for pasta and 

breadsticks
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 9.3" H

#3106400

1.5 qt/1.4 L 
• Perfect for a 1 lb bag of 

coffee beans or rice
4.2" L x 6.2" W x 6.2" H

#3106700

SteeL™ 5 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: two 2.4 qt containers, 
one 3.4 qt container, one 2.5 qt 
container and one 0.5 qt container

SteeL™ 3 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: one 2.5 qt container, 
one 1.5 qt container and one 0.5 qt 
containers
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SteeL™ Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush

• Dispenses a stream of soap with the 
light push of a button 

• After dispensing, silicone valve 
quickly seals to prevent soap 
from dripping on countertops

• Non-slip grip fits comfortably in the 
palm of your hand

• Brush head twists off for easy 
replacement

• Replacement heads available

#1068588
#1071812 brush refill 2pk

#3203300

SteeL™ Dish Brush

• Brushed stainless steel body for 
elegance and durability 

• Flared bristle shape perfect for getting 
into corners of pots and pans

• Built-in scraper easily removes 
baked-on messes

• Durable scraper and nylon bristles 
are safe for non-stick cookware and 
bakeware

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet

#3203200

SteeL™ Bottle Brush

• Easily reaches inside bottles, pitchers 
and carafes

• Brushed stainless steel body for 
elegance and durability

• Stiffer bristles on brush top clean 
residue from bottom of bottles

• Safe for crystal and stemware

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet

SteeL™ Suction 
Sponge Holder

• Suction cup attaches securely to 
sink walls

• Accommodates a wide variety of 
sponges and scrubbies

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum with 
perforated base for water drainage

• Suction cup release tab for easy 
repositioning or removal

SteeL™ Suction 
Sink Basket

• Suction cup attaches securely to 
sink walls

• Accommodates multiple sponges, 
scrubbies and more

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum with 
perforated base for water drainage

• Suction cup release tab for easy 
repositioning or removal

#1258000 #1258100

#1068584
#1071817 brush refill 2pk 

SteeL™ Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush

• Bottom of handle unscrews for easy 
refilling

• Stainless steel for elegance and 
durability

• Scraper on back of Brush easily 
removes baked-on food

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills
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BRUSHES & SPONGES
Doing the dishes doesn’t have to be a chore with 
our line of Brushes and Sponges. 

#33781

Vegetable Brush

• Perfect for cleaning hard vegetables 
like potatoes, carrots and more 

• Durable nylon bristles

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Electric Grill 
& Panini Press Brush

• Ideal for cleaning panini presses, 
electric indoor grills and waffle makers

• Flexible bristles are safe for 
non-stick surfaces

• Silicone wiper blade removes food 
and grease without damaging surfaces

• Silicone wiper blade is heat 
resistant up to 600°F

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet

Dish Brush

• Flared bristle shape perfect for 
getting into corners of pots and pans

• Built-in scraper easily removes 
baked-on messes

• Durable scraper and nylon bristles 
are safe for non-stick cookware and 
bakeware

• Long, comfortable handle is non-slip 
even when wet

Natural Bristle 
Vegetable Brush

• Natural tampico bristles gently and 
thoroughly clean vegetables without 
bruising 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 

#33191

#21691#1312480
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#36391

#3203200

#3203300

I have OXO products from when they 
were first introduced. They look as great 
as they did the day I bought them. They 
work as great as the day I bought them. 

- Lauren L 
Paoli, PA

#1329080

SteeL™ Dish Brush

• Brushed stainless steel body for 
elegance and durability 

• Flared bristle shape perfect for getting 
into corners of pots and pans

• Built-in scraper easily removes 
baked-on messes

• Durable scraper and nylon bristles 
are safe for non-stick cookware and 
bakeware

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet

Bottle Brush

• Long neck easily reaches inside 
bottles, pitchers and carafes

• Stiffer bristles on brush top clean 
residue from bottom of bottles

• Safe for crystal and stemware

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet

Water Bottle Cleaning Set

• Set includes: Long Bottle Brush, 
Straw Brush and Detail Cleaner

• Long Bottle Brush is perfect for 
cleaning the inside of bottles with 
narrow necks

• Straw Brush is great for getting inside 
sports bottle straws

• Detail Cleaner is ideal for crevices in 
caps and spouts

SteeL™ Bottle Brush

• Easily reaches inside bottles, pitchers 
and carafes

• Brushed stainless steel body for 
elegance and durability

• Stiffer bristles on brush top clean 
residue from bottom of bottles

• Safe for crystal and stemware

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip even when wet
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#1068588
#1071812 brush refill 2pk

#36481 
#1256500 brush refill 2pk

Soap Dispensing Brushes & Scrubs

• Dispenses a stream of soap with the light push of a button

• After dispensing, silicone valve quickly seals to prevent soap from 
dripping on countertops

• Durable materials are safe for non-stick cookware and bakeware

• Soft, comfortable grip is non-slip even when wet

• Replacement heads available

#1312280 
#1256500 brush refill 2pk 

Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush

• Non-slip grip fits comfortably in the 
palm of your hand

• Brush head twists off for easy 
replacement

SteeL™ Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush

• Non-slip grip fits comfortably in the 
palm of your hand

• Brush head twists off for easy 
replacement

Soap Dispensing Palm 
Brush Storage Set

• Non-slip grip on Brush fits 
comfortably in the palm of 
your hand

• Holder features removable drip tray 
with built-in pour spout

• Brush head twists off for easy 
replacement

LARRY WITT 
VP SALES & MARKETING

OXO is just true to its mission. 
It's authentic. It's honest. It does 
what it says.
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#1314480
#1062326 brush refill 2pk 

#1062330
#1062329 scrub refill 2pk 

#1225600
#1225700 scrub refill 2pk 

#1062327
#1062328 sponge refill 2pk 

#1068584
#1071817 brush refill 2pk 

#1067529
#1062326 brush refill 2pk 

 

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush

• Bottom of handle unscrews for easy 
refilling

• Scraper on back of Brush easily 
removes baked-on food

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills

Soap Dispensing Dish 
Brush Storage Set

• Bottom of handle unscrews for easy 
refilling 

• Holder features removable drip tray 
with built-in pour spout 

• Non-skid base for stability

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Sponge

• Bottom of handle unscrews for 
easy refilling

• Antimicrobial sponge

• Scraper on back of Sponge easily 
removes baked-on food

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills

Soap Dispensing 
Stemware & Glass Wand

• Bottom of handle unscrews for 
easy refilling

• Provides extra reach for cleaning 
glassware, pitchers, sports bottles, 
muffin tins and more

• Safe for crystal and stemware

Soap Dispensing 
Dish Scrub

• Bottom of handle unscrews for 
easy refilling

• Antimicrobial sponge with scrub

• Scraper on back of Scrub easily 
removes baked-on food

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills

SteeL™ Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush

• Bottom of handle unscrews for easy 
refilling

• Stainless steel for elegance and 
durability

• Scraper on back of Brush easily 
removes baked-on food

• Body accommodates Dish Brush, 
Dish Sponge and Dish Scrub Refills
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#12126000 
#12134000 scrubber refill 2pk 

#12125900 
#12133900 scrubber refill 2pk 

Non-Scratch Scrubber
with Tray

• Durable sponge with scrub for 
thorough cleaning of non-stick 
cookware and other delicate surfaces

• Rounded, non-slip handle is 
comfortable to hold and keeps 
hands away from grease and other 
messes

• Scrubber head is replaceable with 
a simple twist

Palm Brush

• All-purpose brush for dishes, pots, 
pans and more

• Durable nylon bristles are safe for 
non-stick or ceramic cookware and 
bakeware

• Rounded handle fits in your palm and 
is easy to hold at any angle

• Wide handle base keeps knuckles out 
of the way

• Soft, comfortable grip is non-slip, 
even when wet

Palm Brush — Assorted

• All-purpose brush for dishes, pots, 
pans and more

• Durable nylon bristles are safe for 
non-stick or ceramic cookware and 
bakeware

• Rounded handle fits in your palm and 
is easy to hold at any angle

• Wide handle base keeps knuckles out 
of the way

• Soft, comfortable grip is non-slip, 
even when wet

Heavy Duty Scrubber
with Tray

• Abrasive scrubbing pad helps remove 
stubborn grease and baked-on food 
from stainless steel, glass and 
cast-iron cookware

• Rounded, non-slip handle is 
comfortable to hold and keeps 
hands away from grease and other 
messes

• Scrubber head is replaceable with 
a simple twist

#12121300
#12121400 red, green, blue 

#12143600 red, green, blue bulk

Kitchen Appliance 
Cleaning Set

• Compact set for giving kitchen 
fixtures and appliances a  
detailed cleaning  

• Brushes clean tight spaces with 
durable nylon bristles 

• Sturdy nylon scrapers clear away 
stubborn messes and  
built-up grime

• Tools snap together into clip for 
convenient storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#12155000
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KITCHEN SINKWARE
Let OXO be part of your cleanup crew. A wide variety of brushes and scrubs 
work wonders on dishes, pots and pans while organizers and drying racks 
keep your kitchen tidy.





#1308200

Silicone Sink Strainer

• Flexible silicone Strainer flips 
inside-out to empty

• Effectively traps debris

• Silicone under stainless steel rim 
will not scratch sink 

• Stain resistant

Silicone Sink Strainer 
& Stopper

• Flexible silicone Strainer flips 
inside-out to empty

• Effectively traps debris

• Turning knob 90° allows Stopper to 
drop down for filling sink

• Stopper locks in open position to 
allow draining

• Silicone under stainless steel rim will 
not scratch sink

• Stain resistant

Stainless Steel 
Sink Organizer

• Separate areas for brushes, soap 
dispensers, sponges and more 

• Long-handled tools store upright 
for easy access

• Perforated base keeps sponges and 
tools dry

• Removable drip tray with built-in 
pour spout separates for easy 
cleaning

SINK ORGANIZERS
Keep all that goes in the kitchen sink neat and tidy 
with our Sink Organizers. 

#1345100 #1068659
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One of the things people learn about the brand is that they tend to have a lot of "a-ha's." 
I find it incredibly gratifying when you see someone get excited over something as 
simple as a suction cup. I think that there is something that excites and delights with 
almost every OXO item.

GRETCHEN HOLT 
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Sponge Holder

• Holds two sponges, scrubbies or steel 
wool pads 

• Open sides and ventilation holes 
allow for maximum aeration

• Removable drip tray for easy cleaning 

• Convenient pour spout allows for 
draining soapy water from drip tray

• Durable, rust-proof stainless steel 
construction

SteeL™ Suction 
Sponge Holder

• Suction cup attaches securely to 
sink walls

• Accommodates a wide variety of 
sponges and scrubbies

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum with 
perforated base for water drainage

• Suction cup release tab for easy 
repositioning or removal

SteeL™ Suction 
Sink Basket

• Suction cup attaches securely to 
sink walls

• Accommodates multiple sponges, 
scrubbies and more

• Rust-proof anodized aluminum with 
perforated base for water drainage

• Suction cup release tab for easy 
repositioning or removal

#1258000 #1258100

#13113100
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#1365680 #1255100

SOAP DISPENSERS
Squirt soap on demand with our easy-dispensing, 
easy-refilling and easy-on-the-eyes Soap Dispensers.  

#13144000 #1295800

Stainless Steel 
Soap Dispenser

• Easy, one-handed dispensing of 
hand soap, dish soap or lotion 

• Spout is ideal for dispensing onto 
sponge or directly into sink

• Stainless steel body

• Non-skid base

• 15 oz capacity

Big Button Dish 
Soap Dispenser

• Tall shape and slender neck allow for 
easy soap dispensing into the sink 
or directly onto sponges

• Large, soft, non-slip button

• Generous opening for easy refilling

• Stainless steel body

• Non-skid base

• 16 oz capacity

Big Button Hand Soap 
Dispenser

• Large, soft, comfortable, 
non-slip button

• Generous opening for easy refilling

• Stainless steel body 

• Non-skid base

• 14 oz capacity

Steel-Top 
Soap Dispenser

• Easy, one-handed dispensing of 
soap or lotion

• Generous opening for easy refilling

• Sized to fit on bathroom or kitchen 
sinks

• Non-skid base prevents slipping 

• 10 oz capacity 
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DISH RACKS 
& DRYING MATS
Keep dishes high and dry whether they’re in 
or out of the sink with our line of Sink Mats 
& Drying Racks. 

Small 
12.75" L x 11.25" W

#1308010

Large 
16.5" L x 12.75" W

#1307930

Sink Mats

• Protects porcelain and stainless 
steel sink surfaces

• Rigid and raised structure allows 
adequate air and water flow

• Soft surface protects glasses 
and dishes

• Designed to conform to sink bottom

• Handles for easy lifting out of sink

#13146600 white 
#13145900 charcoal 

#13139500 cream

Soap Dispenser

• Simple design complements any 
bathroom or kitchen décor 

• Wide opening for easy filling

• Easy, one-handed dispensing of 
soap or lotion

• 12 oz capacity 
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Small 
12.75" L x 11.25" W

#13138100

Large 
16.5" L x 12.75" W

#13138200

Silicone Sink Mats

• Soft silicone provides cushion to 
protect sink, glasses and dishes 
from scratching and chipping

• Feet elevate Mat to allow for water 
flow and aeration 

• Pattern allows for cutting a hole to 
accommodate most drain openings

• Silicone is heat-resistant up to 
425˚F for placing pots and pans 
in sink directly from stove

Wine Glass
• Perfect for wine glasses, 

vases and knives
17" L x 6" W

#1372100

Square
• Great for pots, pans, 

plates and bowls
11.75" L x 12.25" W

#1372000

Large
• Ideal for large items such as 

frying pans and platters
16.875" L x 12.5" W

#1410880

Silicone Drying Mats

• Unique rib design helps dry items by 
maximizing drainage and aeration

• Heat resistant up to 425°F and can be used 
as a trivet

• Flexible Mat can be rolled up or hung for storage 
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#1440480

Dish Rack

• Perfect for plates, glasses, mugs 
and more

• Deep walls help contain water and 
corners are shaped to easily pour 
out excess

• Open area with raised ribs provides 
space for small parts and keeps 
items away from water at the bottom 
of the tray

Folding Stainless Steel Dish 
Rack

• Large capacity stainless steel rack 
with side walls that fold down for 
storage

• Wire wave design keeps bowls and 
pans upright to conserve space

• Large utensil holder features 
a removable knife block

Foldaway Dish Rack

• Plate rack folds down to make room 
for large bowls, cookware and more

• Plate rack holds plates or bowls 
neat and upright for quick drying

• Tines hold drinkware inside Dish 
Rack to prevent dripping on counter

• Legs fold out to elevate Dish Rack 
for draining

• Spout opens to drain directly into sink

• Divided utensil holders are 
removable for easy unloading

#1069916

#1473480
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#1066736

NAPKIN & 
TOWEL HOLDERS
Our Napkin & Paper Towel Holders provide effortless 
removal of paper towels or napkins, and they look 
good doing it. 

#1449680 

#1056043

SimplyPull™ 
Napkin Holder

• Rubber grip ensures stack of 
napkins won’t slide

• Holder arm is weighted to keep 
napkins secure 

• Arm opens wide and stays open for 
one-handed refilling

• Arm folds flat into base for compact 
storage

SimplyTear™ 

Paper Towel Holder

• Easily tear one paper towel at a time

• Spring activated arm allows for 
single-handed use and prevents roll 
from unraveling

• Arm stays open for quick, easy 
loading

• Non-skid, weighted base for stability

• Brushed stainless steel construction 
with contoured knob for comfortable 
carrying

Grip & Rip™ Paper Towel 
Holder

• Paper towel roll is secured for 
smooth rotation

• Removable top for easy loading

• Non-skid, weighted base for 
stability

• Brushed stainless steel construction
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#13109800 

3 Ring Trivet Set

• 3 Piece Trivet set for versatility 
while serving small and large 
dishes

• Raised, non-slip feet keep hot 
cookware steady and away from 
tabletops

• Three Trivets can be placed side by 
side to accommodate large pans

• Trivets snap together for use with 
large, heavy pots and for convenient 
storage

• Silicone is heat resistant to 450°F

Pop-Up Cookbook Holder

• Securely holds cookbooks, 
magazines and tablet computers 
without tipping

• Spring activated for easy loading

• Recipes are held in place at an 
upright and easy-to-read angle

• Splatter guard keeps pages and 
screens clean without distorting 
words or images

#1437180

COUNTERTOP HOLDERS
Reduce kitchen chaos with our line of Countertop 
Holders, designed to keep everything from 
cookbooks to paring knives neat and organized. 
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#1308100

#1066734 #1386300

#1386400

Stainless Steel 
Rotating Utensil Holder

• Holder rotates so tools are easy to 
locate and access

• Tall body and contoured base keep 
tools upright

• Contains three compartments for 
organizing and separating tools

• Durable steel ball bearings for 
smooth, quiet rotation

• Large capacity Holder fits over 15 
large-handled tools

Stainless Steel 
Utensil Holder

• Space-efficient elliptical shape can 
be placed in a narrow area

• Contoured base and internal divider 
keep tools upright

• Brushed stainless steel construction 
for elegance and durability

• Removable drip tray for easy cleaning

• Large capacity Holder fits over 16 
large-handled tools

Stainless Steel Rectangular 
Utensil Holder

• Space-efficient rectangular shape 
can be placed in a narrow area or 
flush against a wall

• Contoured base, internal divider 
and straight sides keep tools 
upright

• Removable drip tray for easy 
cleaning

• Large capacity Holder fits over 16 
large-handled tools

Stainless Steel 
Spoon Rest

• Sized to hold larger cooking 
utensils

• Can be rotated sideways to 
accommodate multiple utensils

• Heat-resistant silicone feet prevent 
Spoon Rest from heating up while 
placed on the stovetop

• Silicone feet will not scratch surface 
of countertop or stovetop

OXO has the ability to put out products that consistently perform. There might 
be one company that makes really good peelers. One that is known for mandoline 
slicers. But OXO's innovation is across the board.

-  Frank S 
Seattle, WA
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Turntables
• Soft, comfortable, non-slip edge for easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference with surrounding 
items and wall

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep items upright

• Durable steel ball bearings for smooth, quiet rotation

• Non-slip feet protect all surfaces

11"
#1071352 / #1463380 tray pack (6 pc)

16"
#1071353

TURNTABLES
Turn, turn, turn…a messy cabinet into an 
organized haven. Turntables provide easy 
access for hard-to-reach items. 
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5" Expandable 
Deep Drawer Divider

• Tension-free mechanism allows for 
easy installation and customization

• Simply press button to activate 
springs for a secure fit

• Sturdy Divider expands from 135⁄8" 
to 22½" for organizing pots, pans, 
storage containers and more

• 5" high Divider accommodates 
widest range of drawer heights

4" Expandable 
Drawer Divider (2 Pack)

• Tension-free mechanism allows for 
easy installation and customization

• Simply press button to activate 
springs for a secure fit

• Sturdy Dividers expand from 11¹⁄8" 
to 17¹⁄8" for organizing socks, 
undergarments and more

• 4" high Dividers fit many drawer 
types, including kitchen and 
bedroom drawers

Adjustable 
Drawer Organizer

• Customize drawer space with 
adjustable dividers that pinch and 
lock into place

• Easily expands from 12" to 20" 
wide to fit various kitchen or office 
drawer sizes

• Non-slip feet prevent Organizer 
from shifting in drawer

• Six dividers included (2 long, 
2 medium, 2 short)

DRAWER 
& CABINET ORGANIZERS
Divide and conquer. Bins & Dividers easily adjust 
to store and organize utensils, gadgets, crafts, 
cleaners, clothes and much, much more. 

#1391100 #1391200

#1070070
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Expandable 
Utensil Organizer

• Dividers adjust to accommodate 
most utensil shapes and sizes

• Multiple utensils stay neatly stacked 
even when drawers are opening and 
closing 

• Easily expands from 9¾" to 
16¼" wide to fit various kitchen 
drawer sizes

I've come to expect nothing less than the best from OXO over the years and the Expandable Utensil 
Organizer is no exception. Even for something so insignificant as a utensil organizer you can see they 
put thought into how to make it better. With almost no effort, it makes the drawer look organized.

- George V 
Englewood, NJ

#1314600

Large Expandable 
Utensil Organizer

• Dividers adjust to accommodate 
various utensil shapes and sizes

• Expands from 15 ½" to 22" to 
maximize kitchen drawer space

• Design allows two sets of utensils 
to be stored in each compartment

• Utensils stay neatly stacked even when 
drawers are opening and closing

• Large-capacity Utensil Organizer 
has five utensil compartments and 
is perfect for large kitchen drawers

#13153400
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#13141500 assorted bright
#1392600 red, blue, green

#1407380 red, blue, green bin (45 pc)

Red/Black
#1062153

Red/Blue 
#13141600

White/Black
#1060608

Magnetic All-Purpose Clips 
(4 Pack)

• Ideal for sealing bags of snacks, 
coffee and more

• Magnet on back for convenient 
storage on refrigerator

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touch 
points and opening provide a 
secure grip

Bag Cinch (3 Pack)

• Ideal for securing bags of bread, 
rice, beans, frozen foods and more

• Spring-loaded mouth cinches bags 
for a tight seal

• Replaces difficult-to-use bread tags 
and twist ties

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touch 
points

Bag Clips (2 Pack)

• Extra-wide clip is ideal for oversized 
or bulk food bags 

• Non-slip opening for a secure grip 

• Soft, comfortable touch points for 
easy opening and closing

CLIPS
Our line of Clips has just what you need to keep 
everything from bags to photos neat and tidy. 

#1064374 assorted colors 
#1064375 white

#13141700 assorted bright colors 
#13141100 bulk
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ELECTRONICS 
ORGANIZATION
Keep phones and cords neat and easily accessible 
with our Electronics Organization tools. 

#1378900 satin chrome 
#1379000 polished chrome #1313180

#1060605 white 
#1062120 red, blue, green, orange

#1425480 red, blue, green, orange
#1463480 clipstrip

Magnetic Mini Clips 
(8 Pack)

• Ideal for posting pictures, 
notes, shopping lists and more 

• Organize mail, papers or file folders 

• Magnet on back for convenient 
storage on refrigerator

• Non-slip opening won't damage 
photos 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touch 
points

Cord Catch

• Keep unplugged cords accessible 
and off the floor without adhesives 
or screws

• Great for use on desks, nightstands 
and tables

• Heavy, die-cast zinc body with soft, 
non-skid base sits securely on 
desktops 

Electronics 
Cleaning Brush

• Ideal for keyboards, computer 
screens, cell phones and more

• Soft bristles gently sweep away 
dust and get into crevices and 
underneath buttons 

• Slim silicone wiper grabs dirt from 
the hardest-to-reach places

• Brush retracts for storage

• Silicone wiper is protected by cap 
when not in use

8 Piece Clip Set

• Set includes: one Bag Clip, four 
All-Purpose Clips and three Bag 
Cinches

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touch 
points and openings hold items 
securely
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#1271400 #1271600

CLOSET
Get hooked on our Closet Tools. Non-slip touchpoints 
keep clothes and towels off the floor and Hooks 
automatically adjust to doors. Your closet deserves it. 

Over-the-Door Hooks

• Adjusts to fit securely over most doors

• Soft, non-skid surface protects door finish

• Non-slip Hook grips items securely

Hook

• Great for adding additional storage 
in the bathroom, closet, laundry 
room, mud room, pantry, dorm and 
more

Vertical Double Hook

• Perfect for jackets, hats, umbrellas 
and more
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#1316480

#1444180

#1271700#1271500

Double Hook

• Ideal for robes, handbags 
and more

Towel Rack

• Steel spring on hook accommodates 
a variety of door sizes

• 3 large-capacity towel bars can be 
arranged in any order

• Non-slip bumpers won’t scratch or 
damage door

• Sturdy spine provides Rack with 
stability and structure

Stainless Steel 
Over-the-Door 
Foldaway Valet

• Great for bathroom, closet, laundry 
room, mud room, pantry, dorm and 
more

• Single Hook converts to Valet 
to fit multiple hangers 

• Flexible opening adjusts to fit 
a variety of door sizes

• Soft, non-skid surface protects 
doors from scratches

• Non-slip hook grips items securely

• Stainless steel construction

Rack

• Perfect for bags, jackets, hats, 
sports equipment, towels, robes 
and more

I love my OXO suction products 
because they hold heavy items and 
serve my purpose. So I went with 
the OXO Double Hook because I was 
so happy with the others and I knew 
it would work just as well as the 
other OXO products I own.

- Reilly C 
Gainesville, FL
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#1444280

Stainless Steel 
Over-the-Door Rack

• Great for bathroom, closet, laundry 
room, mud room, pantry, dorm and 
more

• Flexible opening adjusts to fit 
a variety of door sizes

• Soft, non-skid surface protects doors

• Non-slip hooks grip items securely

• Stainless steel construction

Expandable 
Wall-Mounted Organizer

• Four sliding CamLocks™ and 
eight removable hooks allow for 
easy customization and spacing of 
products

• Built-in level and mounting 
hardware included for easy 
installation 

• Simply push pole into non-slip 
CamLock™ to store and lift to 
release

• Expandable Organizer extends 
from 12" to 20" and holds up to 
12 products

#1226700
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#1281600 white / #1349480 black 
#1459180 biscuit

#1043632 brush refill

TOILET
Our Toilet Brushes & Plungers are a perfect neat and 
discreet addition to any bathroom. 

Toilet Brush & Canister

• Canister doors swing open when Brush or Plunger is lifted and close 
when Brush or Plunger is replaced

• Canister drip tray features ventilation slots that allow water to evaporate

• Tapered brush head has durable bristles for thorough cleaning

• Plunger head works on all toilets, including low-flush

• Storage Canister neatly conceals Brush or Plunger when not in use

Compact Toilet Brush 
& Canister

• Oval-shaped handle ensures a 
secure, comfortable grip and won't 
rotate in hand

• Replacement brush available

BATH
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Stainless Steel Toilet 
Plunger & Canister — Round

• Handle features flat top for a secure, 
comfortable grip

Stainless Steel Toilet 
Brush & Canister — Round

• Oval-shaped handle ensures a 
secure, comfortable grip and won't 
rotate in hand

• Replacement brush available

Toilet Plunger & Canister

• Handle features flat top for a secure, 
comfortable grip

Toilet Plunger & Canister
— Round

• Handle features flat top for a secure, 
comfortable grip

Flex Neck Toilet Brush

• Brush fits all OXO Toilet 
Brush Canisters

• Flexible neck for easy cleaning 

• Bristle configuration accommodates 
even low-flush toilets 

• Handle won’t spin in your hand

Toilet Brush & Canister

• Brush features flexible neck and 
tapered head for thorough cleaning 
under the rim and other hard-to-
reach places

• Replacement brush available

#1286100
#1043632 brush refill#1455980 biscuit

#36281
#36181 

#1043632 brush refill

#1286200 #1105380 
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Shower Stall 
Drain Protector

• Scaled to fit over shower stall drains

• Effectively catches hair while 
allowing water to drain

• Soft, non-slip silicone rim keeps 
Drain Protector in place

• Rust-proof stainless steel

Bathtub Drain Protector

• Scaled to fit over bathtub drains

• Effectively catches hair while 
allowing water to drain

• Soft, non-slip silicone rim helps 
keep Drain Protector in place

• Rust-proof stainless steel

• Also great for utility sink drains

Toilet Brush & Plunger 
Combo Set

• Compact footprint is ideal for 
narrow spaces

• Canister doors open from the top 
and stay open when Brush or 
Plunger is removed

• Doors close automatically when 
Brush or Plunger is returned

• Contoured handles are designed for 
a secure, comfortable grip

• Replacement brush available

#1373580
#1043632 brush refill

#1288100 #1395500

TUB & SHOWER
Our Tub & Shower storage solutions are the perfect 
fit for any bathroom. 
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#1062122

#13140900

Silicone Shower & Tub 
Drain Protector

• Tall, dome shape accommodates 
both flat and pop-up drains

• Effectively catches hair while 
allowing water to drain

• Drain Protector is weighted to keep 
it in place

• Rust-proof stainless steel and 
silicone construction

• Edges of Drain Protector sit flush 
with the tub so no hair gets through 

Silicone Tub Stopper

• Effectively seals drain to fill tub 
with water 

• Suction cup secures Stopper to 
tub floor

• Suction cup can be used to store 
Stopper on tub wall when not in use

• Rust-proof stainless steel and 
silicone construction

All-Purpose Squeegee

• Durable, flexible blade for fast, 
streak-free drying 

• Slim profile and lightweight 
construction

• Suction hook provides easy, 
convenient storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Wiper Blade Squeegee

• Windshield wiper blade design 
provides a smooth, resistance-free 
swipe

• Durable, silicone blade with precision 
edge for consistent, streak-free drying

• Flexible, rotating hook for storage 
on shower heads, caddies, towel 
bars and more

• Soft, comfortable handle is 
non-slip, even when wet

• Perfect for shower doors and walls, 
mirrors and windows

Stainless Steel Squeegee

• Durable, flexible blade for fast, 
streak-free drying 

• Slim profile and lightweight 
construction

• Suction hook provides easy, 
convenient storage

• Elegant and durable stainless steel 
construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Household Squeegee

• Durable, flexible blade for fast, 
streak-free drying 

• Suction hook provides easy, 
convenient storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

#1060619

#36081

#1256400

#13117300
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#1315980

#1316080 #1316180

#1315880

#13111700

StrongHold™ Suction

• PVC-free StrongHold™ suction cups slide 
to avoid grout lines for a secure hold

• Suction cups click when activated

• Release tabs quickly deactivate 
suction cups for repositioning or removal

• Securely attaches to tile, glass and other 
smooth, non-porous surfaces

• Push button occasionally to ensure 
maximum suction hold

Corner Basket

• Four suction cups for a secure hold

• Angled drainage slots in base 
prevent water from pooling

Fogless Mirror

• Bottom holder for razor storage

Large Basket

• Two suction cups for a secure hold

• Angled drainage slots in base 
prevent water from pooling 

Soap Dish

• Angled drainage slots in base 
prevent water from pooling

Hook Set (Set of 2)

• Perfect for hanging loofahs, body 
brushes, wash cloths and more
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#1323280

#1452880

#1377400

#1397402 blue 
#13146400 pink

#1465780 brushed nickel
#1436280 white

StrongHold™ 

Suction Grip Bar

• Generous, soft gripping surface 
for comfort and control

• Size and distance between 
PVC-free suction cups designed 
to accommodate  a variety of tile 
patterns 

• Large, contoured installation levers 
for easy use

• Securely attaches to tile, glass and 
other smooth, non-porous surfaces

Shower Curtain 
Liner Clips

• Keep shower curtain liners sealed 
against the wall to keep water from 
splashing out

• Non-slip grips hold curtain liners 
in place 

• Mounts easily with strong, adhesive 
tape (tape included)

Suction Razor Holder

• Convenient, compact razor storage

• Keeps razors close at hand

• Hook flexes to fit a wide range of 
razor handle sizes

• Smooth, easy-to-clean surface

• Suction cup for a secure hold on 
smooth, non-porous surfaces

Silicone Razor Holder

• Compact razor storage to reduce 
bathroom clutter

• Holder stretches to accommodate 
most shaving cream cans

• Hook flexes to fit a wide range 
of razor handle sizes

• Keeps razor blade off surfaces 
for quick drying

• Easy-to-clean, mildew resistant 
silicone

Press-Sure Corner Caddy

• Uses tension and friction to attach 
securely to both porous and non-
porous surfaces

• Easy to install and remove by pushing 
or pulling the handle – no tools 
required

• Features a metal bar and two metal 
hooks for razors, loofahs and other 
accessories

• Drainage slots keep water from 
pooling on Caddy

• Small holes allow for storing 
shampoo bottles upside down
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#1451380

Lift & Lock™ Pole Caddy

• Lift & Lock™ mechanism for safe 
and easy installation without any 
tools

• Pole extends from 5' to 9' to 
accommodate most showers, tubs 
or bathroom corners

• Three bins and one shelf easily mount 
and adjust without removing pole

• Bins are generously sized with 
holes for storing shampoo bottles 
upside down

• Two hooks for hanging loofahs, 
brushes or poufs

• Shelf for soap and razors includes 
a bar for hanging washcloths

• Trays can be removed for easy cleaning

Slide & Lock™ 
Standing Caddy

• Caddy height keeps toiletries within 
reach

• Non-slip feet are adjustable from 
above to accommodate uneven 
shower floors and provide perfect 
balance

• Top tray slides back into shower 
corner and non-slip bumpers grip 
walls for maximum stability

• Two large capacity bins are easily 
adjustable and removable for 
cleaning

• Shelf trays feature drainage slots 
and convenient holes for storing 
bottles upside down

#1271000

The OXO 3-Tier Shower Caddy has this really neat hook at the top that keeps it stationary - and 
the little suction cups do their part on the bottom. The folks at OXO obviously did their research 
on this one. My friends think I'm crazy because I kept trying to get them to come 
to the bathroom to see it. It's THAT good - you want to show it off.

- Kyle R 
Seattle, WA
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Hose Keeper Shower Caddy

• Hose-keeper design with open center and built-in notches 
keeps shower hose out of the way 

• Click & Lock Hook securely grips shower head for quick, 
tool-free setup

• Strong, PVC-free suction cups slide to avoid grout lines for a 
secure hold

• Bottle holes for storing shampoo bottles upside down  

• Divided compartments great for organizing toiletries in shared 
bathrooms

• Four hooks for storing razors, loofahs or washcloths 

• Trays are removable for easy cleaning and are dishwasher safe

#13168600

#13111500 #13136500

All-in-Reach Shower Shelf

• Easy-to-reach Shelf keeps all 
toiletries at one accessible height 

• Stronghold™ hook securely grips 
shower heads for easy, tool-free 
setup

• PVC-free Stronghold™ suction 
cups slide to avoid grout lines 
for a secure hold

• Bottle holes for storing shampoo 
upside down

Stainless Steel 
3-Tier Shower Caddy

• StrongHold™ hook pivots to securely 
grip most shower heads for easy, 
tool-free installation

• PVC-free StrongHold™ suction cups 
easily adjust to avoid grout lines for 
a secure hold

• Bottle holes and hooks for storing 
shampoo bottles upside down and 
hanging razors or loofahs 

• Large-capacity bins accommodate 
a variety of bottle heights and sizes
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Hose Keeper Shower Caddy

• Hose-keeper design with open center and built-in notches 
keeps shower hose out of the way 

• Click & Lock Hook securely grips shower head for quick, 
tool-free setup

• Strong, PVC-free suction cups slide to avoid grout lines for a 
secure hold

• Bottle holes for storing shampoo bottles upside down  

• Divided compartments great for organizing toiletries in shared 
bathrooms

• Four hooks for storing razors, loofahs or washcloths 

• Trays are removable for easy cleaning and are dishwasher safe

#1286600

Stainless Steel 
Toothbrush Organizer

• Angled opening makes it easy to 
access toothbrushes 

• Top and bottom slots allow for 
additional ventilation 

• Removable divider for easy cleaning 

• Fits up to four toothbrushes and a full 
tube of toothpaste 

• Accommodates toothbrushes with 
oversized handles

Toothbrush Holder

• Sleeve slides down to open cap and 
reveal toothpaste and toothbrushes

• Fits four toothbrushes or two 
toothbrushes and a tube of 
toothpaste

• Accommodates toothbrushes of 
various sizes and stores them 
steady and upright 

• Brushed nickel finish complements 
bathroom décor

#1453080

BATHROOM ORGANIZATION
Keep your countertops clear and your bathroom 
clutter-free with our Bathroom Organization tools. 
From toothbrushes to hair tools, now everything 
has its place. 
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#1442580#13117100

PerfectPull™ Wipes
Dispenser

• Silicone gasket in lid keeps wipes 
fresh and prevents drying out

• Dispenser lid opens with a simple, 
one-handed push

• Weighted plate dispenses one wipe 
at a time 

• Non-slip feet keep Dispenser in place 

• Compact size fits neatly on the back 
of the toilet

• Clear indicator window on front 
shows how many wipes are left

Medicine Cabinet Shelf

• Maximizes medicine cabinet capacity

• Shelf creates extra storage space 
above short items

• Keeps items accessible while it 
organizes and contains

• Non-skid feet for stability

BATH
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#1337380

Clip-On Dustpan

• Secures to any broom or mop pole

• Extra-wide Dustpan accommodates 
all household brooms

• Flexible dustpan lip for maximum 
surface contact while sweeping

Compact Dustpan 
and Brush Set

• Perfect for kitchens, craft rooms 
and cars

• Brush snaps into Dustpan and 
stores with the bristles covered

• Slim shape allows for convenient 
storage

• Flexible dustpan lip for maximum 
surface contact while sweeping

• Soft, comfortable handle is angled 
for countertop use

Dustpan and Brush Set

• Whisk-broom brush shape makes it 
easy to sweep from above and reach 
into corners

• Flexible Dustpan lip for maximum 
surface contact while sweeping

• Brush snaps into Dustpan for storage

• Sturdy construction for durability

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

#1334280 #1334480

HOUSEHOLD
Thoughtful features and durable, lightweight materials 
will make you want to whistle while you work. 

CLEANING
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UTILITY CLEANING
Get swept away by OXO. Lightweight, durable tools and thoughtful details 
help you get the job done right the first time, making cleaning simpler and 
faster. Phew!





#1336580 #1335280

Any-Angle Broom

• Head locks into multiple positions 
with a simple tap of the foot to 
reach between cabinets, furniture 
and more

• Head adjusts for comfortable 
sweeping

• Feathered, soft-tipped bristles are 
ideal for grabbing dust and dirt

• Lightweight aluminum pole for easy 
sweeping and maneuvering

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Upright Sweep Set

• Stands upright for comfortable 
sweeping

• Dustpan locks into open position 
for easy emptying

• Broom snaps on Dustpan for 
upright storage

• Teeth comb out dirt and dust from 
broom bristles

• Feathered, soft-tipped bristles are 
ideal for grabbing dust and dirt

• Lightweight aluminum pole for easy 
sweeping and maneuvering

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip
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#12125800

Large Sweep Set with 
Extendable Broom

• Broom extends to a full-size broom with 
a quick twist for any sweeping task

• Full-size broom head and large 
capacity dustpan perfect for 
sweeping large areas

• When retracted, Broom is ideal for 
sweeping dirt piles into dustpan

• Dustpan features teeth to comb out 
dirt and dust from broom bristles

• Dustpan locks in open position for 
easy emptying

• Broom snaps into dustpan for 
upright, compact storage

CLEANING
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#1367180
#1367280 roller mop refill

#1339580
#1339680 flip mop refill (2 pc)

#1367380

Roller Mop

• Durable rollers effortlessly squeeze 
out excess water 

• Scrubbing strips gently remove dirt 
and grime 

• Antimicrobial sponge

• Lightweight aluminum pole for easy 
maneuvering

• Soft, non-slip handles for 
comfortable wringing and mopping

• Roller Mop Refill available

Double Sided Flip Mop

• Soft, microfiber surface is perfect for 
dusting or mopping on all surfaces, 
including hardwood floors

• Scrubbing surface is great for 
tough stains on ceramic tiles and 
other hard surfaces

• Flat sponge heads cover a large 
area with every swipe 

• Sponges with Velcro attachment 
are easily replaceable

• Flip Mop Refill available

Angled Measuring Bucket

• Top-view, angled measuring surface 
is easy to read from above

• Built-in detergent measure 
eliminates need for additional 
measuring cup

• Mop holder securely holds mop 
upright for easy carrying or storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Large 3.5 gallon/14 qt capacity
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Microfiber Dusters

• Durable, machine washable microfiber traps 
and holds dust without the use of cleaning 
chemicals

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

#1335180
#1334680 duster refill

#1373380
#13111400 delicate duster refill

Microfiber Hand Duster

• Duster head is sized to clean large 
surfaces

• Slim profile for easy maneuvering in 
and around tight spaces

• Microfiber unsnaps from handle for 
convenient machine washing

• Microfiber Duster Refill available

Microfiber Delicate Duster

• Light, fluffy, microfiber head is great 
for dusting picture frames, knick-
knacks and other delicate items

• Fine microfiber strands trap and 
hold dust without the need for 
cleaning chemicals

• Head pops off with the squeeze 
of the buttons to machine wash 
without touching head

• Delicate Duster Refill available

Aside from professional maids 
this is the best duster because you 
can dust so many delicate and odd 
shapes at any angle. After a week of 
casual use I am down to looking for 
places that have dust. Imagine that!

- Bill S 
Auburn, CA
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#1334580
#1334680 duster refill

#1343580
#1343680 floor duster refill

#1245400
#1245600 slim duster refill

Microfiber 
Extendable Duster

• Lightweight aluminum pole extends 
to 54" 

• 12" duster head rotates 270° 
and locks at multiple angles with a 
simple press of a button

• Microfiber unsnaps from handle for 
convenient machine washing 

• Microfiber Duster Refill available

Microfiber 
Floor Duster

• Double-jointed head provides easy 
maneuverability to get around furniture 
and into narrow spaces

• Lightweight aluminum pole for easy 
dusting and maneuvering

• Microfiber Floor Duster Refill available

Microfiber 
Slim Duster

• Slim profile Duster flexes to clean 
under appliances and in tight spaces

• Thin cloth provides maximum contact 
cleaning; long fluffy strands conform 
to clean uneven surfaces

• Durable, washable microfiber traps 
and holds dust without the use of 
cleaning chemicals

• Microfiber Slim Duster Refill available
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#1285700 orange 
#1351280 blue #33881

CLEANING BRUSHES
Make any chore fun with our durable line of 
Cleaning Brushes. 

Cleaning Brushes

• Tough bristles easily scrub away mildew, grime and soap scum

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Deep Clean Brush Set

• Large Brush is great for grout, shower 
door tracks, stove tops and more

• Small Brush is ideal for fixtures and 
other tight spaces

• Wiper blade on Small Brush clears 
built-up dirt from drains and 
crevices

All-Purpose Scrub Brush

• Contoured handle protects knuckles 
while scrubbing and absorbs 
pressure

CLEANING
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#37681

#37581 #37481

OXO tools are all useful tools. It is 
not something they are going to use 
once and throw in the drawer.

- Davin S 
Ridgewood, NJ

#12126100 
#12133800 refill 

Heavy Duty Scrub Brush

• Perfect for tubs, tile walls, 
countertops and floors

• Contoured body for a secure grip

Corners & Edges Brush

• Unique bristle shape reaches deep 
into corners

Grout Brush

• Ideal for grout, shower door tracks, 
fixtures and other small spaces

Tub & Tile Scrubber

• Extends to 42 in/106 cm to clean 
without climbing or crouching

• Anti-microbial Scrubber is safe for 
most bathroom surfaces

• Unique shape allows Scrubber to get 
into corners and around the toilet

• Pivoting head provides leverage 
for cleaning at different angles

• Sturdy steel pole for tough 
scrubbing jobs

• Soft grip is non-slip, even when wet
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Double Flip-In Hamper

• Two compartments conveniently 
keep clothes separate

• Dark and light trim for quick and 
easy sorting

• Lid flaps flip in when laundry is 
placed in hamper and flex back to 
conceal dirty laundry

• Lid does not need to be opened 
when filling

• Soft, thick handles are cushioned 
for comfortable carrying

• Lid is removable for easy access 
when unloading Hamper

• Folds flat when not in use

• 28" L x 14" W x 26" H

LAUNDRY
Take a load off! Our Hampers and Dryers are 
space-efficient solutions for your laundry. 

#1298100 #1369380

Flip-In Hamper

• Lid flaps flip in when laundry is 
placed in hamper and flex back to 
conceal dirty laundry

• Lid does not need to be opened 
when filling

• Soft, thick handles are cushioned 
for comfortable carrying

• Lid is removable for easy access 
when unloading Hamper

• Space-efficient square shape

• Folds flat when not in use

• 14" L x 14" W x 26" H
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#1316980

#1280400

#1327780

Laundry Drying Center

• Seven adjustable drying bars slide 
to create space for easy loading and 
quicker drying

• Two side bars accommodate up to 
50 hangers 

• Sturdy steel frame can support 
over 100 lbs and locks in place for 
stability

• Neatly folds down to a 5" thickness 
for space-efficient storage

• Open: 42" L x 19" W x 38" H

Folding Sweater Dryer

• Ideal for sweaters and other 
delicate items

• Generous 26" x 26" mesh surface 
for fast drying

• Legs are offset from corners so 
Dryer can fit on countertops and 
washing machines

• Dryers are stackable with extra 
room between layers for quick 
drying and easy access

• Neatly folds down to 
26'' L x 14" W x 2.5" H

Folding Clip Dryer

• 14 clips with soft, comfortable, 
non-slip grips

• Lightweight aluminum rail with 
durable chrome steel hanging hooks

• Sturdy, mounted Clips provide easy 
access to grips for quick loading

• Hangs on shower rods, in laundry 
rooms and more

• Dryer folds in half and hangs 
vertically for convenient storage
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AUTOMOTIVE
Don’t let the winter blues get you down. Get moving with 
our line of Automotive Tools. 

#1278000

Extendable Twister 
Snow Brush

• Pole extends an additional 11" to 
reach across windshields

• Brush turns 90° to push or pull snow

• Feathered bristle tips protect paint

• Durable scraper blade breaks up ice 
for easy removal

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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SETS

#11153700

Pizza Wheel
• Sharp, stainless steel blade

• Tapered edge easily slices thin and 
thick crust pizza

• Built-in thumb guard for safety

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Can Opener
• Durable, rust-proof construction

• Sharp, stainless steel cutting wheel

• Oversized knob is easy to turn

• Built-in pop top bottle opener

Swivel Peeler
• Sharp, hardened stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

3 Piece Kitchen Starter Set
• Perfect set of tools for new kitchens

Complete Grate 
& Slice Set

• Set includes: coarse and medium 
grating surfaces, and straight and 
julienne slicing surfaces 

• Lid doubles as container for 
collecting and measuring food

• Color-coded surfaces can be 
used over bowls or plates for 
quick jobs

• Handle on container provides a 
secure, comfortable grip while 
grating or slicing

#1253580
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Safe for Non-Stick 
Cookware Set (3 Piece)

• Set includes: Nylon Flexible Turner 
(black), 9" Tongs with Nylon Heads 
and Medium Silicone Spatula (white)

• Tongs and Turner have nylon heads 
that are heat resistant to 400°F

• Silicone Spatula is heat resistant 
up to 600°F and won't discolor, 
warp or melt

#1238580

3 Piece 
Silicone Spatula Set

• Set includes: Medium Silicone Spatula, 
Medium Silicone Spoon Spatula and 
Small Silicone Spatula

• Medium Silicone Spatula has 
rounded edge for scraping bowls

• Medium Silicone Spoon Spatula 
is ideal for mixing, scooping and 
tasting

• Small Silicone Spatula is ideal for 
reaching food in jars of all shapes 
and sizes

3 Piece Peeler Set

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler 
(green), Serrated Peeler (red) 
and Julienne Peeler (orange)

• Swivel peeler glides through the 
toughest peels

• Julienne Peeler easily creates 
julienne strips

• Serrated Peeler easily peels waxy 
and slippery fruits and vegetables 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

#1137680
#1140380 bulk, all black

2 Piece Fruit Scoop Set

• Set includes: Large Scoop 
and Small Scoop

• Large Scoop is perfect for 
squash, mango, cantaloupe, 
watermelon, pumpkin and more

• Small Scoop is ideal for kiwi, 
avocado, zucchini, baked 
potatoes and more

• Edges are sharp enough to neatly 
scoop fruit, but safe to touch

• Separates fruit without piercing skin

• Cleanly removes seeds

#1253180

Peeler and Parer Set 

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler and 
Paring Knife

• Swivel Peeler glides through 
the toughest peels with ease

• Paring Knife has a sharp, 
stainless steel blade

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
handles

#24080

#27680

Seafood Set (5 Piece)

• Set includes: Nut & Seafood 
Cracker and 4 Seafood Picks

• Picks feature tines and spoons for 
easiy removing seafood from shells 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips on 
Cracker and Picks

#1063494
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#76681

5 Piece Nylon Tool Set

• Set includes: Square Turner, Slotted 
Spoon, Spoon, Lasagne Turner and 
Spaghetti Server

• Safe for non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

3 Piece Wooden Spoon Set

• Set includes: Small Spoon, Medium 
Spoon and Large Spoon

• Made of solid beech wood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Natural oil finish

• Large, comfortable handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry

3 Piece Wooden Utensil Set

• Set includes: Large Spoon, Slotted 
Spoon and Turner

• Made of solid beech wood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Natural oil finish

• Large, comfortable handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry

3pc Wooden Turner Set

• Set includes: Turner, Slotted Turner, 
and Sauté Paddle

• Made of solid beech wood

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Natural oil finish

• Large, comfortable handle

• Hand wash and promptly dry

4 Piece Nylon Tool Set

• Set includes: Spoon, Slotted Spoon, 
Square Turner and Spaghetti Server

• Safe for non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant up to 400ºF 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles

#1127080

#1130780 #1256080

#11157300 #3107300

SteeL™ Ice Bucket 
and Tong Set

• Set includes: 4 qt stainless steel 
Bucket and Tongs

• Double wall construction keeps 
cold inside and prevents outer 
condensation

• Bottom channels catch melted ice, 
keeping it away from remaining 
whole cubes

• Flip-top lid for easy access and 
secure closure

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips 
on Tongs and bucket handle
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3 Piece Mixing Bowl Set

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 qt 
sizes

• Wide grip and spout for easy 
pouring

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

• Bowls nest for compact storage

3 Piece Berry Bowl 
and Colander Set

• Set includes: Small 1.75 qt Bowl, 
Small 1.15 qt Colander and lid

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl while 
mixing

• Bowl and Colander nest for compact 
storage

• Feet elevate Colander and provide 
stability 

• Colanders feature elongated holes for 
fast, efficient draining 

9 Piece Nesting Bowls 
and Colanders Set

• Set includes: Three Colanders, 
three Bowls and three lids 

• Non-slip bottoms stabilize Bowls 
while mixing

• Clear lids seal Bowls securely for 
food storage

• Non-slip handles on largest Colander 
for a firm grip while straining

• Wave shaped base on bottom of 
Colanders provides stability

3 Piece Large Bowl 
and Colander Set

• Set includes: 6 qt Bowl, 5 qt 
Colander and lid

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Bowls and Colanders nest for 
compact storage

• Wave shaped base elevates 
Colander and provide stability 

• Colanders feature elongated holes 
for fast, efficient draining

#1107600

3 Piece Stainless Steel 
Mixing Bowl Set

• Set includes: 1.5, 3.0 and 
5.0 qt sizes

• Stainless steel interior won't stain 
or retain odors

• Plastic exterior shields hands from 
extreme temperatures

• Non-slip bottom stabilizes Bowl 
while mixing

• Bowls nest for compact storage

black handles
#1066421

blue, green, brown handles
#1115580

blue, green, yellow
#1169600

#1260780

#1260480 yellow, orange, red 
#1260380 seaglass

#1260580 seaglass
#1260680 red
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3 Piece Cookie Cutter Set

• Set includes: Heart Cookie Cutter, 
Star Cookie Cutter, Biscuit/Circle 
Cookie Cutter

• Cookie Cutters nest neatly for 
compact storage

• Wide, flat top for comfortable 
cookie cutting

• Stainless steel blades easily cut 
through dough for clean, even 
shapes

• Shapes and colors are fun and 
easy for kids to use

#1260980

2 Piece Bowl Scraper Set

• Easily scrape leftover batter from 
bowls 

• Bean shaped Scraper provides a 
wide swiping area for large bowls

• Paddle shaped Scraper is perfect 
for getting to the bottom of 
narrow bowls and mixers

• Size and shape keeps hands 
clean and provides control for 
quick, efficient scraping

• Smooth, silicone Scrapers are 
easy to clean

#1260880

Mini Measuring 
Beaker Set (4 Piece)

• Set includes: 1 tsp, 1 Tbsp, 1 oz 
and 2 oz Beakers

• Ideal for measuring small amounts 
of liquids such as food coloring, 
extracts, lemon juice and more

• Beakers nest for compact storage

• Funnel shaped top and spout for 
easy filling and pouring

#1245380 box / #1263680 wrap 
#11105800 card

#1257080 tray pack (24 pc)

7 Piece Liquid Measuring 
Beakers Set

• Set includes: 1 tsp, 1 T, 1 oz, 
2 oz, ½ cup, 2 ⁄3 cup and 1 cup 
Beakers

• Ideal for measuring liquids such 
as water, milk, oil, vinegar, stock 
and more

• Beakers nest for compact storage

• Flat, stable bases perfect for 
setting out liquid ingredients 
ahead of time

#11124400 wrap 
#11107000 card

#1047091

3 Piece Multi-Purpose 
Funnel Set

• Set includes: 4 oz Funnel, 16 oz 
Funnel and Strainer 

• Strainer fits in both Funnels 

• Soft ribs on funnel necks for a 
secure fit in all size bottle openings

#1056988

3 Piece Angled Measuring 
Cup Set

• Set includes: 1, 2 and 4 cup 
Angled Measuring Cups

• Patented angled surface allows 
measurements to be read from 
above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check 
and adjust

• Standard and metric 
measurement markings

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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#3109300 #1268282

#3107500#1165700

#1128780

3 Piece Round Canister Set

• Set includes: 2, 3 and 4 qt Round 
Canisters

• Press button once to seal Canister 
and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as handle to 
remove lid

• Round canister shape is perfect for 
countertop display

• Canisters nest for compact storage

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe, 
hand wash all other parts

10 Piece POP Container Set

• Set includes: 4.0 qt, 2.5 qt, 
2.4 qt, 2.1 qt, two 0.9 qt, two 
0.5 qt and two 0.3 qt Containers

• Airtight seal with a press of a button

• Press button once to seal Container 
and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to 
remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy 
pouring

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

SteeL™ 3 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: 2.5 qt, 1.5 qt and 
0.5 qt rectangle Containers 

• Press button once to seal Container 
and again to open 

• Pop-up button serves as a handle 
to remove lid

• Stainless steel lid for attractive 
countertop display

• Container corners allow for easy 
pouring

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

3 Piece FlipLock™ 
Canister Set 

• Set includes 0.5 qt, 1.6 qt and 2.5 
qt Canisters

• One-handed flip of the lid ring 
creates an airtight seal

• Lid ring serves as a handle to 
remove lid

• Borosilicate glass won’t stain or 
absorb odors 

SteeL™ 5 Piece 
POP Container Set

• Set includes: two 2.4 qt, one 
3.4 qt, one 2.5 qt and one 0.5 qt 
Containers

• Press button once to seal Container 
and again to open 

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to 
remove lid

• Stainless steel lid for attractive 
countertop display

• Container corners allow for easy 
pouring

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

5 Piece POP Container Set

• Set includes: 2.1 qt, 1.5 qt, two 
0.9 qt and 0.3 qt small square 
Containers

• Airtight seal with a press of a button

• Press button once to seal Container 
and again to open

• Pop-up button serves as a handle to 
remove lid

• Container corners allow for easy 
pouring

• Silicone gasket is dishwasher safe; 
hand wash all other parts

#1165600
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 #1125380

 #1125280

4 Piece Mini LockTop 
Container Set

• Containers are perfect for dressing, 
condiments, spices, leftovers, and    

• Simply press outer top to securely 
lock lid

• Multiple inner locking tabs create 
an airtight, watertight seal

• Tritan™ material resists warping, 
staining and odors

12 Piece LockTop 
Container Set

• Set includes: two 6.3 cup 
Containers, one 5.5 cup Container, 
one 3.8 cup square Container, one 
2.5 cup Container and one 1.7 cup 
Container, all with matching lids

• Simply press outer top to securely 
lock lid

• Multiple inner locking tabs create 
an airtight, watertight seal

• Tritan™ material resists warping, 
staining and odors

20 Piece LockTop 
Container Set

• Set includes: one 9.3 cup Container, 
one 6.3 cup Container, one 5.5 
cup Container, two 3.8 cup square 
Containers, one 3.8 cup rectangle 
Container, two 2.5 cup Containers 
and two 1.7 cup Containers, all with 
matching lids

• Simply press outer top to securely 
lock lid

• Multiple inner locking tabs create 
an airtight, watertight seal

#1132680

I bought several of the OXO 
LockTop Containers in different 
sizes. I love them. You can see 
inside the container clearly and 
they are so easy to open and they 
close tightly.

- Sally Ann R 
Hurst, TX
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#1069228#1129400

#76781

6 Piece Kitchen 
Essentials Set

• Set includes: Swivel Peeler, Can 
Opener — Soft-Handled, Grater, 
9" Tongs, Ice Cream Scoop — 
Point and 11" Balloon Whisk 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles 
and grips

• All tools are dishwasher safe, 
except Can Opener which should 
be hand washed

Everyday Kitchen Tool Set 
(10 Piece)

• Set includes: 9" Tongs, Small 
Nylon Spoon, Small Nylon Slotted 
Spoon, Nylon Flexible Turner 
(black), Swivel Peeler, 
Can Opener — Soft-Handled, 
Ice Cream Scoop — Point, Grater, 
Pizza Wheel and Utensil Holder 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles 
and grips

Everyday Kitchen Tool Set 
(15 Piece)

• Set includes: Stainless Steel 
Utensil Holder which holds Nylon 
Square Turner, Nylon Spoon, Nylon 
Slotted Spoon, Grater, Swivel 
Peeler, Ice Cream Scoop, 12" Tongs 
with Nylon Heads, Nylon Turner, 
Potato Masher, Soft-Handled 
Can Opener, 11" Balloon Whisk, 
Silicone Spatula, Meat Tenderizer 
and a 4" Pizza Wheel

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handles 
and grips

#1329080

Water Bottle Cleaning Set

• Set includes: Long Bottle Brush, 
Straw Brush and Detail Cleaner

• Long Bottle Brush is perfect for 
cleaning the inside of bottles with 
narrow necks

• Straw Brush is great for getting inside 
sports bottle straws

• Detail Cleaner is ideal for crevices in 
caps and spouts
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#1316180

StrongHold™ Suction Hook 
Set (Set of 2)

• PVC-free suction cup for 
a secure hold on smooth, 
non-porous surfaces

• Pull release tabs to quickly 
deactivate suction cups for 
repositioning or removal 

I love the OXO brand because they 
are high quality and the suction 
cups really hold! They'll last for a 
long time and I like that you can 
also move them around easily if you 
don't like where you placed them.

- Suzanne F 
Santa Paula, CA

#1141000#1234780

Salt and Pepper Shaker Set

• Each Shaker has different hole 
patterns for ideal dispensing of 
salt or pepper

• Side spout allows for easy pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Clear body shows fill level

• Lid twists off for easy refilling

Salt and Pepper Grinder Set

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder 
setting from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic Grinders 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinders rest flat when upside 
down for easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip 
turning knob

• Grinders are sold filled with sea 
salt and black peppercorns

Kitchen Appliance 
Cleaning Set

• Compact set for giving kitchen 
fixtures and appliances a  
detailed cleaning  

• Brushes clean tight spaces with 
durable nylon bristles 

• Sturdy nylon scrapers clear away 
stubborn messes and  
built-up grime

• Tools snap together into clip for 
convenient storage

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#12155000
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#1109380 tray pack (16 pc)#1258680 tray pack green (15 pc)

#1129680 assorted colors tray pack (16 pc)

Swivel Peeler

• Sharp, hardened, stainless steel 
blade peels easily

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle 
cushions hand during repetitive 
peeling motion

• Built-in potato eyer

• Removable cover protects blade

3-in-1 Avocado Slicer

• All-in-one tool splits, pits and 
slices avocados safely and 
effectively

• Pitter removes pit with a safe 
and easy twisting motion

• Slicer removes fruit from skin 
in perfectly even slices 

• Top-rack dishwasher safe

Corn Peeler

• Safely peels kernels off the cob with 
a quick and easy motion

• Kernels fall directly into a bowl or 
onto a cutting board

• Blade position ensures perfectly cut 
kernels every time

• Blade cover protects blade and 
hands when not in use

Cherry & Olive Pitter

• Generous front cup accommodates 
large cherries such as Bing and 
Rainier, and is recessed to secure 
smaller varieties

• Also pits many varieties of olives

• Splatter shield protects work area 
from juices and can be removed for 
cleaning

#1144681 tray pack red (12 pc)
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#1249880 tray pack (24 pc) #1271480 tray pack (24 pc)

Salt Grinder

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting 
from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder 
won’t absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside down 
for easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip turning 
knob

• Grinder is sold filled with sea salt

Mini Angled 
Measuring Cup

• Patented angled surface allows 
measurements to be read from above

• Eliminates the need to fill, check 
and adjust

• Standard and metric measurement 
markings

Mini Adjustable 
Measuring Cup

• Measures wet, dry or sticky 
ingredients

• Cup is adjustable for easy, convenient 
measurement of various volumes

• Smooth, rotating body and 
comfortable turning knob is perfect 
for measuring and dispensing sticky 
ingredients

Mini Adjustable 
Measuring Cup

• Ideal for serving granola, nuts and 
candy, or for portioning rice, coffee 
and flour

• Shaped and sized especially for use 
with OXO POP Containers

• Rounded edges allow you to easily 
reach into Container corners

• ½ cup capacity

Mini Measuring Beakers 
Set (4 piece)

• Set includes: 2 oz, 1 oz, 1 Tbsp and 1 
tsp Beakers

• Ideal for measuring small amounts 
of liquids such as food coloring, 
extracts, lemon juice and more

• Funnel shaped top and spout for easy 
filling and pouring

• Beakers nest for compact storage

Pepper Grinder

• Tab rotates to adjust Grinder setting 
from fine to coarse

• Non-corrosive ceramic grinder won’t 
absorb flavors or odors

• Grinder rests flat when upside down for 
easy refilling

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip turning 
knob

• Grinder is sold filled with black 
peppercorns

#1121280 tray pack (12 pc)

#1257080 tray pack (24 pc)

#1121180 tray pack (12 pc)

#1109880 tray pack (18 pc)
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#1463380 tray pack (6 pc)

#1138180 assorted colors tray pack (16 pc) #1109780 tray pack (16 pc)

Ice Cream Scoop — Point 

• Pointed tip easily scoops hard 
ice cream

• Flat edges reach into corners of ice 
cream containers

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

11" Turntable 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip edge for 
easy turning

• Larger base prevents interference 
with surrounding items and wall

• Deep ledge on platform helps keep 
items upright

• Durable steel ball bearings for 
smooth, quiet rotation

• Non-slip feet protect all surfaces

SteeL™ Wine Stopper 
& Pourer Combination

• Dual function — seals for short-term 
storage and opens for drip-free 
pouring

• Fits all size wine bottles

• Allows for even, consistent wine flow

• Durable, stainless steel construction

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip lever

#11147400 tray pack

Butter Dish

• Stoppers on either side of Dish keep 
butter in place while cutting

• Convenient tablespoon measurement 
markings

• Clear lid rests on Dish without sliding 
off during transport and is easy to 
remove

• Accommodates all short and long 
butter sticks

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grips

#11147300 tray pack

Sugar Dispenser

• Perfect for keeping sugar close 
at hand for coffee, cereal, fruit 
and more

• Side spout allows for easy, 
controlled pouring

• Stainless steel accents provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal

• Minimizes moisture to help prevent 
sugar from clumping 

• Clear body shows fill level
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#1110580 red, blue, green bin (24 pc)

BINS

 #1270880 red bin (18 pc)

#1407380 red, blue, green bin (45 pc)
 #1101680 red, blue, green bin (18 pc)

#1113480 red bin (18 pc)

Silicone Cookie Spatula

• Ideal size for lifting cookies from a 
crowded cookie sheet 

• Heat resistant up to 600°F

• Rounded corner is great for scraping 
sticky dough out of spoons

• Angled handle keeps hands safely 
away from food

• Safe for non-stick bakeware

Brownie Spatula

• Perfect size for cutting and serving 
brownies

• Sharp edge easily slices and portions 
brownies and other baked goods

• Safe for non-stick cookware

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle

Bag Cinch (3 Pack)

• Spring-loaded mouth cinches bags 
for a tight seal

• Ideal for securing bags of bread, 
rice, beans, frozen foods and more

• Replaces difficult-to-use bread tags 
and twist ties

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Mini Silicone Flexible 
Pancake Turner

• Ideal for flipping small pancakes, 
burgers and more

• Silicone bonded to flexible stainless 
steel

• Thin flexibile edge glides easily 
beneath foods

• Heat resistant up to 600°F

• Safe for non-stick cookware and 
bakeware 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip handle
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Cookie Scoop

• Easily scoops dough for consistently 
round cookies

• A squeeze of the handles easily 
releases cookie dough

•Size 40 portioner holds 1.5 T of dough 

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip grip

Bottle Opener

• Perfect for picnics, travel, and 
entertaining

• Quickly and easily opens pop-top 
bottles

• Opener made of durable stainless 
steel

 
#11109400 red/blue/black bin (24 pc)#11133200 red bin (8 pc)

CLIP STRIPS

#1425480 red, blue, green, orange
#1463480 clipstrip 

8 Piece Clip Set Clipstrip

• Set includes: one Bag Clip, 
foure All-Purpose Clips and three 
Bag Cinches

• Soft, comfortable, non-slip touch 
points and openings hold items 
securely

• Bag Clip is ideal for oversized 
food bags

• All-Purpose Clips feature magnet 
on back

I've never been disappointed by 
OXO products, from my measuring 
cups, knife block set, utensils, 
tongs, salad spinner, and this set 
was no exception. I knew I was 
getting bag clips, but the little Bag 
Cinches are amazing!

- Wyett P 
Belen, NM
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MERCHANDISING

#1258580

#90420

#1258480

#92000

Salt Grinder 
Permanent Tray Pack

• Permanent traypack display

• Salt Grinders sold separately

• Fits 12 Salt Grinders

• Dimensions: 12" x 12" x 10" 

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Large Rotating Fixture

• Group and showcase all OXO tools 
in one convenient location

• Holds 60+ different SKUs

• Dimensions: 21" L x 21" W 
x 60.5" H; 97 lbs

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

H-Fixture

• Four-sided with base

• Group and showcase all OXO tools 
in one convenient location

• Holds 100+ different SKUs

• Dimensions: 48" L x 24" W 
x 54" H; 215 lbs

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Pepper Grinder 
Permanent Tray Pack

• Permanent traypack display

• Pepper Grinders sold separately

• Fits 12 Pepper Grinders

• Dimensions: 12" x 12" x 10" 

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability
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#1131500

#1186500 #11117000

#1137900
#1138000 brochure 50pk

#92500 #1071647

OXO Logo Sign

• Includes plastic mounting for use 
on Large Rotating and H-Fixtures

• Dimensions: 18" L x 6" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

POP Container Fixture

• Three shelving panels included 

• Adjustable shelving allows you to 
adapt display heights

• Signage included

• POP Container Brochure Holder 
(#1137900) sold separately

• Freestanding fixture 2.5' L x 2.5' W 
x 5' H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Ceramic 
Merchandising Crock

• Great for merchandising long-
handled tools like Wooden Tools, 
Nylon Tools, Stainless Steel 
Utensils and more

• Dimensions: 7.25" L x 7.25" W x 
8.25" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Plastic 
Merchandising Crock

• Countertop point of purchase fixture

• Dimensions: 7.5" L x 5.5" W x 6.25" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

POP Container 
Brochure Holder

• Clear, plastic Holder neatly displays 
brochures and literature 

• Converts to free-standing or 
slatwall use with included adapters 

• Single pocket 4.5" L x 1.25" W x 7.5" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Clip Strip

• Holds up to six SKUs

• Feature top sellers without taking 
up floor space

• Clip Strips dimensions: 27" L 
x 1.5" W

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability
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#11151100

#11151700

#11151900

#11151600

#11151800

#11152000

Cold Brew Coffee Maker 
Point of Purchase Display

• Dimensions: 8.5" L x 10" W x 19" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Angled Measuring Cup 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds one 2 Cup Angled 
Measuring Cup

• Comes with one 2 Cup Angled 
Measuring Cup filled with colored 
epoxy to highlight inner angled 
measurements

• Dimensions: 6.25" L x 6" W x 11.75" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Salad Spinner 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds one Salad Spinner

• Comes with one Salad Spinner 
filled with imitation leaves to 
simulate greens

• Dimensions: 12" L x 11.75" W 
x 11.75" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Pineapple Slicer 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds one Stainless Steel 
Ratcheting Pineapple Slicer

• Dimensions: 6.5" L x 6" W x 11.75" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Adjustable Measuring Cup 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds one 2 Cup Adjustable 
Measuring Cup

• Dimensions: 6.25" L x 6" W x 11.75" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Salt & Pepper Grider 
Point of Purchase Display

• Dimensions: 6" L x 6.25" W x 6.25" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability
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#11161300 

#13152100

#13151200

#11168000 fixture 
#11168100 brochure 

#11168200 brochure holder 

There are so many exciting things 
around the corner.

STACIE WOLFE 
ART DEPARTMENT

Sink Strainer 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds Silicone Sink Strainer

• Dimensions: 
6" L x 6.5" W x 11.75" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Trip Dual Mill 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds Trip Dual Mill

• Dimensions: 
7" L x 6" W x 12" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Wipes Dispenser 
Point of Purchase Display

• Holds Wipes Dispenser

• Dimensions: 
6.5" L x 8.5" W x 10.625" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability

Greensaver 
Point of Purchase Display

• Dimensions of fixture: 
4" L x 11" W x 14" H

• Dimensions of brochure holder: 
2.5" L x 4.25" W x 8.5" H

• Check with sales rep for programs 
and availability
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www.oxo.com

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is a group that promotes 
the responsible management of the world’s forest. The seal 
guarantees that the paper used comes from a sustainable forest 
and an environmentally friendly source.

MANUFACTURED WITH 
100% WIND ENERGY
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